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FOREWORD
The work described herein was conducted by the Aerospace
Controls and Electrical Systems Department of the General Electric
Company, Erie, Pennsylvania, under National Aeronautics and
Space Administration Contract NAS3-15691, Modification No. 1.
The work was performed under direction of Mr. D. S. Repas of the
Power Systems Division of NASA-Lewls Research Center.
Measurements and insulation studies were conducted in the
Advance Development Laboratory of the Direct Current Motor and
Generator Products Department of the General Electric Company,
Erie, Pennsylvania. Hardware used to conduct this work was
designed and manufactured during the period 1964 to 1966 under
NASA Contract NAS5-417.
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ABSTRACT
Tests were conducted to predict remaining electrical insulation life of a
polylmide-epoxy insulated 60 KW, 208 volt homopolar inductor alter-
nator, following completion of 23,130 hours of turbo-alternator endur-
ance tests at NASA. The sectioned armature winding of this alternator
stator was used as means to evaluate and measure end-life at several
aging temperatures for development of an Arrhenius plot.
A one-half life rate of 11.3°C was established from these data with a
predicted remaining llfe of 60,000 hours at an armature winding temp-
erature of 248°C and a total life, including endurance test time, of
61,645 hours. These data correlate reasonably weliwLthdata reported
Ln CK-120901 on previous contract work.
The test method applied provides static test means for establishing insul-
ation life-temperature profiles on completed components of electrical
rotating machines.
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SUMMARY
The work under NASA Contract NAS3-15691 ModificatLon No. i was-
conducted to establish Arrhenlus dLelectric life-temperature data on
the polyimide-epoxy insulation system of a prevLously endurance-
tested Lnductor alternator. The data are intended for product,design
and application use.
Thermal aging tests were conducted at five accelerated temperatures
on carefully divided sections of the alternator stator. Each section,
designated a statorette, provLded twenty-two conductors for armature
winding dielectric measurements for top-to-bottom conductor and top
and bottom conductors to frame. The statorette fabrication technLque
applied during this work is considered new. The technique provides a
means to establish insulation dielectric life-temperature profiles on
completed electromagnetic components of rotating machines.
Statorette tests were completed with failure of all coils at 350°C and
325°C. Tests were terminated at the contract scheduled completion
date with conductor failures of 78.9%, 36.4% and 21. Z% for respec-
tLve test temperatures of 300°C, 275°C and 250°C.
An Arrhenius life-temperature curve for the alternator armature wind-
ing insulation system was developed from the statorette tests with a
slope or one-half dielectric life rate of 11.3°C. At this rate, projected
dielectric life, in addition to the turbo-alternator 23,130 hours of
endurance test time, is 60,000 hours at 248°C. The equivalent time
for the endurance hours was determined to be 1,645 hours resulting in
a total predicted life of 61,645 hours at 248°C.
A failure location study was conducted at the completion of the aging
tests using the position failure data from aging tests and post-aging
dielectric breakdown. From this study, recommendations were made
for insulation improvements for longer life potential.

SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
The stator armature and field windings of two Model 2CM391BI, 60 KW,
120/208 volt, 12000 RPM homopolar inductor alternators were evalu-
ated under NASA Contract NAS3-15691 previous to work reported
herein to determine electrical insulation quality and predict remain-
ing insulation life. (ref. I) The polyimide-epoxy insulated stators had
been removed from the alternators at NASA after completing respectively
12,440 and 23,130 hours at approximately rated load in turbo-alternator
endurance tests. (ref. 2)
The stator-in-frame for these alternators is approximately 12 inches
in diameter, 20 inches long, contains an armature winding of 72 slot
double core construction, and a field winding positioned between the
armature cores and between the armature conductors and frame. The
armature is wound one turn per slot per phase with frog-leg coils
inserted into one end of a semi-closed slot and inter-phase connected
at the opposite core end. The field winding is placed into a double
cavity copper box with start of the coil winding at the box ID to permit
the two lead exit at coil periphery.
Alternator rating information is shown in table I. The insulating mat-
er[als and conductors used to comprise the insulation system for the
arn_ature and field windings of the stators investigated are described
in tables II and III with component location depicted by alternator cross-
section in figure i.
During previous work, tests to predict insulation life were conducted
on the 12,440 hour tested stator using an increasing step-temperature
aging procedure with 600 volt dc proof test on five armature coils for
each of nine temperatures. The life for each aging period and res-
pective aging temperature was projected from the slope of an average
life-temperature plot established from industry tests on poly[mide
insulated wire. From these projections, a life exceeding 80,000 hours
at an operating temperature of 248°C was predicted. Results of this
work was reported in April 1972 in NASA contract report CR-IZg091.
(ref. I)
Results from these previous tests were not considered sufficiently
conclusive to provide data for predicting life with reasonable confid-
ence for design and application use. An alternate means for llfe
prediction and verification of the aforementioned data was therefore pro-
posed usir_g the 23,130 hour tested stator and a method to obtain end-
life data• from at least three aging temperatures so as to produce an
Arrhen'[us life-temperature plot. This proposal resulted in modification
of the contract (Modification No. l) and work on the second stator.
The purpose of the work herein reported was to obtain Arrhenius l_fe-
temperature data and an analysis of alternator insulation life prediction
for product design and application use.
The scope of the work iucludpd (i) fabrication of test specimen hardware
by stator sectioning, (2) insulation measurements an_! heat aging tests to
obtain end-life data, (3) failure location analysis for insulation improve-
ment recommendations, and (4) an analysis of data to permit life-
temperature predictions.
The objectives for the work are summarized as follows:
i. Establish an Arrhenius life-temperature plot with three sigma limits
from test data on a sectioned 2CM391BI alternator stator.
2. Apply insulation measurements as techniques to monitor insulation
deterioration and failure prediction.
, Determine means to integrate the accumulated turbo-alternator
endurance test time with contract work test data for an overall life-
temperature profile.
4. Identify insulation improvements for longer life potential.
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SECTION II
INV ESTIGATION
The test hardware specified for this investigation was the stator-in-
frame from alternator model 2CM391B1, Serial Number 481490. The
alternator had completed 23, 1 30 hours turbo-alternator endurance
testing by NASA with an average total armature winding temperature
of 205°C and an end turn bus connection temperature of 260°C. In
addition to the endurance tests, the stator had been subjected to a series
of tests during previous contract work with short time exposure to
temperatures as high as 250°C. (ref. 1).
The phases of investigation directed at meeting contract work scope
objectives are summarized as follows:
1. Initial Insulation Measurements
Conduct initial insulation measurements to establish insulation qual-
ity as a base prior to follow-on fabrication and tests.
2. Fabrication of Statorettes
Section the stator axially to provide six equal sections of the arm-
ature winding so as to permit top conductor-to-frame, bottom
conductor-to-frame and top-to-bottom condu.ctor measurements.
The completed sections to be designated statorettes.
3. Aging Tests
Following initial insulation quality determination tests, subject five
statorettes to cycle or repeating type tests until failure of all coils.
The cycle should include sequential exposure to (i) oven heat with dielec-
tric measurements at temperature, (2) mechanical vibration at room temp-
erature, and (3) dielectric measurements conducted at room temperature.
4. Failure and End-Life Analysis
Conduct an analysis to include (a) evaluation of the failure type,
(b) use of various measurements as means to detect incipient
failures, (c) projection of failure data for incompleted tests using
probability techniques, (d) development of Arrhenius life-tempera-
ture plots, and (e) prediction of additional and total life of insulations
for the tested stator.
5. Failure Location Study
Conduct a failure location study to identify areas of insulation sys-
tem weakness and submit recommendations for achieving longer
life potential. The study should include an analysis of failure pos-
itions from the statorette test data.
A. EQUIPMENT TESTED
The equipment to be tested was stator S/N 481490 from alternator model
2CM391B1 sectioned with axial cuts on centers of the slot to provide six
statorettes. Each statorette contained a minimum of eleven slots to
permit application of twenty-two conductor-to-frame and eleven
conductor-to-conductor insulation measurements and a section of the
annular field coll for two field-to-frame insulation measurements.
Tests to establish armature and field winding insulation quality were con-
ducted prior to sectioning. These tests included corona onset voltage,
insulation resistance as a function of temperature to 200°C, and DC
leakage current to 1000 volts, also as a function of temperature to
Z00°C.
The procedure used to section the stator and complelte fabritation of the
statorettes in preparation for tests is described in the following report
sections. Views of the stator prior to start of work are shown in
figures 2 and 3 for the connection and opposite connection ends, respec-
tively.
1. Statorette Fabrication
The general approach to statorette fabrication was to (1) imbed the
stator end turns in rigid wax so as to provide coil support and con-
tamination protection during machining operations, (2) remove both
end turns with machine cuts in. radial direction, (3) remove surplus
frame end portions, (4) section the stator axially into six equal
portions, (5) remove surface contamination from waxed areas, and
(6) melt and clean wax from the sections.
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FAn optimum length for end turn removal was desired so as to
provide maximum conductor- to- conductor contacts in the end
turn portion and a length sufficiently short to prevent possible
slot insulation damage at the core ends due to machine tool
stress during end turn removal. A one inch length, measured
from the core end, was established.
Studies were conducted to identify an imbedment wax to (1) pro-
vide maximum rigidity and contamination protection to the coils
and insulation, and (Z) permit complete removal by melt or
solvent action. Conventional paraffin type wax was selected for
the stator embedment material. Experience revealed best
impregnation and fill of the stator was achieved by pre-heating
the stator at a temperature somewhat lower than the wax melt
point. These temperatures were 45°C and 80°C, respectively.
Machining of the end turns and frame was completed as shown
in figure 4. This was accomplished as follows:
a) Bus-bars and cross-connections at the terminal end of the
stator were machined to a diameter of 7. 250" (0. 250" less
than the stator bore) using a sharp cutting lathe tool.
b) Both stator-end turns were removed one inch from each of
the core ends by use of a high speed milling cutter.
c) Oil fittings were removed from the frame O.D. ancl the
frame length reduced to specified dimensions. A parting
tool was required for removal of the frame on the opposite
terminal end of the stator primarily to prevent melt of the
wax due to heat generated from machining.
d) Axial sectioning of the stator-frame was achieved by:
(1) A one-inch deep cut was made axially into the frame
O.D. using a milling cutter.
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(2) The stator-frame was sectioned in two by continuing at
the slot cut by milling machine, using a vertical band saw.
(3) Subsequent axial cuts providing sixframe-stator sections
was achieved by band-saw cuts from the bore.
The removal of end turns and sectioning of the stator was a success
in terms of not imparting damage to the conductors or insulations
and achieving the sectioned armature coil end configuration as
planned. Completion of this operat[onwas considered a significant
process achievement. A view of the stator following end turn
removal is shown in figure 5. The stator sections, prior to
removal of wax, are shown in figures 6 and 7.
Although the two end turn annul[ removed by the this operation were
intact, it was apparent separation of conductors and retention of
end-turn configuration with proposed exposure to test accelerated
aging and vibration would become too complex to be of value. The
studies on these end-turns were, therefore, discontinued and
emphasis placed on the core portion of armature and field coil.
The six stator sections, obtained from the equal machined parts of
the stator, were mounted on cradles prepared from 2" high by 6"
wide x 15" long channel low carbon steel. The sections were affixed
to the cradles byweldments at the stator outer periphery, approx-
imately one inch from the armature conductors. A careful hand
clean-up and polishing operation was applied to the armature and
field conductor ends so as to remove all burrs and reduce risk of
dielectric breakdown between adjacent armature conductors and the
field conductors and field coll copper box. Thje wax was then
melted from the stator sections. The process consisted of melt-
out at 80°C with the stator bore in down position and a final wash
with Freon TF.
2. Measurement Connections
The proposed insulation measurement connection procedure was to
manually apply the measurement probes to the test conductors.
This procedure included removal of oxides from the test conductors,
following exposure to temperature during aging tests, for effective
probe contact. Permanent measurement leads were required for sel-
ect conductor measurements to be conducted with the statorette in
the oven or corona test pressure chamber. The field coil and three
top and three bottom slot armature conductors were selected for
these measurements.
The armature conductors were designated IT through lIT and IB
through l lB with measurement lead connections made to 6T, 7T,
8T, 6B, 7B and 8B. (T and B are designations for top and bottom
slot positions, respectively). The conductor arrangement permits
eleven each top-to-frame and bottom-to-frame, and eleven top-to-
bottom armature conductor measurements for a total of thirty-
three measurement possibilities per statorette.
AWG 16 polytetrafluoroethylene-glass insulated silver plated copper
stranded leads, four feet in length, were connected to one end of each
three top and three bottom armature conductors sharing the
same slots. This connection arrangement could permit slot phase-
to-phase and phase-to-frame measurements. To minimize heating,
the connection was made by produc[ng a ball at the strand ends and
butt tungsten inert gas welding the ball to the armature conductor end.
Connections for field coll measurements were made by applying
silver paint over the exposed conductors, exclusive of about one-
half the area adjacent to the copper field coil boxes. AWG 16 polytet-
rafluoroethylene-glass insulated stranded leads were connected to the
silver coated conductor ends by a brass fastener inserted into a hole
drilled and tapped into the field coil conductors.
To prevent breakage of lead strands, a lead support was constructed
of steel and polyimide-glass laminate and attached to the statorettes
above the bore. Untreated glass tape was wrapped tightly around
the lead strands at the armature conductor _oint to provide a stress
transition from the rigid joint to the flexible lead. The leads were
looped from the joint and anchored through the poly[m[de-glass
support.
The completed statorettes, prior to conductor taping, are shown
[nI[gures 8 and 9.
The sixstatorettes were designated No. 1 through No. 6. Five
were selected for the requLred aging tests, with statorette No. 5
remaining as a spare.
B. TEST PROCEDURE
The test procedure adopted was based on industry developed methods for
thermal evaluation of electrical insulation systems (ref. 3, 4, 5). The
procedure involves exposure of the statorette to critical elements, sim-
ulating the environmental conditions and stresses typical of the product
application, but aggravated to accelerate deterioration. For this pro-
gram the intended product application was electrical machinery for space
power generation. (ref. 6). The data obtained on the system tested are
expected to be applicable to a broader spectrum of equipment and appli-
cations.
i. Test Cycle Description
The elements of the test cycle adopted included heat aging at elevated
temperature, mechanical vibration, thermal shock produced by
moving the test specimen into the hot oven, and electrical stress
through application of voltages for insulation condition measurements.
The sequence and details of these exposure elements are described
as follows :
a) Heat age statorette in n[trogen atmosphere for prescribed time
and temperature.
b) Apply voltage stress, at aging temperature, to selected con-
ductors for measurement of dc leakage current to 1000 Vdc and 500
volt insulation resistance.
c) Apply thermal stress by cooling statorette from aging tempera-
ture to room temperature.
d) Apply mechanical vibration at room temperature.
e) Apply voltage stress with measurement of corona onset voltage to
700 Vac.
f)
g)
Apply voltage stress through measurement of dc leakage current
to 1000 Vdc at room temperature.
Kepeat steps a) thru f) until "failure" of all coils. "Failure" is
defined as leakage current exceeding 2000 micro-amperes at
600 Vdc or less, when tested at room temperature condition.
remperature increments of 25°C were used from selected aging tem-
peratures of 250°C through 350°C. The aging periods correspor_ding
to each of the temperatures were estimated to provide approximately
the same _umber of cycles to failure for each test temperature. The
oxygen concentration for the aging environment was reduced to 0.16%,
a level corresponding to the concentration at 100,000 feet (30.5 Ks),
by closing the oven outlets and purging the ovens with dry nitrogen
to pressurize the system.
Thermal profiles were obtained on the statorettes to establish the time
required to heat and cool the statorettes. The aging time used in the
analysis was the specified time at temperature and did not include heat-
up and cool-down time. Power to the oven heating elements was re-
moved at the end of cycle heat aging time, but the flow of nitrogen was
continued until the statorette reached room temperature to reduce
oxidation effects.
The vibration stress was applied by subjecting the statorette to 60 Hz,
8 roll peak-to-peak amplitude vibration for one hour in each cycle. The
vibration corresponds to 1.5 G_s loading.
Voltage stress was applied through measurements of dc leakage current,
Lnsulation resistance at 500 Vdc, and corona onset voltage for each
armature top conductor-to-frame, bottom conductor-to frame, between
top and bottom conductors, and field coil to frame measurement posLtion.
DC leakage current was measured at voltages to 1000 with crLterLon for
failure established as leakage exceedLng 2000 micro-amperes at 600
Vdc or less, measured at room temperature. The 600 volt dc 1Lmitwas
based on 1.4 (ac to dc conversion) and 2.0 (expected application tran-
sients) multiplying factors of the rated 208 volt ac alternator terminal
voltage. Leakage current and insulation resistance measurements were
also conducted at aging temperature for conductor positions to which leads
were affixed, permitting measurements to be conducted on the outside
of the ovens.
Corona onset voltage was measured at voltages to 700 Vac rms, a level
corresponding to the 1000 Vdc limit established for leakage current meas-
urements. Corona onset voltage was measured at room temperature and
at a reduced pressure of 4.5 TOI_R. The 4.5 TORR is the pressure equiv-
alent to 100,000 feet (30.5 Ks) at 250°C and simulates space conditions.
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The test cycles applied for each of the five selected aging temperatures
are summarized in the following table:
TEST CYCLE ELEMENTS AND HEAT EXPOSURE PERIODS
Z,
6
Statorette Number
Element Test Temperature
1 6 4
Description Condition 350°C 3_5°C 300°C
Voltage stress -
between all
conductors and all
conductors to
frame, to 1000
iVdc or failure $.
Heat Exposure
Hours
Voltage stress -
select conductors,
same as No. 1
Mechanical
Vibration
Voltage stress -
select conductors,
corona ons et
voltage
Cold, at
room
temp.
Oven,
Nitrogen
gas
purged
Hot, at
test temp.
Cold, at
room
temp.
Cold, at
room
temp, sea
level and
4.5 TOR'%
Cold, at
room
temp.
X X X
4 Z4 68
X X X
X X X
X - X
X X XVoltage stress -
between con-
ductors and
conductors to
frame, .to lO00
Vdc or failure *.
.3 2
275°C 250°C
X X
168 336
X X
X X
X
X X
$ - Failure, Leakage Current in excess of Z000 micro-amperes
$$ - Initial Cycle only
2. Measurements
Electrical measurements were conducted on the statorettes to mon-
itor degradation of Lnsulations at the test temperatures and at room
temperature during the heat aging cycles. Leakage current measure-
ments were conducted at test temperature where possible. Corona
onset voltage measurements were conducted under vacuum with
intent to detect £ormatLon of voids Ln the structure as the organic
materLals aged and pyrolyzed.
Initial measurements were conducted on the stator prior to sectioning
and on the statorettes to establish base line data. InLtial measure-
ments were conducted on the statorettes at temperatures to Z00°C
to establish a base for the insulation quality prior to LnLtiation of
aging tests.
Measurement positions and connection arrangements are described
in section [I-A. Z of this report. The schematics for measurement
connectLons are shown in fLgures 10a and 10b for the stator ahd
statorettes, respectively. The measurements are described as
follows :
a) Insulation Kesistance
Measured at 500 Vdc with a 20 million megohm instrumentation
read-out capabLlity.
Measurements conducted at room temperature prior to aging
tests, at aging temperature on select conductors with leads at-
tached, and at room temperature at completion of each aging cycle.
b) LeakaGe Current
Measured at 200, 400, 500, 600, 800 and 1000 volts dc usLng a
"Takk" tester.
Measurements conducted at room temperature pr [or to agLng
tests, at agLng temperature on select conductors with leads at-
tached, and at room temperature at completion of each aging cycle.
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c) Corona Onset Voltage
Measured with applLcation of voltage to 700 Vac to select conductors
with leads attached. Corona onset voltage measured by detect-
ing initiation of noise on the cathode ray tube display. Measured
in a chamber at (1)room temperature and atmospheric pressure,
and (2) at 4.5 TORR and room temperature conditions. The 4.5
TORI_ at room temperature is equivalent to the space application
condition of 250°C and 8 TORR_. Corona tests were conducted on
the statorettes used for 250, 300 and 350°C test temperatures only.
C. TEST APPARATUS
The test apparatus used for conducting tests included convection ovens,
nitrogen gas purging, mechanical vibration facilities, a corona-altitude
chamber, and measurement instrumentation.
1. Facilities
a) Ovens
The ovens used for heat aging were high velocity convection type.
The 0.16% oxygen environment was achieved by purging the ovens
with dry nitrogen from the plant source.
After initiating aging tests, a high volume loss of nitrogen was
observed. Quantity lost was reduced by placing the statorette
into an enclosure and purging the enclosure only with nitrogen
within the oven. The enclosure was constructed from steel sheet
with a Screw-fastened lid, and a copper tube connection and vent
valve at the cover. A view of this enclosure is shown in figure 11.
The statorette was placed into the box and the lid fastened in place
through strips of unsintered polytetrafluoroethylene as gasket
material. Room temperature vulcanizing silicone rubber was then
applied as a sealiffg bead along the edge of the cover-box interface
and allowed to cure. Connection was made to the copper line in the
oven with the vent valve fully opened. Nitrogen flow was initiated
and continued for half an hour to assure the system was purged of
air. A gas chromatograp1% analysis of the gas effluent from the
vent valve after the half-hour purge showed 99.99+% nitrogen and
0. 003% oxygen, indicating the air had been virtually elimLnated
from the enclosure.
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(_) - 4.5 TOR/% at ZB°C = 8 TORR x 23 + 273
250 + 273
Gas flow meters were installed in the gas lines to the ovens,
and flow was monitored periodically throughout the aging. With
the vent valves closed, after purge, nitrogen flow was zero; had
leakage occurred in the enclosures, flow would have been
observed on the gauges. This situation did not occur.
A thermal profile was repeated on the statorettes in the enclo-
sure, using the same procedure as described in SectionIIB of
this report, and the time in the oven adjusted to obtain the
required time at aging temperature. An enclosure is shown
positioned in the oven in figure lZ.
b) Mechanical Vibration
Mechanical vibration was applied to the statorette by mounting
the s,tatorette (bore side up) onto the flat plate of a Syntron
Shake Table and subjecting the statorette to 1. B G's vibration
(8 mils peak-to-peak amplitude at 60 Hz) in a vertical plane.
Vibration amplitude was monitored by read-out from acceler-
ometers fastened to the statorettes.
c) Corona-Altitude Chamber
A vacuum chamber approximately 14" x 14" x 20" inside dimen-
sions was used to achieve 4.5 TORR pressure conditions for
corona tests. The corona measurements were made with an
Addison Discharge Scope Detector with a General Electric
5 K_ transformer potential source.
A list of the equipment used for these tests is shown in table IV.
Z. Instrumentation
The instrumentation used in conducting tests for this program is
described in table V.

SECTION III
TEST RESULTS
The data from all tests conducted are compLled and presented in tables VI
through XXIX. Summaries of these data and failure analyses are shown
in tables XXX through XXXII, inclusive. Results of tests conducted on
the stator prior to se.ctionLng, tests on statorettes prior to aging, and
aging tests are described in this report section.
A. INITIAL MEASUREMENTS
1. Stator
The insulation quality level of the stator was determined before section-
ing to establish a base line. Results of insulation resistance and
leakage current measurements are shown in table VI. Corona onset
voltage was also determined, and results are shown in Table VII. To
determine the effect of temperature, insulation resistance and leakage
current were also measured as a function of temperature to 200OC.
The change in insulation resistance with temperature is shown in
figure 13.
A study of the leakage current data indicated the stator insulations to
be in good conditLon with zero leakage at low temperature and slight
leakage at 200°C and 1000 Vdc. This is corroborated by the insulation
resistance data. Corona was not evident at voltages to 700Vac.
2. Statorettes
Initial measurements were made on the stato_ettes at room tempera-
ture and at 200°C after a 24-hour-exposure to 200°C as a test to
establish insulation integrity prior to aging. Test results are shown
in tables VIII, IX, X and XI.
All statorettes showed essentially zero leakage to 1 000 Vdc except for
two slots in statorette No. 4. The top and bottom conductors were
shorted in this unit. These failures were also evident by the hot [nsul=
ation resistance reading, as shown in table X, although an additional
failure, a top=to=bottom conductor, was detected. At room tempera=
ture, all statorettes showed zero leakage in all positions with voltage
stress to 1000 Vdc.
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Measurements made at 200°C, to establish insulation integrity of the
statorette field coils prior to aging tests revealed excessive leakage
current with dc voltage a'pplied between the field coil conductors and
statorette frame. Field coils in all statorettes were faulted. The
cause was speculated to be surface tracking, and effort was made to
clean the conductor surface area for fault removal. The faults were
located and established as an arc-over or track from an outer con-
ductor across the epoxy compound and 0. 0055" field coil box insula-
tionto the copper box. Study was continued to verify if the field
faults were due to air-dielectric breakdown at200°C, using an
"air-quench" concept. A sheet of silicone rubber was placed between
the field coil conductor ends and the steel cover plate and measure-
ment leads sealed with room temperature vulcanizing silicone com-
pound at the joint. This study was unsuccessful however; build-up of
voltage could not be achieved at room temperature.
From these studies, itwas concluded the field faults were breakdowns
occurring at the machined surface. Arcing that occurred during
statorette field coil corona testing, and the field coilbreakdown that
occurred during the 200°C test, apparently caused permanent damage
to field coll insulations at the mach:.ned surface. The cause appeared
to be attributable to copper particles from stator sectioning operations
and/oi" tracking of the polyimide polymers. Tests on the field coils
were, therefore, abandoned, and test effort concentrated on the
statorette armature conductors only.
B. AGING TESTS
Deterioration of the insulation system during accelerated aging tests was
determined primarily by leakage current measurements at room tempera-
ture to establish a common end point for life at the five test temperatures.
Failure was defined as leakage in excess of 2000 micro amperes at a
voltage not exceeding 600Vdc. Time to failure was observed for each arm-
ature conductor in test positions of top conductor-to-frame, bottom conductor-
to-frame, and top conductor-to-bottom conductor. These life data were used
to calculate a median time to failure with 100% failure, or a plot on log-
normal probability paper from which a median and three sigma limits could
be determined from data of incompleted tests.
Leakage current measurements at temperature, insulation resistance
measurements at temperature, and corona onset voltage measurements
at 4.5 TORR were of value in detecting incipient failure. The high temper-
!8
ature readings and the corona start voltage readings, particularly at
reduced pressure, were more sensitive than the room temperature
leakage current readings, but less consistent and more difficult to
correlate. These measurements were eliminated, however, with the
change from nitrogen pressurized ovens to 'the statorette enclosures;
it was necessary to remove the leads used for obtaining these measure-
ments in order to seal the statorette enclosure.
A study of leakage current measured at test temperature shows that for
some statorettes failure could notbe predicted. For example, for some
readings leakage current was extremely low athLgh voltages, but in the
following cycle, failure would occur with application of low voltage.
However, with other readings, leakage current increased with each cycle
until failure occurred. It was, therefore, concluded leakage current
measured at test temperature resulted in inconsistent data, not fully
useful for failure prediction or study of insulation deterioration trends.
I. 350°C Test Results
On the statorettes aged at 350°C earliest room temperature leakage
current faLlures occurred in the slot top-to-bottom armature conductor
mode. Bottom conductor-to-frame failures slightly outpaced the top
conductor-to-frame faLlures. Failure was achLeved on all conductors.
These data are shown in table XlI.
Hot leakage readings displayed an interesting pattern. High leakage
measured initially dropped as aging progressed and slowly rose agaLn.
Readings were not particularly consistent. The hot insulation resis-
tance measurements followed the same pattern with low megger
reading initially, but improved steadily with heat aging until abrupt
"failure" occurred. Recovery occurred [n some instances. The hot
leakage current and insulation resistance data _re shown Ln tables
XIII and ElY.
Corona onset voltage readings were rather consistent and showed a
drLft downward as aging progressed for Lop to bottom conductor and
top conductor-to-frame measurements. Corona onset for the bottom
conductor-to-frame increased somewhat for the first few cycles,
then also drifted lower. An abrupt drop in corona onset voltage
occurred toward the end, and readings remained at a low value.
The corona onset voltage data are shown in table XV.
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2. 325°C Test Kesults
Leakage current readings observed at roon_ temperature, following
each aging cycle at 325°C, demonstrated a failure pattern similar to
that shown with the 350°C statorette tests. The earliest failures
occurred between phase windings or top-to-bott0m armature con-
ductors. Bottom conductor-to-frame failures were initially slightly
more rapid than top conductor-to-frame failures, but complete failure
occurred first in the top conductors. Failure of all conductors was
achieved. These data are shown in table XVI.
Leakage current nkeasurements at test temperature showed a decrease
in leakage initially to rather low values followed by a gradual increase.
Phase, or top-to-bottom conductor, failures occurred first. There
was slight difference between the top conductor-to-frame and bottom
conductor-to-frame readings. These results were consistent with
results of hot insulation resistance data. Data from these measure-
ments are shown in tables XVII and XVIII.
3. 300°C Test l%esults
Due to termination o£ the test, complete failure was not achieved on
conductors in the statorette aging at 300°C. However, failure was
achieved on all top=to=bottom conductors, indicating this area to be
the principal weakness of the insulation system. Some bottom con-
ductor-to=frame failures occurred prior to top conductor=to-frame
failures, similar to that experienced with the 350°C test, but there
was essentially no difference between the quantity of top and bottom
conductor=to=frame failures at termination of the test. Data from
these tests, establishing conductor end life by room temperature
leakage current, are shown in table XIX.
DC leakage current measurements at the 300°C test temperature
showed a drop in current during early aging, followed by a gradual
rise. Top-to-bottom conductor failures occurred first, and the top
and bottom conductor-to-frame failures occurred at about the same
rate. Data from DC leakage current and insulation resistance
measurements are shown in tables XX and XXI.
Corona start voltage readings on this statorette were low for bottom
conductor-to-frame measurements at simulated altitude prior to aging
tests. (See table XI, initial measurements). These low readings con-
tinued to decrease with aging. Top=to-frame and top-to-bottom con-
ductor readings drifted downward slowly in a manner expected for
Lnsulation systems subjected to heat aging. These corona data are
shown in table XXII.
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4. 275°C Test Kesults
Complete fatl'ure of conductors for the three test positions was not
achieved in the 275°C aging tests. Leakage current readings observed
at room temperature remained very low inLtLally except for one bottom
conductor-to-frame position, which demonstrated an "infant mortality"
characteristLc by failing in the third test'cycle (table XXIII). Top-to-
bottom conductor failures paralled bottom conductor-to-frame failures
as the tes t progressed. One failure occurred in the top conductor-to =.
frame group at termination of the test. The room temperature leakage
current data is shown in table XXIII.
Leakage current and insulation resistance measurements at 275°C
showed a rapid decrease Ln the insulation condition as aging progressed,
but these data lacked consistency. Insulation resistance appears to be a
more dependable measurement for this purpose ethan DC leakage cur-
rent. Data from these hot measurements are shown Ln tables XXIV
and XXV.
5. 250°C Test Results
One early failure occurred in the eighth cycle (top conductor-to-frame),
and a second occurred in the tenth cycle (top-to'bottom conductor),
resulting in an extrapolated median time to failure appreciably shorter
than anticipated. These failures were recorded from the leakage
current measurements at room temperature co'ndition. At termination
of the test, the number of failures for top-to-botto m and bo.ttom
conductor-to-frame were essentially equal. Additional failures did not
occur in the top conductor-to-frame group. Data from these room
temperature tests are shown in table XXVI.
Leakage current measured at 250°C showed imprbvement in the con-
ductor-to-frame posLtions during aging. The top-to-bottom conductor
positions showed highest leakage and indication of the weak portion of
the insulation system. Insulation resistance measured at 250°C did not
provide useful informatLon. Te(st results were similar to that reported
for 275°C tests. These data observed at test temperature are shown
in tables XXVII and XXVIII.
Corona onset voltage readings drifted downward slowly as aging pro-
gressed in a manner expected for deterioration of an organic insula-
tion system. The corona data are shown in table XXIX.
Views of the statorettes following completion of tests are shown in figures
14and 15.
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C. FAILURE PROBABILITY ANALYSIS
A failure analysis was conducted on the life-data obtained from the five
statorettes. The aging time to failures for all conductor positions was com-
piled and summarized as an initial step in this analysis. The aging
time to failure for the top conductor-to-frame, bottom conductor-to-frame
and top-to-bottom conductors is summarized [ntable XXX. A failure
summary for the combined position of conductor failures is shown in table
XXXI.
The mean and three sigma limits for data from 350°C and 3Z5°C tests
were calculated since failure of all conductors was achieved in these
tests. Test data obtained at the remaining three test temperatures, 300°C,
275°C and Z50°C, were incomplete, with 78.9%, 33.3% and Zl.Z% coil
failures for each respective temperature at termination of tests. A
statistical approach for determination of the mean and three sigma
limits for these incomplete test data was, therefore, undertaken. (ref. 7,8)
The first step in the statistical approach was to plot the cumulative
percentage of failures versus time to failure on tog-normal probability
paper. Plots of all conductor positions and combination of positions are shown
in figures 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20 for the respective five test tempera-
tures.
I. 350°C and 325°C Analysis
The calculated value of median life, or 50% probability, for the 350°C
and 325°C data were obtained from the summary in table XXXI and
plotted at the 50% probability line on the log-normal paper. The best
straight line for all data points drawn through this median was used
to establish the percent failure versus time to failure slope. The
probability plots are shown in figures 16 and 17.
Z. 300°C Analysis
Statistical experience has indicated the slope of the probability line
for similar failure modes should not change with different aging
temperatures $. Two lines parallel to the 350°C line were, therefore,
drawn; one for the 325°C data, passing through the calculated median,
and the second for the incomplete (78.9% failures) 300°C data. Both
lines appeared reasonable for the data points. Although a line with a
- Private communication with Dr. Wayne Nelson, Corporate Research
and Development, General Electric Co.
steeper slope could have been drawn for the 300°C data points, the
location of the median would not have changed appreciably. The
probabillt 7 plots of the 300°C data are shown in figure 18.
3. 275°C Analysis
The incomplete 275°C time-to-failure data were also plotted on log-
normal probability paper and Is shown in figure 19. Thirty-three per-
cent of the conductors had failed at test termination. The best straight
line was drawn for the 275°C data with 33% conductor failures, and this
line was extrapolated to intersect the 50% probability ordinate to provide
the 275°C median life point for the Arrhenius plot. It was apparent
that the slope of this 275°C probability-life data was different from
that of the 350°C data. Additional 275°C failure points would be
required to establish such difference with confidence.
4. Z50°C Analysis
The 250°C data were also plotted on the log probability paper using a
slope determination technique different than the technique used for
300°C and 275°C data. With 21% conductor failures, a number of lines
with different slopes could be drawn. The concept of similar slopes
was applied from the 275°C data, but the life probability line could be
readily shifted up or down on the plot. The lines drawn and plotted on
figure 20 appear to be a reasonable compromise. Greater confidence
would have resulted with continuation of the aging tests and achievement
of more than 50% failure of the conductors.
5. Failure Position Analysis
An analysis was made of the failure data for the three failure positions
in an attempt to establish median life and three sigma limits for each
position. The intent of this analysis was to study strength and weak-
ness areas of the insulation system for improvement recommendations
to achieve longer life potential. Plots of these failure position data
were made on log-normal probability paper, and median life was
established from the intersection of aging time and 50"/0 probability
with the life probability line.
The median and three sigma data were determined for the 300°C, 275°C,
and 250°C data and are tabulated on table XXXII. Failure position data
shown on this same table for the 350°C and 325°C tests were deter-
mined by calculation.
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D. INSULATION END LIFE DETERMINATION
An Arrhenius plot of time to failure versus aging temperature for the median
of,allconductor failures for the 350°C, 325°C, 300_C, 275°C and Z50°C tests is
shown in figure Zl. Median life for the 350°C and 325°C tests were cal-
culated from completed data, and the life for the remaining three incompleted
tests was determined by probability end life prediction as described in the
previous report section. The data for this plot were obtained from table
XXXII.
The data plotted result in essentially a straight line through all test temper-
atures except the 250°C test point. The reduced projected mean life for
this temperature suggests factors other, than aging may cause reduced life
[n a test of this duration, or a large number of early, infant mortality type
failures occurred such that the median would be increased with extended
tests.
The slope for the Arrhenius plot was calculated to show insulation llfe
is changed by a factor of 2 for each 11.3°C change in temperature. The
comparative slope factor for polylmide insulated conductor, obtained
from several sources of industry data and reported in previous contract
work, was determined to be 12.2°C, therefore, showing reasonable corre-
lation in test results. (ref. I)
E. FAILURE LOCATION INVESTIGATION
A study to determine location of conductor failures on tested statorettes was
was undertaken to help identify areas of insulation weaknesses for design
improvement recommendations. The study was conducted onstatorettes
No. 1 (350°C) and No. 6 (325°C) wherein aging tests had been completed
w_.th failure of all conductor positions.
Faults in new or partially aged electrical windings insulated with organic
materials can normally be detected by smoke, burning, or flashing with
application of conventional dielectric test equipment. The tested
statorettes were, however, essentially void of organic and burnable
materials. A 250 Vac high ampere power supply was, therefore, used
as a dielectric breakdown test for visual location of conductor fault areas.
fault visuallydetectable was evident by current discharge, physical
rupture of remaining insulation, melt of metal, and/or audible arcing.
A
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The high current test was applied at random to a minimum of five
armature conductors for each top-to-frame, bottom-to-frame and
top-to-bottom conductor positions. Failure locations were categor-
ized as (1).bottom or top of the slot, and (2) the core connection end,
opposite connection end, middle or field coil area. l_esults for both
statorettes are shown in table XXXIII. Hidden faults, that could not
be visuall 7 detected, were classified as rriiddle core type faults.
Analys_s of combined fault locations of both statorettes showed 18.2%
of the top conductors tested were faulted at the core ends, 27.3% of
the bottom conductors tested were faulted at the core ends, and 75.8%
of all tested conductors were faulted in the middle of the core.
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SEC TION IV
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
A. INSULATION MEASUREMENTS
The measurement of leakage current, observed at room temperature con-
dition appears to be an acceptable technique for determining insalation
life. Room temperature measurements applied to statorettes aged at
different temperatures provided data on the same basis for conductor life
comparisons. The 600 Vdc limit established for failure corresponds
to twice the alternator peak rated voltage. The 2000 micro
amperes limit for leakage was established from test experience
which demonstrated that the change in current with increased voltage
application above this limit is high and, for the configuration and insul-
ations commonly used in aerospace electrical machines or aerospace
environmental test conditions, may lead to insulation failure. The
insulation life predictions are, therefore, conservative.
"Failure", as defined, was therefore also indicated for conditions when
insulation resistance was 0.3 megohms. Correlation is shown between
insulation resistance and leakage current measurements at 500 Vdc, but
the range of voltages used for the leakage readings provided additional
information and a better understanding of insulation change.
The readings observed at test temperature were most sensitive in that
incipient failures appeared _arlier than the failures observed at the room
temperature measurements. However, there was lack of consistency in
these data possibly due to thermal expansion effects such as movement
of adjacent conductors or insulations.
Corona start voltage measurements obtained at reduced pressure demon'-
strated this measurement to be useful for monitoring insulation deterior-
at[on. As organic constituents in the insulation system pyrolyzed, voids
were apparently developed in the system. Application of voltage at
reduced pressure will produce ionization in these voids, resulting in
corona formation. The more voids, and/or the larger the voids, the
lower the voltage at which ionization would occur. Monitoring deteriora-
tion of the statorette insulations is depicted with plots of average corona
onset voltage data for 350°C, 300°C and Z50°C tests in figures Z2a, ZZb,
and 22c, respectively.
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B. INSULATION END LIFE
The one-half life rate of 11.3°C established from the statorette test data
was used to determine alternator life additional to that accumulated dur-
ing the NASA turbo-alternator endurance tests. The rate was also used
for comparison of life predicted in earlier contract work. This deter-
minatLon and comparison is summarized as" follows:
1. Remaining llfe at Z48°C, from
Arrhenius plot, figure 21 ......... 60,000 hrs.
0 Equivalent life at 248°C for NASA
reported 23,130 hours endurance
tests at the average armature
winding temperature of 205°C, by
calculation ................ 1,645 hrs.
3. Total alternator life at 248°C ....... 61,645 hrs.
o Predicted total life at NASA
reported alternator bus bar
temperature of 260°C, from
Figure 21 and calculation of
equivalent endurance llfe time ........ 29,600 hrs.
5. Total life at 205°C, from
calculation ................ 863,000 hrs.
6. Earlier contract work, stator
tests previously reported (ref. 1)
a} P_emain[ng alternator life at
248°C, determined from
stator tests ...... 80,000 hrs.
Equivalent llfe at 248°C for
NASA reported lZ, 440 hours
endurance tests (alternator S/N
481489) at the average winding
temperature of 205°C, determined
from ArrhenLus plot
and calculation ........... 1,000 hrs.
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c) Total aiternator life at 248°C . ....... 81,000 hrs.
o Temperature to achieve 81,000
hours established from statorette
test data reported herein ........... 244°C
The conclusions reached from this summary analysis include:
• The 1,645 hours eqt_lvalent life achieved during endurance tests is
insignificant with respect to altering the Arrhenius life line shown
in figure 21.
Figure 21 is therefore considered acceptable for design and appli-
cation use for prediction of life or permissive operating tempera-
tures. At least two precautions are suggested in use of these data
however :
a} The data are applicable to the alternator configuration and insul-
ations tested. Configurations unusually different may not pro-
vide the same performance.
The data are based on aging in an environment essentially
free of oxygen. Oxidative pyrolysis of the polyimide and epoxy
materials would havebeen accelerated substantially at the
elevated test temperatures in a normal air atmosphere.
b) The data are based on insulation dielectric performance only.
Changes in the insulation system properties during service life
will alter thermal or mechanical properties so as to affect heat
transfer or mechanical strength. These latter properties may
become more limiting to the life of the equipment than dielectric
properties.
o Correlation is shown between the results of the earlier contract
work (ref. 1) wherein 81,000 hours of life at 248°C was predicted
from stator tests and the 61,645 hours determined from statorette
tests reported herein.
The technique for determining life expectancy of an insulation system
is well known in the electrical insulation technological field. Several
IEEE Standards are based on the procedure of aging components at
various temperatures to determine time to failure at each temperature;
and from these data, an Arrhenius plot of life against temperature is
derived. (ref. 3, 4, 5)
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The unique feature of the work reported herein is use of a completed
machine to obtain test sections for heat aging. Feasibility of this
approach and technique has been demonstrated.
Shnilarly, IEEE Standard No. 1 01 outlines the mathernatLcal analysLs
£or derivation of the Arrhenius plot, (ref. 7, 8), but this derivation Ls
based on complete failure data. For work reported hereLn, statistical
approaches were applied to incomplete failure data to construct points
for the Arrhenius plot.
C. FAILURE LOCATION
A study of test position failure data, shown in table XXX and described
in report section III-C. 5, and the failure location data reported in section
III-E, in_ticate the majority Of failures were between conductors in the
slots and within the stator core mid-section. The slot bottom conductors
rank close to this majority, with predominance of failures in the core
section. The slot top conductors provided longest life. Except for
occasional flashover at the bare conductor ends, faults were not located
between phases in the end turn regions.
The failure location results were evaluated with respect to the _ stator
configuration, materials, and assembly procedures to establish areas
for insulation improvements. The following was concluded:
1. The top-to,bottom conductor insulations may be upgraded by [ncreas-
" ing the thickness of the slot phase insulation.
, The bottom conductor insulation could be improved by providing an
insulation strip at the sl0t bottom, probably 0. 010" thick, so as to
provide cushion and protection to the slot insulation against lamina-
tion edges at the core slot bottom.
. Th_ top conductor is double insulated at the top of the slot by means
of a full fold-over of the slot liner, therefore providing added insula-
tion equivalent to that suggested in Item 2 above. It is speculated the
longest coil life of the three positions was achieved for this reason.
The median life for conductors in the slot top position, determined
from data in table XXXII and the Arrhenlus plot in figure 23, indicate
a dielectric life expectancy at Z48°C of approximately IZ2,200 hours.
This, therefore, could be considered a goal for insulation improve-
ments of the other positions for longer alternator life potential.
3O
4. The proposed changes would, no doubt, have impact on the alternator
slot design or electromagnetic performance.
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SECTION V
CONCLUSIONS
The work objectives detailed in Section I of this report were
achieved. These attained objectives include development of an
Arrhenius insulation system life-temperature plot, application of
select measurements for monitoring deterioration of [nsu!ations,
integration of NASA reported turbo-alternator endurance test time
with time obtained from tests reported herein, and an analysis of
failure location data with recommendations for longer 1Lfe potential.
The significant conclusions reached are as follows:
• An Arrhenius dielectr ic life-temperature plot with a one-half llfe
rate of 11.3°C was established for the armature insulation sys-
tem of the endurance tested alternator. The rate was established
from statorette tests conducted at five aging temperatures.
o A mean dielectric life of 58.78 and 333.33 hours was determined
from tests completed at 350°C and 3Z5°C respectively, A mean
life of 1520, 7900 and 30000 hours was determined from data on
incomplete tests using life probability plots for the respective
test temperatures of 300°C, Z75°C and Z50°C.
. A remaining dielectric life of 60,000 hours at 248°C is .predicted
for the tested alternator. The temperature of 248°Cwas selected
during previous contract work as a base for data comparisons.
The 60,000 hours established by statorette tests correlates rea-
sonably well with the 80,000 hours determined by stator tests
from previous contract work.
The equivalent life for the 23,130 hours endurance tests at 205°C
was determined to be I, 645 hours at 248°C. Total alternator
dielectric life at Z48°C was therefore determined to be 61,645
hours.
. A procedure was established for obtaining insulation dielectric life
data for Arrhenius life-temperature plots from a completed
alternator stator. The procedure involves accelerated thermal
aging tests on carefully divided sections of the completed stator.
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, An increase in insulation thickness for the top-to-bottom con-
ductor position was included with recommendations to achieve
longer dielectric life potential. This conductor pos[tionwas
determined to be the limiting one for longer life, The top con-
ductor-to-frame position provided longest life and suggests this
longer life could be achieved b7 improvement of all conductor
positions to the conductor-to-frame l[fe level.
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TABLES AND FIGURES
COMPILATION AND PRESENTATION OF DATA
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TABLE I--SNAP-8 ALTERNATOR RATING AND PERFORMANCE
CHARACTERISTICS
General Electric Model:
Design Specification:
Rating:
Electrical Characteristics :
Wave form, total rms harmonic content, . . , ................. 2.33_/0
Line-to-line at I. 0 P. F.
Efficien&y, 80 kVA, 0.75 P. F ......................... 87.5_
Excitation, 80kVA, 0.75 P.F .................. 43.3 Volts, 19.6 Asps
Winding symmetry, voltage ......................... _ 1 Volt
difference between phases
Me chanical Character istic s :
Cooling oil ............................ Polyphenyl ether
Oil inlet temperature ....................... : ..... 96°C
Oil outlet temperature ............................. I 1 0°C
Oil inlet pressure ........... ........... 21.9 psia (15.1 x I04 N/M 2)
Oil outlet pressure .................... 8.3 psia (57.2 x 103 N/M z)
Oil flow ....................... 2.84 gpm (1.79 x 10"4m3/sec.)
Thermal Characteristics (Rated Load):
Armature end turn winding temperature, hot spot ................. 186°C
Armature bus bar end turn temperature, hot spot ................. 208°C
Field winding temperature, hot spot .................... ; . . 162°C
Weight:
Structural ............................... 235 Pounds
Electromagnetic ............................ 211 Pounds
Total ................................. 446 Pounds
Envelope, Max.
Length ................................... 21.7"
Diameter, frame ....... ........................ 12. Z"
Diameter, Over Terminals .......................... 16.8_
Design Life: I0,000 hours (3.6 x 106 seconds) continuous, unattended
operation at rated load.
Design Environment:
Cavity pressure ...................... 0.05 mm Fig (6.66 N/M 2)
Radiation level ................. 5 x I013 nvt fast neutrons and 107 rads
(105 J/Kg) gamma total dosage.
2CM391BI
Aerojet General Corp. AGC-10175A
(31 March 1965) Under NASA Contract NAS5-417
80 kVA, 0.75 P.F., 120/208 Volts, 400Hz, 3 Phase -- 3 Wire, 12000 RPM
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TABLE II - ALTERNATOR INSULATIONS AND CONDUCTOR
MATERIALS- -ARIM_TUR E
Sheet No. 1 of 2
Component
I. Slot insulation
Z. Conductor
3. Slot phase insula-
tion
4. Insulation end
punchings
5. Top-sticks
6. Coil side end turn
phase insulation
7• Coil top-to-bottom
end turn phase in-
sulation
8. Lead cable -
power leads
9. Lead and phase
joint insulation
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
Size Composition
•0105"
• 125" x . 212"
•016"
•020"
3 per end
36AZ27152
• 032" thick
#3 AWG
•0105"
#8 AWG
(3 per phase)
• 0065"
(3 layers)
Plus -
• 005"
(3 layers)
Aromatic polyimide im-
pregnated and coated
glass cloth
Heavy coated aromatic
polyimide insulated
rect OFHC copper
Silicone-glass laminate
Silicone- glass laminate
Aromatic polyimide
Heat cleaned £iber
glass sleeving
Aromatic poly_mide im-
pregnated and coated
glass cloth
Glass braid, reinforced
mica insulated OFHC
Pressure s enaitive
thermosetting silicone
adhesive coated glass
cloth tape
Heat cleaned fiber
glass woven tape
General Electric
Co. Designation*
AZZLI 6A5
B50WB310E
AIgBZZAI
AI9BZZAI
A50WB381A
A50WB304A
AZRLI 6A5
BS0WB317A8
AZ3B5A3
AS0WB374A
SOUR CE
Comme _cial Source
EI DuPont Co.,
Fairfield, Corm•
General Electric Co.,
SAC-Wire Section
Schenectady, N.Y.
General Electric Co.,
Coshocton, Ohio
General Electric Co.,
Coshocton, Ohio
EI DuPont Co.,
Wilmington, Delaware
Bentley Harris Mfg.
Co., Conshohocken, Pa.
El DuPont Co. ,
Fairfleld, Conn.
Rockbestos Wire &
Cable Co., New Haven.
Conn.
Minnesota Mining and
Mfg. CO., h-vington Div.
Hess, Goldsmith & Co.,
New York, N.Y.
Mfg' s
Designation
#6508-0105
"HML"
"Vespel"
"bn SpeCial
Treated"
#6508-0105
"Mica- Temp'
Sheet No. 2 of 2
TABLE II - ALTERNATOR INSULATIONS AND CONDUCTOR
MATERIALS- -ARMATURE
Component
1 0• Inter-coil joint
insulation
11. Winding im-
pregnatio_
1 Z. Insulation end
punching cement
13. imill between
stator core
sections
14. Reinforcement to
'tern #l 3
15• Bus conductors
16. Bus ins ulation
17.
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
Size Composition
3/8" dia. Heat cleaned fiber
glass sleeving
Plus -
Compound Black, filled thlxo-
tropic epoxy Novolac
resin con_pound
_._mpound Thin, clear, unfilled
epoxy Novolac resin
compound
Compound Thin, clear, unfilled
epoxy Novolac resin
compound
Compound Black, filled thixo-
tropic epoxy Novolac
resin compound
. 007" Lens weave, heat
cleane d glass cloth
tape (3 layers)
• 080 x . 500 Heavy coated aromatic
polyimide insulated
rect. OFHC copper
• 0105" Aromatic Dolyimide im-
pregnated and coated
glass cloth
Plus -
• 005" Heat cleaned fiber
(3 layers) glass tape
Lead cable - #12 AWG
phase equalizer (one per
lead s phase )
Glass braid, reinforced
mica insulated OFHC
copper stranded cable
General Electric
Co. Designation
ASOWB304A
ASOWB364A
A50WB303A
ASOWB365A
ASOWB364A
AZZLI 4A
BSOWB310E
AZZLI6A5
ASOWB374A
B5 0WB317AI Z
SOURCE
Commercial Source
Bentley Harris blfg.
Co., Cor_shohocken, Pa.
General Electric Co.,
DCM&G Dept., Erie, Pa.
General Electric Co.,
DCIv[&G Dept., Erie, Pa-
General Electric Co.,
DCIV[&G Dept., Erie, Pa.
General Electr_c Co. ,
DCM&G Dept., Erie Pa.
Columbia Electric Tape
& Mfg. Co. - Phila-
delphia, Pa,
General Electric Co.,
SAC Wire Section
Schenectady, New York
EI DuPont Co.
Fairfield, Coat,.
Hess, Goldsmith & Co.
Rockbestos Wire &
Cable Co., New Haven
Conn•
l_g's
.Designation
."BH Special
T.reated"
"I-I_I "
6508-0105
"Mica- Temp"
t_
_O • Revised from designations shown
In Report. Reference 1.
TABLE HI - ALTERNATOIR INSULATIONS AND CONDUCTOR
O MATERIALS- - FIE LD
Component
I. Coil Box Bottom .0055"
5. Box corner fill . 026" din.
3. Box side lead
Insulation
Plus -
#13 AWG
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
Size Compo._+_on
Plus -
#9 AWG
4. Conductor ,07Z0" dia.
5. Coil box liner Compound
cement
6. Conductor bond Compound
7, Insulation betwee_ . 0055"
coil O.D. and (2 layers)
copper band
8. Lead cable - #12 AWG
power lead
Aromatic polyimide im-
pregnated and coated
fiber glass cloth
Untreated glass cord
Silicone-gL_s s
Laminate
Aromatic polyimid e
coated fiber glass
sleeving
Aromatic volyimid e
coated fiber glass
Heavy coated aromatic
polyimide insulated
round OFHC copper
Thin, clear, unfilled
epoxy Novolac resin
compound
Black, filled thixo-
tropic epoxy Novolac
resin compound
Aromatic polyimide
impregnated and coated
fiber glass cloth
Glass braid, reinforced
mica insulated OFHC
copper stranded cable
General Electric
Co. Designation*
AZ2 LI 6AZ
A4LIBZ
AI9B2ZAI
A50C D 307A
A50CDB07A
B50WB31ZE
A50WB363A
A50WB364A
AZZLI6A2
B5 0WB317AI 2
SOURCE
Commercial Source
E1 DuPont Co. ,
Fairfield, Conn.
Owens-Corning Fiber-
glass Corporation
General Electric Co.
Coshocton, Ohio
Bentley Harris _&fg.
Co., Conshohocken, Pa.
Bentley Harris M/g.
Co., Conshohocken, Pa.
General Electric Co.,
SAC Wire Section
Schenectady, New York
General Electric Co.,
DCM&G Dept., Erie, Pa.
General Electric Co.,
DCM&G Dept., Erie, Pa.
EI DuPont Co. ,
Fairfield, Conn.
Rockbestos Wire &
Cable Co., New
Haven, Conn.
#65(17-0055
EC9-Z0
#11556
Textolite
"Ben Hat
963 ML"
"Ben Hal
963 ML"
HMI'
#65 07- 0055
"Mica- Temp"
* Revised from designations shown
in Report, Reference 1.
TABLE IV - TEST EQUIPMENT
,
2.
FUNCTION
Altitude & Corona
Heat Aging
3. Vibration Simulation
EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION
Air Research Environmental Chamber
Despatch High Velocity Ovens
Models: V31SD, Ser. 76138
V31 Ser. 39945
V31 Set. 47180
Mfg. Despatch Oven Co.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Syntron Model VC-30
Serial No. A56017
Mfg. Syntron Co.
Homer City, Penna.
Test equipment was calibrated prior to initiation of tests and at termin-
ation of tests in accordance wlthMIL-C-45662.
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TABLE V - TEST INSTRUMENTATION
Test Parameter
I. Continuity Measurements
2. Insulation Resistance
3. D. C. Leakage Current
4. Corona Onset Voltage
5. Mechanical Vibration
6. A.C. High Potential
Measurements
7. Gas Analysis
Instrument Description
Simpson V-O-M
Model 260
Simpson Electric Co.
Chicago, Illinois
Megger Insulation Tester
Mfg. Type No. 500 Vdc
James Biddle Co.
Insulation Tester, Model 29
Twenty Million Megohmmeter
H. Sticht & Co.
New York City, New York
Takk D. C. Leakage Tester
Model 86, Ser. 111
Takk Corp., Newark, Ohio
G. E. High Voltage Pwr Supply
Cat. 153X238. Set. No. D938553
coupled with an Addison
Discharge Scope Detector,
Type AC2 Ser. 5651
Addison Electric, London
Columbia Charge Amplifier
Columbia Research Labs
Woodlyn, Penna.
High Potential Tester
AC Type Catalog No.
General Electric Co.
989 21156
Gas Chromatograph,
Perkin Elmer Corp.
Norwalk, Conn.
Model 9 00
All instrumentation was calibrated prior to initiation of tests and at
termination of tests in accordance with MIL-C-4566Z.
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'TABLE VI - INITIAL MEASUREMENTS - INSULATION RESISTANCE & DC LEAKAGE
Test Component Pos[t[on
Field Winding,
F1 to Frame
A rmatur e Wlnd [ng
T4 to Frame
Armature to Field
Wlnd[ng, T4 to F1
Test
Temp. -
°C
Z4
40
80
IZ0
160
200
Z4
40
80
IZ0
160
Z00
Z4
40
80
IZ0
160
ZOO
Stator No. 1 S/N481490
Ins ulatlon Re sistance,
Ohms
IMe_er at 500 Vdc 1
130,000x 106
115,000 x 106
Z6,000 x 106
i, 200 x 106
59 x 106
i. 75 x 106
DC Leakage,,, micro-amperes
180,000x 106
5Z, 000 x 106
30,000 x 106
7, ZOO x 106
7,400 x 106
550 X 106
I, ZOO, 000 x 106
390,000 x 106
54,000 x 106
18,000 x 106
Z, 700 x 106
410 x 106
Volts
ZOO 400 600
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 .5
3.0 7.5 iZ
i00 Z50 425
0 0 0
0 0 ..... 0
0 O- 0
0 0 0
0 0 .5
.75 Z.5 3.5
0 0 - 0
O 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
1.5 2.0 3.5
dc
800 1000
0 0
0 0
0 1.0
1.0 1.5
15 18
500 615
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 .25
.75 1.0
4. O 6.0
0 0
0 0
.5 ._
.5 .75
.5 1.5
6.0 "6.5
oo
TABLE Vll- INITIAL CORONA ONSET VOLTAGE
Stator No. 1 S/N 481490
Test Component Position,
Measurement
i,'IJr'11
Field Winding,
F1 to Frame
Armature WLnd Lng,
T4 to Frame
Armature _to Field
Windings, T4 to F1
Corona Onset Voltage, Volts AC RMS
Initial, As Rec'd. at Sea Level Pressure
and 23°C
700 *
700 *
700 *
* 700 Volt AC application limit to prevent possible insulation damage; corona was not
observed.
TABLE VIll. STATOItETTE I5_TIAL L£EASUILEI_NTS
I)C LEAKAGE CURRENT
J
Tes JC_ Post-
*ioo. Mass,r ano,i
_oad. No.
Aru_stur e IT
Coud_bor - to- ZT
Fran_ 3T
4T
5T
61'
7T
8T
9T
[or
lIB
12B
i3B
6B '
7B
8B
9B
10B
lib
Ar_u_tore IT-IB
Condo_tor - w- ZT-ZB
C.ona_ tot 3T-3B
4T-4B
5T-SB
6T-_6B
?T-?B
?T-?B
8T-SB
_IOT-10B
_IIT-IIB
_ Le_kaje. mlcro-_ere* q
,_4_e No. ! StaCorette No. 2 I S_rQ_e NO. 3 ,
Z3"C Z3_ 23°C
Volts. dc Volt_. d¢ I Voles, dc l
4OO 5O0 6OO 800 I0_0 2OO 4OO S00 6O0 80O I000 Z00 4OO _00 I 6OO 800 I000
.5 .75 H
_$ _?S
!
j
i i
I
i L
All z ur eu_bom_ ero
r !
A_In m_r• _ ,e_s_ro
e :epe u xhowo
_sur enc_: AU m _ro
i I ,
T _ T_p conduc_o_ I_ *lo_l_e side}
B = _t_om co.ducat in slot (Fr_ side}
r
I
/ I i
I
All _ _8g_'e_3ents _tero
S_torene No. 4 St_torett_ No, b
Z3eC 23"C
Volts dc Volts dc
' 200 400 500 6O0 800 I000 200 400 500 600 800
AU n e•sur• _em _ro
• _¢ept a, *how_
All n _sur_ _eut• _ro
• _cept • _ show_
All _a , men_ _ ero
e Ice h
All exm :_am ihown..... _ro,
J I
An ._*u_e .era _ ero
I
o _
TABLE IX - STATOP_ETTE THERMAL STABILIZATION, AFTER
24 HOURS AT 200°C
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
MEASURED AT Z00-°C
Test Component Posi-
tlon, Measurement
"Fond. No.
Armature 6T
Conductor-to- 7T
Frame 8T
6B
7B
8B
Armature 6T-6B
Cond. -to- Cond 7T-7B
8T-SB
200
Statoret_e No. 1
Volts, dc
400 500 600
i 80O
DC Leakase , Mlcroamneres
Statorette No. 2
Volts, dc
200 400 500. I 600 800
A]J me&su_ ernents zero
except Ls show
A1] measul el _tents zero
except as shown
I000
.5 .75
.5 .75
.5
A_ r_ eael_"er le_s zero
em cept as Jshown
1000 z0o 400
e:
AU rr
e_
f
All measure _ents z_ro
e: :cept aJJ shown
Statorette No. 3
0o01ts I dc
60O
_&s ur e_nte z4
_cept "a1 shown
eaeure: nents z_
:cept al shown
800
:o
ro
I000
.5
Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
Cond. No,
Armature 6T
Conductor-to- 7T
Frame 8T
6B
7B
8B
Armature ' 6T-6B
Cond. -to- Cond. 7T-7B
8T-8B
ZOO
Statorette No. 4
Volts dc
400 500 600
DC LeakaRe M_croamocr_
8O0 1DO0 I 200
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
F
F
All me _eurem, nts zer
except as shown
All me tsurem_ nts zer,
exc ept as s _own
Statorette No. 6
' I 400
0
. Z5
0
0
0
0
0
Volts dc
500 600
0 0
.5 .75
0 .5
0
0 .5
0 0
0 0
800
0
1.O
.75
.75
.75
.75
N
I000
.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.25
1.0
0
T = Top conductor in slOt(Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
TABLE
X - STATOR.ETTE TH_L STABIUZATION, AFTER
24 HOUR_ AT 200°C
INSULATION RESISTANCE AT 500 Vdc
I%£EASUR.EI) AT Z00°C
iest uomponent Posi-
tlon r Measurement
Cond. No.
6T
Arrna_ur e
Conductor-to- 7T
Frame
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
Arrnat_r •
Cond. - to- Con,_ 7T-7B
8T-8B
Insulation Resistance - ohms
Statorette No. 1 Statorette No. 2 Statorette No. 3 Statorette No. 4 Statorette No. 5 Statorette No. 6
ALL MEASUREMENTS INFINITY EX CEPT AS SHOWN
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
"4
0o
TABLE XI - STATORETTE INITIAL MEASUREMENTS - CORONA ONSET VOLTAGE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE AND SIMULATED ALTITUDE
i Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
Cond. No.
Armature 6T
Conductor-to- 7T
_rame 8T
6B
7B
8B
Armature 6T-6B
Cond. -to-Cond 7T-7B
8T-8B
Corona Onset VoltaKe r Volts AC RMS
Statore_e No. l Statore_e No. 2 St_torette No. 3
Pressure at Z3°C Pressure at Z_°C Pressure at Z3°C
Sea Level 4.5 'TORR* Sea Level 4.5 TORR* Sea Level 4.5 TORR*
650 450 700-* 450 450 300
700** 550 500 300 700** 550
700** 550 500 Z50 550 350
350 Z00 650 500 650 0
500 300 700** 650 350 200
600 450 700** 600 450 300
700** 500 700** 650 650 450
650 550 700** Z00 550 400
700** 600 700** 650 700** 550
Test Component Posi-
tion Measurements
:ond. No
Armature 6T
Conductor-to- 7T
Frme 8T
6B
7B
,8B
Armature 6T-6B
Cond. - to- Con4. 7T-7B
8T-SB
CorQna On@st Voltage, Volts AC R.MS
Statorette No. 4 Statorette No. 6
Pressure at 23°C Pressure at 23°C
Sea Level
700**
700**
550
ZS0
300
ZOO
4.5 TORR * Sea Level
650
6O0
35O
200
200
0
700**
350
450
600
65O
700**
4.5 TORR *
550
ZOO
300
5O0
450
500
400 ZOO 700** 500
350 ZOO 700** 550
700** 450 650 600
* Equivalent pressure for 100,000 feet at 250°C
** 700 volt AC application limit to prevent possible insulation damage; coror_ was not observed.
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore e_de)
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
TABLE XII
-STATORETTEACCELERATED AGING- 350°C
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
MEASURED AT 23°C
STATORETTE NO. 1
Sheet 1 of
_o
Test Component P.osi-
tion, Measurement
co_, No,
Armature 1 T
Conductor-to- 2T
Frame 3T
4T
5T
&T
7T
8T
9T
10T
lit
IB
ZB
3B
4B
5B
6B
7B
8B
9B
10B
lIB
Armature 1 T- 1B
Conductor- tin- ZT-ZB
Conductor 3T-3B
4T-4B
5T-SB
6T-6B
7T-7B '
8T-8B
9T-9B
10T-10B
IIT-UB
Cycle 1
Accumulated
Hours 4
Volts, dc
ZOO 400 500 600
0 0 0 "0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 ,0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
DC Leakage, Micro-a,nperes
2 3
8 lZ
Volts, dc
800 I000 ZOO 400 500 600
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 O' 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 O
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 ,0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 .0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
'0 .25 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 , Z5 0 0 0 0
0 .25 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0" 0 0 0 .5
"0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
Volts, dc
I 800 I000 200 [ 400 500 600
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 C C'
0 0 0 0 0 C
O 0 0 0 0 0
0 O C 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 C'
0 0 0 C 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 O.
0 0 0 0 C 0
0 0 0 0 0 O
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 C
0 . Z5 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
'0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 .5 0 0 0 C
0 .5 0 0 0 0
0 .5 0 0 ..0 0
0 .5 0 0 0 0
0 .5 0 0 0 0
.5 .75 0 0 0 0
0 .5 0 0 0 0
• 75 .75 0 0 0 . Z5
0 . Z5 0 0 0 0
0 .Z5 0 0 0 0
0 . Z5 0 0 0 0
800 1000
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
C, .Z5
0 0
C ¢
0 0
0 .Z5
0 .25
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
;25 .5
0 0
0 0
,Z5 .5
.25 .5
0 .5
O ' ,75
.Z5 .5
.Z5 .5
.5 .75
.Z5 .5
1.0 1.5
,5 .75
.Z5 .5
.25 .5 '
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor in slo_ (Frame side)
F : Failure, leakage current in excess of ZOO0 mlcro-amperes
Ln
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TABLE XH - STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 350°C
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
MEASURED AT 23°C
STATORETTE NO. I
Sheet Z of 8
Test Co_ponev_ _osi-
t_on, Ivleas ur exnent
Cycle
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes •
Accumulated
Hours
4
16 Z0
_Cond. No. ZOO
, Armature 1 T 0
Conductor - to- 2T 0
Frame 3'r o
4T 0
5T 0
6T 0
7T 0
8T 0
9T 0
10T 0
llT 0
1B 0
2B 0
3B 0
4B 0
5B 0
6B 0
7B 0
8B 0
9B 0
10B 0
llB 0
Armature IT-IB 0
Conductor-to- 2T-ZB 0
Conductor 3T-3B 0
4T-4B 0
5T-5B 0
6T-6B 0
7T-7B 0
8T-8B 0
9T-9B 0
10T-10B 0
lIT-lIB 0
400
0
'0
0
0
0
0
0
0 \
0 _
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Volts, dc Volta, dc
500 600 800 I 000 ZOO 00 500 600 "800
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 . Z5 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 .25 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 .25 0 0 0 0 . Z5
0 0 0 .Z5 0 0 0 .Z5 .5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 . Z5 0 0 0 0 .25
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 "0
0 0 .Z5 .75 0 0 0 0 .Z5
0 0 15 .75 0 0 0 0 .5
0 0 .Z5 .75 0 0 0 0 .5
0 .Z5 .5 .75 0 0 0 .25 .5
0 0 .5 .75 0 0 .25 .5 .75
0 0 .5 .75. 0 0 0 0 .5
0 0 .Z5 .5 0 0 0 0 .25
0 /0 .25 .75 0 0 0 .25 ,5
0 0 1.0 I.Z5 0 0 0 .5 .75
0 0 .5 .75 0 0 0 0 .5
0 0 .25 .5 0 0 0 0 .Z5
0 0 .25 .5 0 0 0 0 .5
T = Top conductor _n s_ot (_Bore side)
B -- Bottom conductor in slot (Frarne side)
F = Failure, leakage current in excess of 2000 micro-_n_peres
6
24
Volts, d¢
1000 Z00 400 506 600 .....
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 O '0 0
.25 0 0 0 0
0 .! 0 0 0 0
• Z5 0 0 0 0
0 O' 0 0 0
.s 0 o _ .zs
.75 0 0 b .5
0 0 0 o o.
0 0 0 o o
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
.5 0 0 0 .Z5
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 .0
.5 0 0 0 0
• 75 0 0 0 .25
• 75 0 0 0 0
I. 0 0 0 0 Z5
.75 0 0 .25 .5
.75 0 0 0 .5
.5 0 0 0 0
• 75 0 0 0 . Z5
1.0 0 0 0 .5
• 75 0 0 0 0
.5 0 0 0 0
.75 0 0 0 0
800
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.5
.75
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.5
0
0
0
.5
.5
.5
.75
.75
.5
.5
.75
.5
.25
.5
I000
0
0
0
0
0
.Z5
0
0
0
.75
1.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.75
0
0
.75
.75
.75
1.5
1.5
1.0
1.0
,75
1.5
.75
.5
.75
um
w
Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
Armatuare
Conductoroto-
Frame
Armature
Conduc to r -to -
Condactor
r
_ond. No.
1T
ZT
3T
4T
5T
6T
7T
8T
9T
10T
11T
1B
ZB
3B
4B
5B
6B
7B
8B
9B
10B
liB
IT-IB
2T-ZB
3T-3B
4T-4B
5T-5B
6T-6B
7T-7B
8T- 8B
9T-9B
10T-10B
liT-liB
TABLE XlI _STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 350 oC
DC LEAKAGE C URRENT
MEASURED AT 23°C
STATORETTE NO. 1
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
Cycle 7 I_
Accumulated
Hours 28 32
ZOO
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
• 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-0
o
Volts, dc Volts, dc
400 500 600 800 1000 200 400 500 600 800
0 0 '0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
'm0 0 0 O 0 0 O 0 O O
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 .25 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 "0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0._ 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 .25 .5 1.0 0 0 0_ .Z5 .5
0 0 .5 .75 1.5 0 0 0 .5 .75
0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 .25 .5 .75 0 0 0 .25 .5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 "0
0 0 0 .5 .75 0 0 0 0 .Z5
0 0 .25 .5 1.0 0 0 0 .25 .5
0 0 0 .5 1.0 0 0 0 0 25
0 0 .5 .75 1.5 0 0 0 .25 ,5
0 .25 .5 1.0 1.5 0 0 0 .5 1.25
0 0 .5 1.0 1.5 0 0 0 .5 1.0
0 0 0 .25 .75 0 0 0 .25 .5
0 0 .25 .5 .75 0 0 0 .25 .5
0 0 .5 .75 1.0 0 0 0 .5 .75
0 0 "0 .75 1.0 0 0 0 0 .5
• 0 0 0 ,25 .75 0 0 0 0 .5
0 0 0 .5 .75 0 0 0 .25 .5
Sheet 3 of 8
T ffi Top conductor in alot'(Bore side)
B = BoVeorn conductor in gl0t (Frame side)
F = Failure, leakage current in excess of Z000 mlcro-amperes
36
Volts, dc
I000 200 400 500 " 600 ' 800 I000
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 '0 0 0 0
• 25 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1,0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.5 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 O- 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 .25
0 0 0 0 0 0 .25
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.75 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.75 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.25 0 0 0 0 .25 .5
1.25 _ - _,
1.0 40 750
_)
1.5 0 0 0 .5 1.5 2.0
1.25 0 0 0 .25 1.0 1.5
.75 0 0 0 0 0 0
.75 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.5 0 0 0 0 0 .25
1.0 0 0 0 0 .25 .5
.75 0 0 _ 0 0 .5 1.0
.75 0 0 0 0 .25 .5
S,.
TABLE XH - STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING- 350°C
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
MEASURED AT 23°C
STATORETTE NO. 1
Sheet of 8
Test Component Pos|- ,Cycle
Accumulated
tion, Measurement _[our s
Cond..No. 200 400
Armature 1 T 0 0
Conductor-m- ZT 0 0
Frame 3T 0 0
4T 0 0
5T 0 0
6T 0 0
7T 0 0
8T 0 0
9T 0 0
10T 0 0
liT 0 0
1B 0 0
2-B 0 0
3B 0 0
4B 0 0
5B 0 0
6B 0 0
7B 0 0
8B 0 0
9B 0 0
10B 0 0
lib 0 0
Armature IT- 1B 0 0
Conductor-to- 2T-ZB
Conductor 3T-3B
4T-4B 0 .5
5T-5B 0 0
6T-6B 0 0
7T-7B 0 0
8T-8B 0 0
9T-9B 0 0
10T-10B 0 ' 0
llT-11B 0 0
10
' 1000
0
0
0
0
6.0
40
.75
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.5
4o0
.5
0
0
.5'5
15
1300
ZOO
0
0
0
t 400
0
0
0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
q o
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 .5
0 0
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
Ii 12
40 44
V01is, de' . Volts, dc
500 600 800 I000 200 ,1 400 500 600 800
0 "0 0 0 0 I' 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 .Z5 .5 0 0 .75 1.5 4,0
0 0 0 ,Z5 0 0 0 .75 16
0 0 0 .5 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 ,0 0 0 0
0 0 .25 --. 75 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 .5 0 0 0 .75 1.5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 .Z5 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .Z5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .5 40
0 .25 .5 .75 o o 6_'o 35 ' 6o'
i -
Z0 85 95 120 0 25 150 350 I000 _1600
.5 .75 1.0 1.75 0 0 1.5 1.75 Z.0 Z.5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 .25 0 0 0 0 .5 .75
0 0 0 . Z5 0 0 0 0 . 25 , 75
0 .5 .75 1.5 0 0 0 .5 1.5 2.0
0 0 ,5 1.5 0 0 0 1.0 3.0 F
0 .25 .75 3.0 0 0 0 0 0 F
48
0 .5 .75 160 F
0 0 Z.0 30 180
0 0 .5 .75 1.0
0 25 40 85 165
0 0 0 .5 3.5
0 0 0 1.75 F
0 0 .5 .75 F
0 0 0 ,5 ,75
Volts, dc
500 600 800 I 000
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
.5 1.75 3.0 4.5
0 0 0 F
0 0 F
0 40 125 F "
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 O. 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 .Z5 6.0 15
0 50 165 F
0 .5 .75 6.0
0 0 35 1300
0 0 0 0
.Z5 1.5 3.0 8.0
.75 40 185 F
.5 _)
F
15
320
7.0
T = Top conductor i.n_lot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
F = Fa_lu/'e, leakage current in excess of 2000 m£cro-ampcres
TABLE XH - STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 350°C
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
MEASURED AT Z3°C
STATORETTE NO. I
Sheet 5 of 8
Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
Cycle
Accumulated
Hours
13
5Z
Volts, dc
_ond. No. 200 400 500 I 600
Arrn&tuze 1 T 0 0 0 •0
Conductor-m- ZT 0 0 0 0
Frame 3T 0 0 0 0
4T 0 0 0 0
5T 0 0 (_) -
6T ® O7T 0 0
8T 0 0 0 .5
9T 0 0 0 0
10T 0 0 0 0
liT 0 0 0 0
P
1B 0 0 0 0
ZB 0 0 0 0
3B 0 0 0 0
4B 0 0 0 0
5B 0 .25 ® /-.
6B 0 50 650 (._
7B 0 0 ®
8B 0 ®
9B 0 0 0 0
10B 0 500 (._ -
llB 0 _) i -
Armature I T- 1 B - -
Conductor-to- ZT-ZB -
Conductor 3T- 3B - _.
4T-4B 0 0 (_) _.
5T-5B 0 0 0 t_
6T-6B 0 ®
7T-7B 0 500 1300/... 1800
8T-SB 0 0 _._
_9T-9B , 0 500
IOT-10_ 200 800
11"r'_111%' " 0 0
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
14
56
Volts dc
800 1000 m 200 400 500 600 800 1000 200
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 ®
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
m
®F - 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .Z5 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . Z5 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 ,0 0 ®
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F 0 1600 (_
T = Top conductor Ln slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor Ln Slot (Frame side)
g = Failure, leakage current in excess o£ Z000 micro-amperes
60
Volts, dc
400 500 600 800 000
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 .Z5
0 0 0 0
0 0 0- 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0
,5
0
0
0
0
&.
TABLE XH - STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 350°C
DC LEAKAGE C OR/LENT
MEASURED AT 23°C
STATORETTE NO. I
Sheet 6 of 8
Test Component Pos_-
I tion, Measurement
:ond. No.
Arrn&tur e 1 T
Conductor-to- 2T
Frame 3T
4"I"
5T
6T
7T
8T
9T
1 0T
lIT
IB
2B
3B
4B
5B
6B
7B
8_
9o
10B
lIB
Armature I T- I B
Conductor- t_- ZT- ZB
Conductor 3T- 3 B
4T-4B
5T-SB
6T-6B
7T-TB
8T-8B
9T-gB
10T-10B
llT-llB
DG Lea'kage, Micro-amperes
C yc le 16 ..... 17 18
Accumulated
Hours 64 68 72
Volts, dc
g00 400 500 600 800 1000
0 0 _
30 80 100 150 F
0 0 0 0 0 0
Volts, dc Volts, dc
ZOO 400 500 600 800 i1000 200 400 500 600 800 1000
65 • 80 (_ -_ - -
W
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .25
0 0 0 0 0 , "F 0
0 0 0 0 0 .5 0
0 0 0 0 0 O 0
0 0 0 (F) - , -
0 0 0 0 F 0
0 0 0 0 0 Iv 0
0 O 0 0
/
F 00
0 0 0 0 F O' 0 0 0 F
0 0 0 .25 .5 0 0 0 O .5 1.35
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .25 .5 1.0
_)" -0 0 0 F .5 .75 6.5 _ -
0 0 0 0 F "0 .25 .5 1.5 2.0 F
0 0 0 F 0 0 0
T = Top conductor in glot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor ha 'slot (Frame side)
F = Failure, leakage current in excess of Z000 ralcro-ar_peres
TABLE XH - STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING- 350=C
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
MEASURED AT Z3°C
STATORETTE NO. 1
Sheet. 7 of 8
Test CompOnent Posi- Cycle
Accumulated
tion, Measurement Hours
Cond. 1_o, 200
Armature I T -
'Conductor-to- ZT
Frame 3T
4T 0
5T
6T
7T
8T
9T 0
10T 0
liT 0 0
IB
ZB
3B
4B 0 .25
5B
6B
7B
8B
9B
10B . -
liB
Armature IT-IB -
Conductor-to- 2T-ZB -
Conductor 3T-3B - -
4T-4B
5T-5B
6T-6B
7rf-7B
8T-8B
9T-9B
10T-10B
IIT-11B
i
Volts, dc
19
76
400 500 600
0 0 0
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
20
8O
Volts, dc
800 i000 ZOO 400 500 600
o -F 0 0 -
800
0 0 0
0 0 0
.25 .5
.5
?
F 0 0 0
.75 1.5 0 .5 80
.75 Z. 0 ...... 0 0 .75
1.5 3.0 F 0 0 .5
= Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor in "si0t (Frame side} '
150 175
1.5 Z.0
F = Failure, leakage current in excess of 2000 micro-amperes
/
i000
ZZ0
3.5
21
84
/
Volts, dc
200 400 500 600 800 1000
0 .2i 10 185 350
0 .5 .75 2.25 40
_ _ - . _
375
150
tm
t.m
"TABLE XZI
- STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 350°C
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
MJ_ASURED AT Z3°C
STATOKETTE NO. I
Sheet 8 of 8
Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
Arrrtatur e
Conductor- to-
Frame
Armature
Conducto r.-_to-
Conductor
Cycle
Accu_nulated
Hours
9__d. No. zoo
T
ZT
_4T
5T
6T
7T
8T
9T
10T 0
llT 0
IB
ZB
3B
4B
5B
6B
7B
8B
9B
10B !
lIB
IT-IB
2T-ZB
3T-3B
4T-4B
5T-5B
6T-6B
7T-7B
8T-8B
9T-gB
10T-I 0E
400
15 65 185
1.5 3.0 35
ZZ
88
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
23
9Z
Volts, dc Volts, dc
500 600 800 1000 ZOO 400 500 I 600 800 _1000
650. 130065 8
Z00 i 400
Volts, dc
50o ,1600
T = Top conductor in slot(Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor [n sl0t (Frame side)
F = Failure, leakage currer_t in excess o1 7'000 micro-amperes
800 1000
TABLE XIII - STATOI_ETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 3500C ,
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
MEASURED AT AGING TEMPERATURE
STATOILETTE NO. I
Sheet of 4
Test Component PosL-
tLon, Measurement
'Armature
Conductor-to-
Frame
A,_n_atur e
Cond, -to Cond
Cond, No.
ST
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
7T-7B
8T-SB
DC Leakage, MLcro-amperes
Cycle I 2
Accumulated
Hours 4 8
Volts, dcVolts,
500
475
900
1 350
ll50
7O0
70O
F
1450
dc
6OO
5Z5
I000
F
IZ00
1200
825
1975
200 400
250 400
550 8Z5
550 , 950
500 950
Z50 500
F
350 6Z5"
300 700
725 1300
800 I000
700 F
IZ50 1500
1500 1900
1800 1950
1150 1450
F
Z00 400 500 600 800 I000
165 45 55 65 85 II0
17 60 90 F -
18 60 85 105 180 390
16.5 48 60" 70 Ii0 160
14.5 40 50 60 78 ii'0
14.5 45 55 68 I00 165
44 80 95 I13 150 195
Z8 50 63 7Z 95 IZ0
143 400 575 700 I000 1400
O1
--4
Test Component Posi-
tLon, Measurement
Armature
,C0nductoi- .t9 -
Frame
Cond. No.
6T
7T
aT
6B
7B
8B
Arrnathre 6T-6B
IC0nd, -to- Cond 7T-7B
8T-8B
Cycle
iAccumulated
iHours
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
3 ] 4
12
Volts, dc
200 400 500 600 800 I000
8.5 16. Z5 28 32 48 60
34 II0 F
15 54 70 80 120 170
iI 30 38 45 65 87
7 15.5 35 40 45 60
10 32 35 42 65 90
12 35 40 50 6,8 90
8 22 28 35 48 60
65 125 155 187 350 750
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore sLde )
B = Bottom cen_ductor Ln slot (Frame s
F
Lde).
16
Volts, dc
Z00 400 500 600, 800 i000
Z. 5 3.5 5.5 7.0 8.5 12
Z.0 3.5 F
3.5 6.5 9.0 _ II.0 18 30
4.0 6.5 7.Z5 9.0 12.5 18
4.0 6.0 6.75 1Z.O 15.0 22
3.5 5.0 7.0 8.5 12.5 18.5
6.0 8.5 10.75 13.5 Z3 35
Z. 75 4.75 5.75 7.0 9.5 150
18.0 55.0 65 _)Z 135 240
= FaLlure, leakage current in excess, of Z, 000 mLcro-amperes
TABLE XlII - STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING- 350°C
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
M_EASURED AT AGING TEMPERATURE
STATORETTE NO. I
Sheet Z of 4
Test Coml_onent Posi-
t_on, Measurement
Cycle
A c c urnulate d
Hours
]Cond. No
Armature 6T
Conductor- to- 7T
Frame 8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
Armature 7T- 7B
Cond. -to- Con_ 8T- 8B
Z00 400
2.25 2.5
.75 1.25
1.0 Z.0
•75 1.75
.75 1.0
1.0 1.75
2.0 3.5
.75 1.5
5.25 io.5
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
5 6
20 24
dc
200 400 500
1.5 2.75 7.5
4.75 5.0 7.5
1.5 2.0 2.25
.75 1.5 1.5
.5 .75 1.0
•75 i. 0 i. 25
1.0 1.5 1.75
.5 .75 1.0
1.5 2.0 3.5
Volts,
500 600 800 i000
Z. 75 3.0 85 4.5
2.25 Z. 75 F -
2.6 3.25 5.0 8.25
2.25 2.75 3.75 5.0
1.5 1:75 2.5 3.25
2.0 2.75 3.5 5.0
4.5 5.25 7.5 I0
1.75 2.0 3.0 4.25
13.5 22.0 32.0 4.7
Volts, dc
60O
16
150
800
40
320
I000
1300
F
3.5 4.5
i. 75 2.5 Z.
1.5 2.0 Z.
1.5 Z.0 2.
z.o 2.25 3.
1.5 1.75 2.
4.0
8
75
5
5
0
0
6.0 7.5
Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
Armature
Conductor-to-
Frame
Cond. No.
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
Ar mater e 6T- 6B
Cond._to_C on(i 7T-7B
8T-SB
Cycle
A c cumulate d
Hours
200 400
1.75 2.5 7.5
5.0 5.75 185
.75 1.0 2.5
.5 .75 1.5
.5 .75 1.o
.25 .5 .75
.5 .75 .75
.25 .5 .75
.75 1.5 2.25
DC Leakage, Micro-amoeres
7 8
28 32
400
Volts, dc
500 I 600 800
I
7.0 8.75 13.5
75 Ii0
2.5 3.0 "
T = Top conductor in slot, Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame sLde)
F = Failure, leakage current in excess of 2,000 micro-amperes
I000
F
F
6.0 9.5
F
14.25 35
F
150 F
3.75 5.0
2.0 2.5
2.5 3.0
1.5 2.0
1.0 1.25
1.5 1.75
4.75 7.0
Volts, dc
500 q6oo
9.0
F
3.0
1.75
1.75
1.0
.75
1.0
3.0
800 1000
2.5
II.0
1.0
F
1.25
1.5
1.5
8.0
F
Z00
5.5
5O
1.75
14.5
3.75
3.75
3O
F -
5.0 8.5
5.25 7.0
70 110
Test Component Posi-
tABLE XIII - STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGI_qG - 350°C,
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
MEASURED AT AGING TEMPERATURE
STATORETTE NO. I
DC Leakase, Micro-amperes
Sheet 3 of 4
Cycle
10
,t[on, Measurement
Armature
Conductor - to -
Frame
Armature
i
3ond. No.
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
7T-7B
RT-RR
iAccurnulated
Hours
Z00 400
0 .75
.5 1.0
.25 1.0
.5 1.5
.75 1.75
.75 1.75
.5 .75
.25 .75
.5 1.25
36
Volts, de
500 600 800 I000
1.0 1.25 1.5 3.0
1.5 1.75 2.75 3.75
1.25 1.75 Z.75 4.0
Z.0 3.0 4.75 7.5
2.5 3.25 4.75 7.25
2.5 3.5 4.75 9.0
.75 1.0 1.5 1.75
1.0 1.25 1.5 15
1.6 2.0 2.25 2.25
40
Z00
15
8
4
.75
.75
.6
.5
.5
.65
400
65
15
35
1.25
1.5
1.5
1.5
I. 25
1.25
Volts, dc
500 600
IZ0 210
17.5 50
F
2.0' 2.5
I. 75 2.25
1.75 Z.0
2.0 2.25
1.75 Z.0
1.5 2.0
800
F
90
3.75
3.75
3.5
3.75
3.5
3.25
i000
1650
6.0
5.5
6.0
5.75
5.0
5.0
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
Test Component Posi- Cycle 11
t_on, Measttr e:ment Accumulated 44
Hours
Volts, dc
]=ond__._.___No_Z"-_---_-- 4-'_-6---_ 6___ _-- _
Armature 6T _ .85 3.0 18
iConductx_r-to-'TT _ 1.5 3.0 I 6.5 1 9.0 Z5
Frame 8T F -
1 !i°!551
6B .5 1.5 2.5 4.0
7B .75 1.5 3.0 4.5
8B F -
Armatu;e 6T-6B .5 I. 25 Z. 5 3.5
Cond.-t0-Conct 7T-TB .75 i. 5 Z. 5 4. Z5
• gT-SB 75 1.75 2.5 4.0
i
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
F = Failure, leakage current in excess of Z, 000 micro-amperes
IZ
48
Volts, dc
"1ooo 2oo --_65_ - _0--65--_ lOOO
25 0 .5 11.75 F
F 50 __
6.25 0 .25 .5 F
6.0 0 .25 .5 .75 6.5 I0
5.0 0 1.5 2.0 4 i0 25
5.5 .25 12 20 F
5, 25 0 .5 .75 4.5 -O"
,D
o_
o
TABLE XlIl - STATORETTEACCELERATEDAGING-
DC LEAKAGECURRENT
M.EASUREDAT AGINGTEM/Z'ERATURE
STATORETTENO. 1
350°C
Shee_t 4 of 4
Test Component Posi- Cycle
Accumulated
Hours 52
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
13 14
56
tion, Measurement
Armature
Conductor-to-
Frame
Armature
Cond .-to- Cond.
Cond. N(x
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
7T-7B
8T-8B
200 400 200
0 .75 F
75 F 8.0
I0 F 1800
0 .5 II0
0 .5 Z50
•5 6.0 75O
0 Z 135 •
•5 .75 350
0 .5 F
Volts, dc
500 600 800 I000
1.0 F -
.5 F -
.6 1.5 6.0 15
I0 1350 F
3.5 5.5 ii.0 30
13 Z5 F -
.5 3 4.5 6
400
45
F
350
950
F
F
1850
Volts, dc
500 600
F
F
F
F
Measurements Discontinued After
the 14th Cycle
800 i000
I
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor in slot .(Frame side)
F = Failure, leakage current in excess of 2,000 micro-amperes
TABLE XIV - STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING -
INSULATION RESISTANCE
MEASURED AT AGING TEMPERATURE
STATORETTE NO. 1
350°C,
Sheet 1 of 2
Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
Armature
Conductor- to-
Frame
Armature
Cond. - to- Conci
Cond. No.
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
7T-TB
8T-8B
Insulation Resistance at 500 Vdc, ohms
Cycle 0 1 2 I 3 4 i 5
Accumulated
Hours
0
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Inf inity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
6
0.9 xl0
0.6 x 10 6
0.4 xl0 6
0.7 x 10 6
I. 25 x 10 6
0
0.7 xl0 6
0.8 xlO 6
0.4 x 10 6
I0 x i0 b
8 x 106
6 x 106
8 x 106
I0 x 106
8 x 106
5 x 106
7.5xi06
1 x 106
12
20 x 106
0
13 x 106
18 x 106
25 x 106
18 x 106
15 x 106
25 x 106
2.75 x 106
16 20
150 x lO b
50 x 106
60 x 106
75 x 106
125 x 106
75 x 106
40 x 106
I00 x 106
7xlO 6
200+ x 106
200+ x 106
200+ x 106
200+ x 106
200+ x 106
200+ x 106
L
150 x I0 °
200+ x 106
200+ x 106
Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
Armature
Conductor- to-
Frame
Armatur e
Cond.- to- Cond.
Cond. No.
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
7T-7B
8T-8B
Cycle
A c cumulated
Hours
Insulation Resistance at 500Vdc, ohms
6 7 8 9 i0 ii
24
i
200+ x 106
Z00+ x 106
Z00+ x 106
200+ x 106
Inf inity
Infinity
Z00+ x 106
Infinity .
185 x 106
28
200+ x 106
28 x 106
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Inf in [ty
32
40 x
0.5x
5x
0
.05x
0.1x
1 O6
106
1 O6
36
I O6
I O6
80 x 106 Infinity
7 x 1 06 Infinity
0 Infln}ty
Infinity 6
200+ x 10
Infinity
200+ x 106
200+ x 106
200+ x 106
4O
1.25 x 106
0.9 x 106
0
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
44
13 x 106
5.5x 106
0
200+ x 106
200+ x 106
0
200+ x 106
200+ x 106
Z00+ x 106
T = Top conductor in Slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
TABLE XIV - STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 350°C .
INSULATION RESISTANCE
M_EASURED AT AGING TEMPERATURE
STATORETTE NO. 1
Sheet Z of 2
Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
Armature
Conductor-to-
Frame
Armature
Gond.-_o- Cond.
lCond. No.
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
7T-7B
8T-8B
=,
Insulation Resistance at 500 Vdc, ohms
Cycle 12 13 [
!Accumulated.
Hour s 48
0
0
0
Infinity
Infinity
10 x 10 6
200+ x 1 0 6
50 x 106
Infinity
52
0
0
0
Infinity
Infinity
50 x 106
ZOO+ x 106
80 x 106
Infinity
Measurerr ents Discont nued After
t_he 13th C rcle
T = Top conductor in slo't (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
Test Component Posl-
tion, Measurement
Cond.NJ
6T
_Armffitur e 7T
Conductor- too 81
Frame 6B
7B
8B
Arn_ ture 6T-6B
Co.r_ _._to-- cond: i 7T-7B
CAB_LE XV -STATOKETTE ACCELERATED AGING = 350°C
CORONA ONSET VOLTAGE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE AND SIMULATED ALTITUDE
AFTER AGING AT 350aC
STATOF.=I'TE NO. 1
Sheet 1 of 2
[CcYc_uem [ulated 3 _oro_at Onset Voltage, Volts AC t_k_,,4
Ho, ur s I 12 16
Z0
Pressure at 23°C pressure at 23°C Pressure at Z3°C
Sea Level 4.5 TORR * Sea Level 4.5 TORR * Sea Level
650
600
450
._50
400
350
450
500
350
7O0**
700**
450
700**
650
650
60O
700**
400
650
600
350
600
350
350
450
400
300
700**
700**
350
700**
700**
600
650
700**
350
700**
700.*
500
700**
650
600
550
700**
4.5 TORR *
65O
6O0
30O
60O
45O
35O
400
400
300
Test Com l_onent Posi=,
tion, Measurement
w_r_tu.re
Conductor - tc
Frame
Armature
Go._d _ t.o- Go.rid.
Co_d. NO.
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-bB
7TrTB
.gT-gB ,
Cycle _ 6
Ac e uraulat6d
Z4Hours
Pressure a_ 23°C
Sea Level
700**
700**
300
700**
,700**
• 650
500
600
Z75
4. 5 TORR *
650
600
Z75
550
500
400
350
400
200
Corona Onset Voltage, Volts AC RB4S
7
28
Pressure at 23°C
Sea Level 4.5 TORR *
600
650
200
600
650
400
300
350
Z00
8
32
Pressure at z3°C
Sea Level
700**
700"*
300
700**
700**
600
500
650
200
700**
'00.*
2OO
700**
700**
650
550
650
200
4.5 TORR *
600
650
200
600
600
,450
35O
450
200
Equivalent pressure for _I00. 000 feet at ZSOOC
700 volt AC application limit to prevent possible insulation damage; corona was not observed.
T' = T_pconductor in slot (Bore-sideJ
B = Botl_m conductor in slot (Fra:me side)
O',
t,O
TABLE XV -ST_kTOR.ETTE ACCELERATED AGING * 350°C
CORONA ONSET VOLTAGE AT ROOM TI_MPEB.ATURE AND SIMULATED ALTITUDE'
AFTER AGING AT 350°C
STATORETTE NO.
Sheet Z of Z
Test Component Pos£- Cycle
tlon, Measurement Accumulated
Hours
Cond. No.
6T
Arro_tur e 7T
Conductor_to- I 8T
Frame 6B
7B
8B
Armatur e 6T- 6 B
Cond.-to- Cond. 7T-7B
8T-SB
Corona Onset Voltage, Volts AC RMS
10 16
36 40 64
Pressure at 23°C Pressure at Z3°C Pressure at Z3°C
4.5 TORR *
550
600
ZOO
600
600
400
300
400
Z00
Sea Level
700**
700**
Z00
700**
600
600
550
550
200
4.5 TORR *
500
600
200
550
500
300
300
350
Z00
Sea Level
ZOO
200
500
350
'400
350
300
400
200
Sea Level
700**
700.*
200
700**
625
CQ0
500
6OO
ZOO
4.5 TORR *
200
200
350
200
200
ZOO
200
300
Z00
L
Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement _'Accttrnulated
Hours
Cond, No.
6T
Armature
7T
Conductor-to-
8T
Frame 6B
7B
8B
Armature 6T-6B 300
Cond.- to- Cond. 7T-TB 350
8T-8B 200
17
Corona Onset Voltage, Volts AC RMS
L
68
Pressure at Z3°G Pressure at Z3°C Pressure at Z3°C
Sea Level ] 4,5 TORR * Sea Level 4.5 TORR * Sea Level I 4.5 TORR *
Z00 Z00
ZOO 200
450 200
350 Z00 -Measurements discontb_uedafter 17thcyele -
350 Z00
3,So, zoo ,.,
200
300
Z00
* Equivalent pressure for I 00, 000 feet at ZS0°C
** 700 volt AC application 1Lmit to prevent possible insulation damage; corona was not observed,
T = Top conductor in a'lot (Bore side)
B -- Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
TABLE XV1 - STATOKE'I_E ACCELERATED AGING - 3Z5°C
DC LEAKAGE C URR£NT
MEASURED AT Z3°C
STATORETTE NO. 6
Sheet I of 9
Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
AtTnature
Conduel_r-to-
Frame
Armature
Conductor -to-
Conductor
Cycle [
Accumulated[
Hours I
Cond. No. 200 400
IT 0 0
2T 0 0
3T 0 0
4T 0 0
5T 0 0
6T 0 0
7T 0 0
8T 0 0
9T 0 0
10T 0 0
lIT 0 0
1B 0 0
ZB 0 0
3B 0 0
4B 0 • 0
5B 0 0
6B 0 0
7B 0 0
8B 0 0
9B 0 0
10B 0 0
lib 0 0
1T-IB 0 0
ZT-ZB 0 0
3T-3B 0 0
4T-4B 0 0
5T-SB 0 0
6T-6B 0 0
7T-7B 0 0
8T-8B 0 0
9T-9B 0 0
10T-10E 0 0
IIT-III_ 0 0
1
24
DC Le_Ir_e, Micro-amperes
48
Volts, dc Volts, dc
500 600 800 1000 ZOO 400 500 600
0 "0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 .... 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0" 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0,., 0 0 0 0
0 0 "0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.25 Z.O 4.5 5.0 0 0 0 0
0 .5 .25 1.5 0 0 0 0
0 0 350 800 0 0 0 .5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7Z
800
0
0
0
1000
0
0
0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
10 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
200 400
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
o 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 .Z5
0 0
0 0
0 0
Volts, dc
500 600 800 1000
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 .0 0 0
, 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
o o i o 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0,,.,i o o
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 .25 .5 1.S
0 0 0 .25
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 .5
,5 1.0 3.0 50
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 .5
T = Top conductor in slot ( 6ore side)
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame aide}
F = Failure, leakage current in excess of ZOO0 laicro-amperes
tn
O"
O',
TABLE XVI -STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 325°C
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
MEASURED AT 23°C
STATORETTE NO. 6
_heet 2 of _9
Test Component Posl-
uiated_
I
144tion, Measurement
A rrI1atur e
Conductor-to-
Frame
DC L_e a_pe r es 5
_ 120
Volts, de Volts, dc
96
800
o
0
°t00
Volts, dc
800 El000
Armature
Conductor- to-
Conductor
I 0
0
0 o i
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side}
B = Bottom conductor in slot ( Frame s_de_
F : FaUure, lea]ra_e current in excess of 2000 micro-amperes
TABLE XV_-STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 325°C
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
MEASURED AT 23°C
STATORETTE NO. 6
Sheet 3 of 9
Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
Armature
Conductor-to-
Frame
Armature
Conductor-to-
Conductor
Cycle
Accumulated
Hours
IT 0
ZT 0
3T 0
4T 0
ST 0
6T 0
7T 0
8T 0
9T 0
10T 0
liT 0
1B 0
ZB 0
3B 0
4B 0
5B 0
6B 0
7B .75
8B 0
9B 0
10B 0
liB
IT-1B
2T-ZB
3T-3B
4T-4B
5T-5B
6T-6B
7T-TB .
8T-SB
9T-gB
10T-10P I
7
168
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
192 ZI6
Volts, dc
100___q0z0F-Td-d--4-75T-s--g-65---g
0 0 0 0
1.5 '0 0 0 .
Z.5 0 0 0 .
0 0" 0 0
Z.0 0 0 .Z5 .
65 0 0 .5 .
Z.5 0 0 .50 .
1.0 0 0
.75 0 0 0 .
0 0 0 0
.75 0 0 0
-- -_F -qooo zoo "_ 5----_6
0 0 0 0 q
5 1.5 0 0 i
3 .5 0 0 q
0 0 0 0
1 7_ I. 75 0 0
3 6 70 0 5
1 5 1.5 .25 5 .7
3 .75 0 5 .5
7 1.0 0 0
0 0 0 O'
0 .5 0 0
! .5 .75 0 o (
0 0 0 .25 .5
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 .5 1.5 (_)
.75 5O 0 0 0
®6.0 1500 15
0 .25 0 0 0
• .3 .5 0 0 0
.6 4.0 0 0 0
.6 1.0 0 0 0
.75 2.5 O
.5 .75 0 0 0
110 500 (_)
480
0
®
.5 1.75
Volts, dc
400 500 --6 -- "-8_}0 l
0 0
0 0 c
0 0 5
oo0 .5 I,0 0 1,0 .25 1. 10 0
0 0
0 0
0 0 5
0 0 0 .5
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 .Z5 1.0
1.0 1.5 3.5 15
0 .5 .75 3.5
0 0 ] 0 .25
i
0 0 1 .25 .5
• 25 .75 I. 5 .3.0
0 .5 .6 .75
0 0 .5 .75
.25 .25 .5 .75
0 .5 35 85
.6 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
1.5 0 0 0 .25
35 .75 5.0 35 __)
1300 0 0 .5 .75
.5 0 0 0 0
.6 0 0 0 .25
3.5 0 0 .25 .5
1.5 0 0 .5 .6
3.0 0 0 0 .Z5
1.5 0 0 .Z5 .Z5
300 0 0 . Z5 60
.5 .75 6
.75 1.5 350 F 0 0
0 0 .Z5 1.75 40 0 0 0 0 .Z5
0 0 0 .Z5 3.0 0 0 0 0 .5
25 .3 .5 .75 120 0 .Z5 .5 .75 135
75
.75
185
Volts, dc
-- 6--_---X-5--1ooo
0 0 0
.Z5 , 5 I. 5
0 25 .5
0 Z5 .5
1.0 I Z5 1.5
20 5 50
2.5 5 70
.6 1 5 35
0 25 .5
0 0 0
0 0 .25
0 0 .5
1.25 2.5 5.Z5
0 0 .Z5
0 0 0
0 .5 .75
0 0 .5
0 0 .25
.5 2.0 3.0
0 ,0 0
0 0 .5
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side}
F = Failure, leakage current in excess of 2000 micro-amperes
3.0 4.5 50
00
TABLEXVI-STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 3Z5°C
DC LEAKAGE C URRENT
MEASURED AT Z3°C
STATORETTE NO. 6
Sheet 4
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
of 9
Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
¢#
Cgnd. No.
Armature IT
Conductor-to- ZT
Frame 3T
4T
5T
6T
7T
8T
9T
10T
I1T
1B
ZB
3B
4B
5B
6B
7B
8B
9B
10B
lib
Armature 1T- 1 B
Conductor-to- ZT-ZB
Conductor 3T- 3B
4T-4B
5T-5B
6T-6B
7T-7B
8T-8B
9T-9B
10T-10B
liT-liB
,Cycle .... 11 12
Accumulated Z64 Z88
Hours
Volts, dcVolts, dc
ZOO 400 500 600 'I 800 i000 200
0 0 0 "0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 2.5
0 0 0 0 0 0 3.5
0 0 0 0 0 0 6.0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 .5 0
0 0 .5 5 7 16 0
5 35 45 65 130 F 25
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 15 _F
2 12 18 _
m
25 .150 175 350 F 0 185
l 400 I 500 600
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
4.0 B.O 12
6.0 15 I75
45 65 135
0 15 25
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 .5
.25 .5 15
50 85
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
500 (_ -
i 800
.5
.Z5
0
0
5
150
F
250
F
.25
0
0
0
1.0
25
!
1000
1.5
.5
• Z5
0
.6
175
0
275
0
.5
0
0
0
1.5
40
.5
I o
0
T : Top conductor in slot (Bore aide)
B : Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
F = Fa]htre, leakage curretxt in excess of 2000 ,aicro-amperes
13
312
i 200
0
0
0
0
0
3.0
6.0
8.5
®
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
I 0
Volts, dc
400 500 I 600 t 800 1000
0 .5 20 35 45
o @ -
0 0 0 .5 .75
0 0 0 0 .Z5
0 0 0 .25 .75
8.5 15 35 185 500
50 135
0 0 .25 .5 .75
0 0 0 .25 3.5
0 0 0 0 ,5
0 500 @
0 175 350 F 0
6.5 65 185 350 700
i
0 .25 .75 4.0
0 0 0 0
] 0 0 .5 .6
TABLEXVI-STATORETTEACCELERATEDACING - 3Z5°C
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
MEASURED AT 23°C
STATORETTE NO. 6
Sheet 5 Of 9
Test Component PosE-
tLon, Measurement
cond. No. Z00 400
Armature 1 T 0 0
Conductor-to- ZT
FranCe 3T 0 0
4T 0 0
5T 0 0
6T 6.0 40
7T
8T
9T
10T 0 .25
lit 0 0
IB 0 0
ZB
3B 0 185
4s Q
5B
6B
7B
8B
9B 0 0
10B 0 0
liB 0 .Z5
Armature 1 T- l B
Converter-to- ZT-ZB
Converter 3T-3B -
4T-4B
5T-5B
6T-6B
7T-TB
8T-SB
9T-gB
10T-10B'
IIT-IIBI
Cycle 14
DG Leakage, Micro-amperes
15 16
Accumulated 336
Hours
Volts, dc
500 600
i. 5 95
0 0
0 0
2.5 6.0
®
8.0 Z5
0 6.0
0 0
6
0 0
0 0
.5 lZ
800 1000 ZOO 400
95 185 0 0
Z.5 5.0 0 0
2.5 .6 0 0
15 35 0 0
135 185 10 20
15 25 0 0
.25 1.5 0 0
1.5 .25 0 0
0 0 0 0
35 80 0 0
360
Volts, dc
500 600 800 1000
35 50 75 150
0 0 0 3.5
0 0 '0 .5
5 15 25 50
35 75 IZ5 150
0 5 Z0 Z5
0 1.5 1.5 2.0
0 0 .75
0 0 0
•25 .75 Z5
1.0
0
35
ZOO 400
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
Z5 . 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 .25
0 0 .Z5
0 0 0
0 0 .Z5
384
Volts, dc
500 600 800 1000
30 65 85 130
0 0 0 5.0
0 0 0 .Z5
ZO 35 185 300
0
0
1.5
.75
0
.5
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore sEde)
B = Bottom conductor in slot_Frame side)
g = gaLlure, leakage current in cxcess of 2000 micro-amperes
0
0
1.75
1.5
.5
1 5
0
0
Z.5
3.0
.6
Z0
OTABLE XVI. STATOR.ETTE ACCELERATED AGING - BZ5°C
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
MEASURED AT Z3°C
STATORETTE NO. 6
She et 6 of
Test Component Posi- Cycle
Accumulated
t[on, Measurement
I Hours
Cond. No.' 200 400
Armature 1 T 0 0
Conductor-to- 2T
Frame 3T 0 0
4T 0 0
5T (_) -
6T -
7T -
8T -
9T
10T
llT 0 0
IB 0 0
2B
3B
4B
5B
6B
7B
8B
9B 0 0
i 0B 0 0
lib 0 0
Armature i T- 1B
Conductor-to- ZT-ZB
Conductor _3T- 3B
4T-4B
5T-5B
6T-6B
7T-7B
8T-SB
9T-9B -
10T-10B -
liT-liB .
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
17 18 - 19
408 432 456
Volts, dc
500 600 800 100Q Z00
0 6,5 180 F 0
0 0 0 15 0
0 0 0 5 0
Volts, dc
400 500 600 800
0 0 0 185
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 .6
0 25 150 )85 ........
1.5 Z.O 6.0 15
.5 1.0 1.5 3.0
0 .5 i .75 .9
m
.5 1 5 I 1.5 F
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
I000
F
9.5
l.O
50 II0 IZ5 165 0
1.0 1.0 4.5 6.0 0
0 Z5 .5
0 0 Z5
.Z5 6.0 Z5
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor in slot(Frame side)
F = Failure, leakage current h, exces_ of _000 micro-amperes
Z.5
.5
F
ZOO
0
0
0
i 400
0
0
0
35
0
Volts, dc
500 600 800 1000
350 (._
0 Z.5 3.0 lZ
0 .5 1,5 150
75 _-) - ,.
Z.5 4.0 6.5 15
.Z5 .5 .75 4.5
.5 .75 1.5 6.0
0 150 F
TestComponent Posi- ,
tion, Measurement
Cond. No.
Armature 1 T
'Conductor-to- ZT
Frame 3T
4T
5T
6T
7T
8T
9T
10T
liT
/
1B
2B
3B
4B
5B
6B
7B
8B
9B
10B
liB
Armature 1 T- 1B
Conductor-to- ZT-ZB
Conductor 3T- 3B
4T-4B
5T-SB
6T-6B
7T-TB
8T-SB
9T-9B
10T-10B
liT-liB
TABLE XVI-STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 325°C
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
MEASURED AT Z3°C
STATORETTE NO. 6
Cycle
Accumulated
Hours
Sheet 7 of 9
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
z0 Zl ,,] _Z
480 504
Volts, dc
Z00 400 500 600
0 0 Z5 6.0
0 0 40 6.5
800 1000 I 200 400
Z5 35 .5 50
9.0 350 (_
17 75 0 .Z5
Volts, dc
[ 500 600 800
3.5 6.0 850 .Z5 3.0 8.5
1.5 8.0 0 .Z5
3.5 15 0 0
.75 1.5 6.5
.5 1.75 4. O
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
B : Bottom conauctor in slot (Frame sLde)
F = Failure, leakage current in excess of Z000 m_cro-amperes
0 .25 .75 1.0
0 .Z5 ,5 1.0
0 .25 150
528
i000 ZOO 400
125
13
9
0
.25
.Z5
.5
.25
Volts, dc
500 ' 600 ' 80
1.5 1.7_ 165 250
1.5 3.0 6.5 15
.5 .75 9.5 12
1000
U
o
I
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Test Con_-ponent Pos[-
TABLE XVI-STATORETTEACCELERATED AGING - 325°C
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
MEASURED AT 23°C
STATORETTE NO. 6
_nd.-_o
,T
_.T
_T
tT
iT
_T
IT
3T
9T
I 0"I
ll'I
26
Sheet 9 of 9
Armature
Conductor- to-
Frame
Armature
Conductor- to-
Conductor
IB
3B
4B
5B
6B
7B
8B
9B
10B
llB
IT-IB
2T-ZB
3T-3B
4T-4B
5T-SB
6T-6B
7T-TB
8T-8B
9T-9B
10T-10B
11_ 11rI
.cle
Accumulated
H..._ou r._ss
I 624
-_o--_s,-_c_ -
DC Lea_._ Micro-amperes
---- 27
648
Volts, dc
Z VoW _ _0___50_____
Volts, dc
_ _ _ 100__A0
ZS0
25
6
5O 500 850 F 0
[85 35O 6
_
T = Top conductor _n slot(Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor bn slot (Frame sLde)
F ffi Failure, leakage current in excess of ZOO0 micro-amperes
DJ
-4
.TAB:LE XVII i- STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 325°C
DC LEAKAGE CUR.R.ENT
MEASURED AT AGING TEMPERATURE
• STATO/_-_rTE .NO. 6
Sheet 1 of
Test Component PosL-
,tlon, Mm&suxement
Armature
Conductor-to-
Frame
Cm_d. No.
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
Armature 7T- 7B
C_o_d..to-Conct 8T-8B
_Cycle
Accumudated
Hours
DC Leaka[[e, Micro-an_,peres
Volts, dc
Z_)0 400 500 600 800
3 _" 7.5 9.75 12.5 30
I0 13 18 25 35
6 10.5 14.5 17.5 30
5 11.25 14 22 30
6 11 15 20 32
2 6.5 16.5 18 25
35 F -
3 45 650 1800 F
.5 4.5 12 F -
1 2
24 48 .
dcVolts r
200 400 500 600 800 1000
J
15 130 150 165 250 400"
90 175 325 400 600 850
35 I00 155 185 450 625
75 180 300 375 525 725
80 170 285 350 500 725
38 80 130 165' 400 550
35 85 130 F - -
1500 F -
1650 F -
1000
40.25
45
42
40
45
35
Test Coznponent Posi-
tion, Measurement
Armature
COnductor- .to-
Frame
Armat_ e
Cond.-to- Cond
Cond. No 200
6T .5
7T .5
8T .75
6B 0
7B 0
8B .25
6T-6B 0
7T-7B . .5
8T-8B 0
Cycle
A c cumulated
Hours
Volts, dc
400 500 600 • 800 ] 1000
1.0 1.5 1.85 II 25
1.25 1.5 2.0 2.75 8
2.25 9.0 F - -
.5 .6 .75 1.5 2.25
.5 .6 .75 1.0 1.75
.5 .6 .75 F
.5 .5 .5 F -
1.0 1.25 18 50 160
.5 .6 .75 1.0 1.5
DC Leakage, l_icro-amperes
3 i 4
72 1 96
200 400
.5 .75
.5 1.0
2.0 10
F
.5 1.25
.25 .5
.25 13
6.0 4.5
0 .25
Volts, dc
500 600 800 _ 1000
1.25 1.5 2.5 3.5
1.25 11.0 20 F
13.5 I15" ', F
1.5 2.0 2.25 3.0
.75 1.0 2.0 -16,0
35 350 F -
6.5 I0 18 185
.25 .5 1.5 9
T = Top conductor in. slot (Bore side}
B = Bottom-conductor in slot{Frame side}
F = Failure, leakage current in excess -0f-.2,000 rnlcx0-amperes
TABLE XVII - STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 325°C ,
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
MEASURED AT AGING TEMPERATURE
STATORETTE NO. 6
Sheet of 3
Test Component Posi-
,tLonj Measurement
_Armature
Cg_du9 .tpr - to-
Frame
Armature
Cond .-to- C ond.
.C_ond..No,
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
7T-7B
8T-SB
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
Cycle 5 6
Accumulates
120 144
Hours
200
.5
.75
.5
.75 ,
.5
0
15
550
.4
Volts, dc
400 500 600 800 I000
i. 25 ,I.65 Z. 0 3.25 5.0
1.5 2.0 2.5 3.75 5.25
I. 25 I. 75 Z. 25 3.25 7.O
1.5 1.75 2.25 4.5 F
1.5 Z.0 2.5 _ 3.75 7.0
.5 1.0 2.8 F =._
F - -
850 .F - - , -
I 3.5 '5.0 11.5 35 350
Volts, dc
200 400 500 600
.75 i. 75 2.25 2.75
.75 1.5 2.25 3.0
.5 1.75 2.25 3.0
.5 1.5 2.5 3.0
.6_ 1.5 2.25 3.5
6 1.6 2.0 4.0
,is '_
m - - -
F
800
4.5
5.0
7.0
F
65
F
Test Component Posi- Cycle
tion, Measurement
Armature
Conductor -to-
Frame
Armat_r e
i.Ciqnd•-to.-Cond.l
C0n_._Q_
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
7T-7B
8T-8B
1
;Accumulated
iHours
168
DC Leakage_ Micro-amperes
Volts, dc
Z00 400 ,500 600 800 l'O00
.8 2.5 3.0 6.0 8.5 1250
.....75 1.75 3.5 4.5 6.5 35
.75 1.5 2.75 3.5 15 45
.25 .5 3.0 6.5 F -
.75 1.5 3.0 8.0 F -
.5 1.75 3.0 19 F_ ,-
F -- -- _ --
F - - -
m - / - -
192
Volts, de
200 400 500 600
55 F - -
3.5 10 45 80
1.5 3.5 7.5 10
1.0 3.0 5.0 F
1.0 3.25 6.0 F
1.0 3.0 5.75 9.0
m -, - -
F -_ -
m - -
Z = Top cond_/ct0r[n slot (Bore side_ ....
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame. side )
F = Failure, leakage current in excess of 2,000 m[cro-amperes
800
F
F
3.5
i000
1600
30
Z0
F
I000
F
-4
Lm
-4
O_
Test Component Post-
.tlon, MmLsureznent
'Arn_ture
Conductor-to-
Fra_ne
A_-'n_tur e
Go_.-to, .Coz_t
_ond. No,
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
7T-7B
8T-8B..
TABLE XVII'-STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 325 °C
,DC LEAKAGE "CUIU_NT
MEASUR.ED ' AT AGING TEMPERATURE -
STATORETTE NO. 6
DC leakage, Mi.cro-axnperes
Cycle
Accumulated
Hours
Sheet
9 10
I
216 240
' 200 400
3.0 4.5
F
2.5 3.0
1.75 2.5
2.0 3.5
3.0 4.0
F '
F
F
Volts r dc
200 400- -500 600 800 1000
1.25 8.0 50 125 F -
60.5 F .....
1.0 2.25 4.0 7.25 F -
.75 2.25 4.0 8.5 F -
.75 1.75 5.5 8.6 F -
.5 2.0 5.0 8.5 F -
Y - - - -
F - - - -
F ....
Volts, dc
500 600
5.0 F
of 3
800
"
1000
8.0
F
F
7.0
F
F
Measurements Discontinued
After the I 0th Cycle
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
F = Fai/ure, leakage current in eXCess of 2,000 micro-amperes
TABLE XVIII-STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 325°C
INSULATION RESISTANCE
MEASURED AT AGING TEMPERATURE
STATORETTE NO. 6
Sheet 1 of
Insulation Resistance at 500 Vdc, ohms
o I i z 3 4 5
1
Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
Cond. Noel
Armature
Conductor-to-
Frame
Armature
Ccnd .- to- Cond.
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
7T-YB
RT-SB
Cycle
Acc umulated
Hour s
0
Infinity
Inf in _ty
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Inf in [ty
Inf [nitV
24
1.5 x 106
1.25 x 106
Z.0 x 106
i. Z5 x 106
1.5 x 106
Z.5 x 106
0.01 x 106
0
0
48
80 x 106
75 x 106
75 x 106
75 x 106
75 x 106
200 x 106
0
30 x 106
85 x 106
72
ZOO x 106
200 x 106
I0 x 106
ZOO x 106
96
200 x 106
Z00 x 106
150 x 106
0
ZOO x 1,06
ZOO x 106
I II x I0615 1
I Z00 x 106
120
ZOO x 106
Z00 x 106
Z00 x 106
Z00 x 106
ZOO x 106
ZOO x 106
0
0
Z0 x 106
Test component Posi'
tion, Measurement
Armature
Conductor-to-
Frame
Armature
Cond.- to- Cond.
Cond. No
6T
7T
8T
I Insulation Resistance at 500 Vdc, ohms
Cycle 6 7 8 9 10
144
150
i00
150
Accumulated
Hours
150 x 106
150 x 106
150 x 106
168
x 106
x 106
x 106
19Z 216 240
I
i00 x I00
0
150 x 10b
Measure-
ments dis-
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
7T-7B
8T-8B
100 x 106
100 xl06
100 x 106
0
0
0
150 x 106
150 x 106
150 x 106
150 x 106
150 x 106
150 x 106
- continued
- after the
9th Cycle
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
-4
00
TA'BLE XIX
- STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGLNG - 300°C
DC LEAKAGE C tIRRENT
MEASURED AT 23°C
STATORETTE NO. 4
DC LeaPage, Micro-amperes
Test Component Pos[- Cycle 1 2
I Accumulated
tion, Measurement I Hours 68 136
Armature
Conductor-to-
Frame
Volts, dc
Cond. No ...ZOO 400 500 600 I 800
1T 0 0 0 .0 0
ZT 0 0 0 0 0
3T 0 0 0 0 0
4T 0 0 0 0 0
5T 0 0 0 0 0
6T 0 0 0 0 0
7T 0 0 0 0 0
8T 0 0 0 0 0
9T 0 0 0 0 0
10T I. 0 0 0 0 0
llT 0 0 0 0 0
IB 0 0 0 0 0
ZB 0 0 o 0 0
3B 0 0 0 0 0
4B 0 0 0 0 0
5B 0 0 0 0 0
6B 0 0 0 0 0
7B 0 0 0 0 O
8B 0 0 0 0 0
9B 0 0 0 0 0
10B 0 0 0 0 0
llB 0 0 0 0 0
1T-1B 0 "I 0 0 0 0
2T-ZB 0 0 0 0 0
3T-3B 0 0 0 0 0
4T-4B 0 0 0 0 0
5T-5B 0 0 0 0 0
6T-6B 0 0 0 0 0
7T-7B 0 0 0 . 0 0
8T-8B 0 0 0 0 0
9T-9B 0 0 0 0 0
IOT-10B .0 0 O 0 0
lIT-lIB 0 0 0 0 0
Armature
Conductor- to-
Conductor
Sheet 1 of ll
Volts, dc
I000 2.00 400 { 500 600 800
!
0 0 0 ! 0 0 0
'0 0 0 0 0 0
.25 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
• 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 O,
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
T = 'Top conductor in slot (Bore 0Lde)
B = Bottom conductor in mlot (Frame stdej
F ffiFai/ure, leakage current in excess 0./ 2000 micro-amperes
3
204
Volts, dc
1000 200 400 500 600 800 1000
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 '0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0- 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 ] 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
\TABLE XIX - - STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 300aC
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
M_EASURED AT 23°C
STATORETTE NO. 4
Sheet Z of 11
Test Component Posi-
tion. Measurement
Armature
Conductor-to-
Frame
Armature
Conductor-to-
Conductor
Cond. No.
1T
2T
3T
4T
5T
6T
7T
8T
9T
10T
llT
1B
2B
3B
4B
5B
6B
7B
8B
9B
10B
liB
1T-1B
ZT-ZB
3T-3B
4T-4B
5T-SB
6T-6B
7T-7B
8T-8B
9T-gB
10T-10B
11'T'-1 I R
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
Cycl_ 4 _ 6
Accumulated 27Z 340 408
Hours
Volts, dc Volts, dc
ZOO ' 400 500 600 800 I000 Z00 400 500 J 600 ] 800 I000
0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .5 .75
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .Z5 .5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .5 .75
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
O" O 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .5 .75 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .Z5 .5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 '0 . 5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .Z5 .25 .5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 .Z5 0 0 0 0 0 .5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .75
0 0 0 0 .5 .75 0 0 .5 .6 .75 1.5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .Z5 .5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .5
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
F = FaLlure, leakage current in excess of 2000 micro-amperes
ZOO 400
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
o o
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
o
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
Volts, dc
500 1 600
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
O O
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
80O
0
0
0
0
000
0
0
0
0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 . Z5
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
'0 0
0 .5
0 0
0 .5
0 .5
,5 I
0 0
0 0
0 0
00O
"TABLE XIX
- STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING-300°C
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
MEASURED AT 23°C
STATORETTE NO. 4
She et 3 of 11
Test Component Posi- •
tion, Measurement
Cond. No.
A _rrnature 1T
Conductor-to- ZT
Frarr_ 3T
4T
5T
6T
7T
ST
9T
10T
liT
IB
ZB
3B
4B
5B
6B
7B
8B
9B
10B
llB
Armature 1T- 1 B
Conductor- to- ZT-ZB
Conductor 3T- 3B
4T-4B
5T-5B
6T-6B
7T-TB
8T-8B
9T-gB
10T-10E
llT-1lE
[ Cycle {
Accumulate(
Hours
Z00 400
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 "_, 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
7
476
8
544
Volts, dc
500 600
0 "0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 .5
0 ' 0
0 0
0 0
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
F
Volts, dc
800 1000 ZOO 400 500 600 800 1000 200 400
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 .25 .5 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 .5 0 0 0 .5 .75 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 .5 .75 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 25 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 .5 .75 .85 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .5 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 .Z5 .5 .5 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .5 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.75 1.5 0 0 0 .5 .75 1.5 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 .5 0 0 0 0 .5 I 0 0
.Z5 .5 0 . 0 .5 .75 .85 I 0 0
.75 1.5 0 0 0 .5 .75 1.5 0 0
0 '. 25 0 0 0 0 . Z5 .5 0 0
.25 .5 0 0 0 0 .5 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9
612
Volts, dc
500 600 800 i000
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 .75 I
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 .5
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 . 0 .Z5
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 .Z5
0 0 .25 .75
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 .75
0 0 0 0
0 .5 .75 1
0 .25 .5 .75
0 .Z5 .5 .75
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
-- Failure, leakage current in excess of 2000 micro-amperes
TABLE XIX
- STATOKETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 300°C
DC LEAKAGE C UtLRENT
MEASURED AT 23°C
STATORETTE NO. 4
DC Lea'ka_e, Micro-amperes
Sheet 4 of 11
00
t-d
Test Component PoaL-
tion, Measurement
Cycle I 0 _ l 1Z
Accumulated
Hours 680 748 816
!Cond. No ZOO 400
Armature 1 T 0 0
Conductor-to- 2T 0 0
Frame 3T 0 0
4T 0 0
5T 0 0
6T 0 0
7T 0 0
8T 0 0
9T 0 0
l 0T 0 0
liT , 0 0
IB 0 0
2B 0 0
3B 0 0
4B 0 0
5B 0 0
6B 0 0
7B 0 0
8B 0 0
9B 0 0
10B 0 0
liB O, 0
Armature I T- I B 0 0
Conductor-to- 2T-ZB 0 0
Conductor 3T-3B 0 0
4T-4B 0 0
5T-5B 0 0
6T-6B 0 0
7T-7B 0 0
8T-8B 0 0
9T-9B 0 0
10T-10B 0 0
llT-11B 0 0
Volts, dc
500 600
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 , 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
8OO .1000 200
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 ! 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 .0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
Volts, dc Volts, dc
400 500 600 800 I000 200 400 500 600 800 I000
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .25
0 0 0 0 O' 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 '0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 .25 .5 .75 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 O O 0 O 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 .Z5 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 .5 (_ -
0 .5 .75 1.5 0 0 (_
0 0 0 0 '0 0 0 2.5 5 10
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
side)
T = Top conductor in slot (3_ore sic{e)
B = Bottom conductor in slot i Frame
F = Failure, leakage current in excess of 2000 mEcro-a_'_Deres
O0
TABLE XIX - STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 3O0-C
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
MEASURED AT Z3°C
STATOR.ETTE NO. 4
Sheet 5 of 11
Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
Cycle
Accumulated
Hours
13
884
'Volts, dc
Cond. N(_ 200 '"1400 500 600
A rrnatur e 1T 0 0 0 6
Conductor-to- ZT 0 0 0 0
Frame 3T 0 0 0 0
4T 0 0 0 0
5T 0 0 0 0
6T 0 0 0 0
7T 0 0 0 0
8T 0 0 0 0
9T 0 0 0 0
I 0T 0 0 0 0
lit 0 0 0 0
IB 0 0 0 0
ZB 0 0 0 0
3B 0 0 0 0
4B 0 0 0 0
5B 0 0 0 0
6B ' 0 0 0 0
7B 0 0 0 0
8B 0 0 0 0
9B 0 0 0 0
10B 0 " 0 0 0
liB 0 0 0 0
Armature I T- I B 0 0 0 0
Conductor-to- ZT-_B 0 0 0 0
Cond Rctor 3T- 3 B 0 0 0 0
4T-4B 0 0 0 0
5T-5B
6T-6B - -
7T-7B 0 0 0 .25
8T-8B 0 0 0 0
9T-gB 0 0 0 0
_IOT-10E 0 0 0 0
I1T-11E 0 0 0 0
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
14 15
952 1020
Volts, dc Volts, dc
800 10g0 200 400 500 600 800 I000 200 400 500 600
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 O' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 .25 .5 0 0 0 .Z5
5 .75 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
O. .25 0 0 0 .Z5 ,6 .75 0 0 0 .Z5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O"
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 ,0 0 .5 .75 I.Z5 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O. 0
0 0 0 0 .5 .75 I 1.5 0 0 0 0
0' .Z5 0 0 0 0 0 .5 0 0 O. 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.Z5 .5 0 0 0 .Z5 .75 1.5 0 0 0 .5
0 .5 0 0 .Z5 .Z5 ,5 .75 0 0 0 .Z5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
,25 .5 0 0 0 .Z5 .75 1 0 0 .25 .5
.5 .75 0 0 0 0 .25 l 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .25 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 .25 .75 0 0 0 0
°
.6 .25 0 0 .25 ,5 .6 50 0 .25 .5 .6
0 0 0 0 _ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F - 0 0 35 70 F 0 0 (_
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 , 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore l_de)
B = BottOm conductor in 'sldt (Frame side)
.F = FaElure, leakage current in excess of 2000 micro-amperes
800 1000
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0'
0 .5
.5 .6
.75 1.5
0 0
.5 .6
.Z5 .5 ,
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 .5
0 0
0 .5
.75 1.5
.5 .79
0 0
.6 .75
.Z5 .5
.Z5 1.5
0 0
.75 150
0 0
0 .25
.Z5 .5
.=
TABLE XIX - STATOKETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 300°C
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
MEASURED AT 23°C
STATORETTE NO. 4
Sheet 6 M 11
Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
Cycle 16
Accun_ulated
Hours 1088
Volts, dc
C-o_." No. 200 400 500 600
ArmAture 1T 0 0 0 0
Conductor-to- 7-T 0 0 0 0
Frame 3T 0 0 0 0
AT 0 0 0 0
5T 0 0 0 0
6T 0 0 0 0
7T 0 0 .5 .75
8T 0 0 0 .75
9T 0 0 0 0
10T 0 0 0 .25
liT 0 0 0 0
IB 0 0 0 0
ZB 0 0 0 0
3B 0 0 0 0
4B 0 0 0 0
5B 0 0 0 0
6B 0 0 0 0
?B 0 0 0 0
8B 0 0 0 (F.)
9B 0 0 .25 I
10B 0 0 .5 .75
nB q o o o
Arn_atoxe IT-IB 0 0 I 3
Conductor-to- 2T-ZB 0 0 0 0
3T-3B 0 0 0 0
Conductor 4T-4B 0 0 0 0
ST-SB
6T-6B - -
7T-7B 0 .5 .75 I
8T-8B 0 0 0 0
9T-9B - -
10T-10B 0 0 0 .5
liT-liB 0 0 0 .5
DC l_a'_age, Micro-amperes
17
1156
Volts, dc
800 too0 200 • 400 500 600 800
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 .Z5 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 .5 1
0 0 .5 .5 1 1.5 Z
0 1 0 0 .5 1.5 Z
1 1.5 0 0 2 Z.5 50
I 1.25 .5 3 3.5 4 9
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.5 1 0 0 0 .5 .75
.5 .75 0 0 0 0 .5
0 0 0 0 0 0 .0
0 .Z5 0 0 0 0 .Z5
0 0 0 ,0 0 0 0
0 O 0 0 .Z5 1.5 Z
o o i_ 2_
0 0 0 0 (_
0 0 0 0 0 0 F
1.25 l. Z5 0 0 .25 I 1.5
3.5 6.0 0 0 .5 .75 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6.5 8 0 0 3.5 6 80
.5 .75 0 0 (_ .
0 . Z5 0 0 50 75 3 85
0 0 0 0 25 50 120
1.5 3.5 (_) _
0 0 0 0 350 _ =
• 75 1 0 50 75 185 650
1 I. 25 0 0 0 .25 6
= Top conductor in slot (.Bare side]
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
F = Failure, leakage current in excess of 2000 mLcro-amDeres
18
1224
Volts, dc
I000 200 400 500 600 800
0 0 0 0 0 0
.5 0 0 0 .25 .5
0 0 0 0 0 0
1.5 0 0 .25 .5 I
6.25 1 1.5 3 4.5 8
2.5 0 0 I 1.5 6
100 0 0 3.5 50 150
18 I 1.5 6 25 85 _
0 0 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 .75 I
.75 0 0 0 .25 .5
0 0 0 0 0 0
.5 0 .0 0 0 .Z5
0 0 0 0 0 0
2.5 .Z5 .6 .75 1 1
1.75 0 0 .5 I 1.5
4.5 0 .Z5 .75 1.5 6
.Z5 0 0 .25 .3 .5
120 0 0. 4 65 85
-300 0 .Z5
185 .25 I 65 185 F
-F 0 150 350
25 0 0 0 1.5 6
1000
0
l
0
1.5
Z5
II
185
150
0
Z.5
1.5
0
.75
0
1.5
3
12
.75
175
150
i'll
I# li
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TABLE XIX - STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 300 aC
DC LEAKAGE CUR/LENT
NLEASURED AT 23°C
STATORETTE NO. 4
Sheet 8 of II
Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
ICond. No
Armature 1 T
Conductor-to- ZT
Frame 3T
4T
5T
6T
7T
8T
9T
I0T
liT
IB
ZB
3B
4B
5B
6B
7B
'8B
9B
10B
lIB
Armature 1 T- 1 B
Conductor-to- ZT-ZB
Conduc to r 3T- 3B
4T-4B
5T-SB
6T-6B
7T-7B
8T-SB
9T-9B
10T-10B
liT-llm
Cycle ZZ
Accumulated
Hours 1496
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
1564
Volts, dc
zoo 400 L.500 600 ! 800 I 1000
0 0 0 0 .5 1.5
0 Z5 .5 .75 1.5 Z.5
0 0 0 0 0 . Z5
0 Z5 . 75 1 . 5 3.5 Z5
• Z5 85 Z50
Volts, dc
ZOO 400 500 600 800 lp00
0 0 0 0 .Z5 3
0 .5 .75 1.5 3 7.5
0 0 0 0 0 .5
0 .5 1.5 3 Z5 50
0 0
0 .Z5
0 0
0 0
0 .Z5
0 0
5 Z0
5 Z5
.5 Z0
®
.Z5 .5
.5 1.75
.Z5 1.5
0 0
.5 1
0 0
180 (_)
60 80
135 145
,5 1.5 0 0 .25 .5 .75 1.5
4 8.5 0 .Z5 I 1.5 '3.5 6
4.5 6 0 0 .Z5 I 1.5 4
o .5.......o o o o o .5
1.5 3 o .z5 .5 .75 1.5 3.5
0 0 0 ,0 0 0 0 0
85 85
165 500
.5 1.0 4.5 35 85 120
.5 .75 1.5 85 185 F
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
F = Fa_luxe, leakage current in excess of ZOO0 mlcro-amperes
24
163z
Volts, dc
200 400 500 600
0 0 .25 .5
0 1 1.75 4.5
0 0 0 0
5 Z0 35 45
.Z5 .75 1 1.5
0 .5 1 1.5
0 0 .5 1
0 0 0 0
0 .Z5 1.5 3
O' 0 0 0
8oo lO0O
.75
15
.5
5O
1.75
1.75
I.Z5
.25
3.5
0
15
Z5
35
50
65
150
150
®
165
4.5
35
.75
65
2
3.5
3.75
.5
3.75
0
320
_n
00
O_
TABLE XIX
- STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 300°C
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
MEASURED AT 23°C
STATORETTE NO. 4
Sheet 9 of 11
Test Component Posi- "
tion, Measurement
Cycle
Ac cmnulated
Hours
Cond. No. ZOO
Armature 1T 0
Conductor-to- ZT . Z5
Frame 3T 0
4T 7.5
3T
6T
7T
8T
9T • . 5
I0T .5
liT 0
IB 0
ZB . Z5
3B 0
4B
5B
6B
7B
8B
9B 25
I 0B
liB -.
Armature I T- i B
Conductor-to- ZT-ZB
i Conductor 3T-3B
4T-4B
5T-SB
6T-6B
?T-?B
8T-8B
9T-gB
IOT-10B
lIT-lIB
400
.5
1.3
0
13
I
1.3
0
0
.75
0
73
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
Z3 Z6
1700 1768
Z7
1836
1.5 1,73 3 4 .5 I 1.75 3.5 4 4. Z5 .25 .75 1.5 3 5 6
Z 3.5 I0 15 I 7.5 15 Z5 120 115 15 Z5 50 85 I00 135
I 1.5 3 3.5 0 .25 I 3 3.5 4.5 0 I 1.5 ZI5 3.5 4
0 0 .25 I 0 0 0 0 .25 .75 0 0 0 0 .5 l
1.5 3.5 4 4.25 .25 1 1.5 3.5 4.5 4,5 .5 I 3 4 5 6
0 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
380 F 25 65130 320
_ J - ,
!
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor Ln slot (Frame side)
F = Failure _, leakage current in excess of Z000 micro-amperes
Volts, dc Volts, dc Volts, dc
500 600 800 I000 ] Z0O 400 500 600 800 I000 200 400 500 600 800 I000
.75 t.5 3.5 6 0 1.5 3.5 7 8.5 IZ 0 .Z5 I 4.5 6.5 I0
5 15 40 45 I 1.5 40 IZ0 135 130 .75 1.5 35 _00 115 135
0 .Z5 .5 .75 0 0 0 .5 .75 i 0 0 0 .Z5 .5 I
45 75 IZ0 165 I0 35 60 IZ0 155 170 25 50 65 95 165 185
TABLE XIX
- STATOR.ETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 300°C
DC LEAKAGE C ORILENT
MEASURED AT _3°C
STATORETTE NO. 4
Sheet I0 of II
O0
Test Component Posi-
t_on, Measurement
Cycle
Accumulated
Hours
Cond. No. 200
Armature IT 0
! Conductor-to- aT 1.5
Frame 3T 0
4T 25
5T.
6T
7T
8T
9T 1
10T Z5
lit 0
1B O
2B 1
3B 0
4B
5B
6B
7B
8B
9B
10B
liB -.
Armature lT- lB
Conductor-to- 2T-2B
Cond uctor 3T- 3B
4T-&B
5T-SB
6T-6B
7T-7B
8T-8B
9T-gB
10T-10B
liT-liB
Z_
1904
Volts, dc
400 500 600
.5 I 3.5
3 25 iZ0
0 0 .5
40 60 185
3 4.5 6
50 85 (_
.5 1.75 3.5
0 0 .5
1.5 3 7.5
0 0 0
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
29
1972
200
3
25
0
160
6
1
0
9.5
0
400
6.5
50
0
®
9.5
2.5
0
18
0
30
2040
Volts, dc
'"_00 400 500 600 800 10008OO 1ooo
,7 12 1.5 3.5 4.5 7 9.5 15
185 300 10 25 150 350 600 1800
.75 1.5 0 0 0 .25 1.5 2
420 600 79 150 300 500 650 IZ00
8.5 12 2 4 6.5 8 15 25
12 25 .5 1.75 4 6.5 12 30
1.5 3 0 0 0 i' 1.75 3.5
12 25 2.5 4 9 15 22 30
o o o . o o o o o
T : Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor Ln slot (Frame side)
F = Failure, leakage current in excess of 2000 micro-amperes
Volts, dc
500 600
9
75
0
lZ
4
0
20
0
12
®
.5
18
6.5
2.5
35
0
800 11000
20 35
1.5 2.5
20 35
20 35
3 4
40 55
0 0
I ¸ .-
4
Gm
TABLE XIX - STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 300°C
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
MEASURED AT Z3"C
STATORETTE NO. 4
She et l I o£ I l
Test Component Posi-
L Accumulated
tion, Measurement I Hours
r
Cond. No._ Z00 400
Armature IT i Z 18
Conductor- to- ZT
Frame 3T 0 0
4T
5T
6T
7T
8T
9T 8.5 15
10T
lit 7.5 10
IB 0 0
ZB 15 Z5
3B 0 0
4B
5B
6B
7B
8B
9B
10B
liB
Armature 1 T- I B
Conductor-to- ZT-ZB
Conductor 5T-3B -
4T-AB
5T-SB
6T-6B
7T-7B
8T-gB
9T-9B
10T-10B
liT-liB
31
zios
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
3Z
Z176
Volts, dc
Volts, dc
500 600 800 I000. Z00 400 500 600 800 1000
Z0 35 40 50 25 30 45 60 85 90
0 .75 Z.5 4 0 0 0 .5 1.5 3.5
ZZ Z8 35 40 IZ.5 15 ZZ 30
15 20 35 40 15 Z5 40 55
0 3.5 8 12 .5 5 6.5 9
30 50 65 85 Z5 35 45 95
0 0 0 .Z5 0 0 0 0
40
6o
12
185
0
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side}
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side}
F = FaUu.re, leakage current in excess 0£ 2000 micro-amperes
55
85
15
350
.5
200 400
Volts, dc
500 600 800 1000
TABLE XX -- STATOP, ETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 300°C
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
MEASURED AT AGING TEMPERATURE
STATORETTE NO. 4
Sheet of 4
Test Component PosL-
tLon, Measurement
Cycle
Accumulated
Hour s r
Armature
Conductor-to
Frame
Cpnd. Nc_
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
Armature 7T-YB
Cond.-to- Cond 8T-8B
ZOO
3
2
2.5
16
2
15
3
3
2
DCLeakage, Micro-amperes
I 2
68
Volts, dc
400 500 600
6 7.5 8.5
5 6 8
4 5 6
35 50 80
4.25 35 60
40 50 60
6 8 9
5.75 6.5 8
4 5.5 6.5
800 1000
1Z 14
ZOO 400
0 5
136
Volts,
500
.75
II 15
8.5 11.5
115 150
90 IZ0
85 105
12 15
I0 13
9 IZ
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 .5
0 0 .5
0 .5 .75
0 0 .5
0 0 0
0 0 0
dc
600 800 1000
I 1.5 2
.5 .75 1.5
O .5 1
.75 Z 3
I 1.5 2
1.5 2.5 3
.75 I 1.5
0 .75 1.5
.5 1.5 2
Test Component Posl-
tlon, Measurement
Armature
Conductor-to-
Frame
Armature
Cond.- to- Cond.
:ond. No.
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
7T-YB
8T-8B
Cycle
Accumulated
Hours
zo0 400
0 .5
0 .5
0 .75
.5 .75
0 .5
.5 .5
•75 I. 25
.5 l.Z5
.75 1
3
204
Volts, dc
500 600
.75 I
.75 I
I I. Z5
.85 I
.75 I
.75 I
i.5 2
I. 75 Z
1.5 2
DC Le_lr-ge, Micro-amperes
800 I000
1.5 2
1.5 1.75
1.5 1.75
1.5 2
1.5 2
1,5 2
3 5, 5
3.5 4.5
3 4
272
Volts,
200 400 500
0 .5 I
0 0 .75
0 .5 .75
0 .5 I
0 0 .5
.5 .75 I
•75 I. 25 I. 5
.5 .75 I. 25
.75 1.25 1.5
dc
600
1.5
1
1.5-
1.25
1
I. 25
1.75
2.5
2,5
800
1.75
1.5
1.75
1.5
1.5
1.5
Z
3
3_5
' 1000
2.5
1.75
2
i.75
2
2
6
4.5
6
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor Ln slot (Frame)
F = FaL1ure, leakage current in excess of Z,.000 micro-amperes
oo
,D
.o
o
TABLE XX -- STATOKETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 300°C,
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
MEASURED AT AGING TEMPERATURE
STATOI_ETTE NO. 4
Sheet 2 of 4
Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
Armature
Condclctor- to-
Frame
Cond. N(_
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
r
6T-6B
Armature 7 T- 7 B
Cond.- to- Cond. 8T-8B
Cycle
Accumulated
Hour s
5
340
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
Volts, dc
200 400 500 600 800 I000
0 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
0 0 .75 1.5 2 2.75
0 .75 I 1.5 2.5 3
0 .5 1 1.5 1.75 2.25
0 0 .5 .75 I 1.5
•75 1 I. 5 I. 75 I. 85 2.25
1 1.25 I. 5 2 2.25 3
.75 1 I. 25 I. 75 2 2.25
.75 1.25 i. 5 2.25 2.5 4
Z00
.25
•25
.25
.5
1
.75
1
1.75
1.25
40O
.5
.75
.75
1.5
2.25
1.5
2
3.75
2.75
408
Volts, dc
500 600
.5 .75
1 1.25
i 1.25
1.75 2.5
3.25 4
2 2.5
2.75 3.6
5 6.25
3.75 5
8C0
1.75
2
2
4
7
4.25
6.25
9.75
7.25
1000
3
3
2.5
II.5
14
8.5
10.75
14.5
10.25
Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
Armature
Conductor- to-
Frame
Armature
Cond.- to- Cond
_ond. No.
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
7T-7B
8T-8B
i DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
7 8Cycle
Accmnulated
Hours
476
Volts dc
Z00 400 500 600
•25 .75 I. 25 I. 5
1 2 2.5 3
1 2 2.75 3.25
1.5 3 4.25 5.5
1.5 3 4 5
I 2 3.75 5
I. 5 3.5 13.25 30
1.5 5.75 I0 17.5
16 35 45 1300
800
2.5
5
4.75
12
8.5
8.75
F
185
F
Ii000
7.75
7.5
7.75
25
15
13.5
F
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
544
Volts, dc
I 200 400 500 600 800
.25 .5 .75 I. 75 2.75
.5 .75 1 1.5 2
• 25 .75 1 1.25 1.75
.5 I 1.25 1.75 '2.25 3.5
.75 1.75 2 3 5
.5 .75 .85 1.75
1 2.5 3.5 5 8.5
3.5 9.5 16 22 50
.25 1.5 2.5 4 12
F = Failure, leakage current in excess of 2,000 micro-amperes
i 1 000
3
3
2._i
11
'8._i
3
35
F
18
TABLE XX - STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 300°C
DC LEAKAGE CURKENT
MEASURED AT AGING TEMPERATURE
STATORETTE NO. 4
Sheet 3 of 4
Test Component Posi-
t/on, Measurement
• Armature
Conductor-to-
Frame
Cond. No.
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
Cycle 9 10
Accumulated
612 680
Hours .........
200
.25
.75
.5
.75
.5
.5
Volts, dc
400 500 600 800 1,000
.75 1 2.5 3.0 3.5
1 1.25 2 2 3
.75 1 1.25 2.5 3
1.25 2 2.25 12 18
.75 1.5 2.75 3.5 9
.75 .95 1 1.5 2.5
1.5 2 3.5 12 25
15 18 35 75 F
1 2 6 8.5 15
Volts, dc
200 400 500 600 800 1000
• 5 1 1.25 1.65 2.75 4.25
.6 1.25 1.75 2 3.25 5
• 5 1.25 1.75 Z 3.25 4.5
.85 1.75 2.5 3.5 6 18
1 2.5 3.25 4.25 8 15
0 .25 .5 1 1,5 2.5
2 4.5 7 9.5 35 F
5 10 15 25 50 1000
• 25 .75 1.5 1.75 2 2.25
6T-bB 1
Armature 7T-7B 2.75
Cond.-to-Cond. 8T-SB .25
,O
Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
Armature
Conductor-to-
Frame
Armature
Cond. - to- Cond.
Cond. N_x
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
7T-TB
8T-8B
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
Cycle 11 12
Ac cttmulated
748 816
Hours
"Volts r dc
80O200 400 500 600 800 1000
• 25 .75 t 1.5 3 4.5
.5 1.25 1.5 2 2.75 4
.5 1 1.5 2 2.75 4
.5 1.5 2 2.5 3.75 8
• 9 1.5 2 2.5 5 9
I 2 2.5 3.25 5.25 8
5.5 14.5 F - -
7.5 28 42 65 F -
28 60 85 150 F -
Volts, dc
200 400 500 600
.25 6 1 2
.5 1.5 2 3.75
1 2.25 3 4
1.25 3.25 5 7.75
.6 1.5 2 3
-- B'okenLead --
12 F
100 F
-- Broken Lmd --
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
F = Failure, leakage current in excess of 2,000 micro-amperes
30
7.5
6.25
F
F
I000
F
13.5
10
,4D
N
TABLE _ - - STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGII_G '300°C ,
DC LE4kKAGE CUR.R_ENT
MEASURED AT AGING TEMPERATURE
STATORETTE NO. 4
Sheet 4 of 4
Test Component Posi-
tlon, Measurement
Armature
C0nductor'to-
Frame
7_ond. No.l
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
Armature 7T-7B
Cond.- to- Cond. 8T-8B
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
Cycle 13 14
Accumulated
Hours 884 952
Volts, dc Volts, dc
200 400 500 600 800 1000
.5 I 1.5 F - -
I Z. 5 4.5 25 65 160
I Z.5 4 6 15 25
1.5 3 I0 15 F -
2 6.5 15 F - -
2 3.5 6 15 25 40
F - - -
F < - - -
•5 7 12 Z5 30 55
Broken Lead Repaired
Z00 400 500 600 800
-- Me_ sdrern, nts Disq!ontinue
After 13th ;7cle --
I000
Test Component Posi-
Measurement
J
Armature
Conductor-to-
Frame
ArmatUre
Cond,- to- Cond
C0nd. _lo.
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
7T-7B
8T-8B
,Cycle
Accumulated
IHours
DC, Leakage, Micro-amperes
Volts dc
ZOO 400 500 600 ] 800 i000
J
200 400
T = Top conductor Ln slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor in &lot (Frame side)
F = Failure, leakage current in excess .of Z, 000 micro-amperes
Volts, dc
500 600. 800 I000
TABLE _ - STATOR.ETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 300°C
INSULATION RESISTANCE
M.EASUI_D AT AGING TEM/'ER.ATURE
STATOR.ETTE NO. 4
Sheet of 2
Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
Armature
Conductor- to-
Frame
A rrnature
Cond.- to-.Cond.
;
Cond. No.
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
7T-TB
8T-8B
Cycle
Accumulated
Hours
0
Infknity
_inity
Infinity
Inf.hliW
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Ins ulation
1
68
50 x 106
65 x 106
80 x 106
6 x 106
7x 106
6 xl06
60 x l06
80 x 106
I00 x 106
Resistance at 500 Vdc, ohms
136
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Inf inity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
3
204
200+ x 106
Z00+ x 106
200+ x 106
272
Z00+ x 106
Z00+ x 106
200+ x 106
Z00+ x 106
200+ x 106
200+ x 106
5
340
200+ x I0b
Z00+ x 106
200+ x 106
200+ x 106
200+ x 106
Z00+ x 106
ZOO+ x 106
,.O
Armature
Conductor-to-
Frame
Test Component PosL-
tion, Measurement
Cond. No.
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
Armature
Cond .-to- Conci
6T-6B
7T-7B
8T-8B
Cycle
Accumulated
Hours
6
Insulation Res istance
408
|
Infinity 6
200+ x I0
200+ x 106
200 x 106
150 x 106
200 x 106
i50 106
100 : 106
150 x 106
at 500
476
ZOO+ x 106
200 x 106
175 x 106
150 x I,06
150 X 106
200+ x 106
8
544
200+ x 106
200+ x 106
200+ x 106
I00 x 106
Z00+ x 106
8 x 106
0
1 x 10 6
Vdc, ohms
9
612
200+ x 106
2004- x 106
200+ 106
200 : 106
200+ x 106
200+ x 106
200 x 106
1 x 106
200 x 10
I0
680
200+ x
200+ x
200+x
200 x
200 x
200+ x
40 x
35 x
2.00+ x
106
106
106
106
106
106
10 6
10 6
10 6
II
748
200+ x 106
200+ x 106
200+ x 106
200+ x 106
200+ x 106
200+ x 106
0 6
7 x I0
7 xl0 6
T = Top conductor [n slot (Bore side)
B = Botto_n conductor in slot (Frame side)
_o
'_T_A-BLE XXI- STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 300°C,
INSULATION RESISTANCE
•MEASURED AT AGING TEMPERATUR_
" STATORETTE NO. 4
Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
Armature
Conductor-to-
l_ame
Armature
Cond,-to, Cond.
Cond. No.
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
7T-TB
8T-8B
Insulation Resistance at 500 _c: ohms
Cycle
Accumulated
Hours
IZ
816
ZOO+ 10 6
Zoo _1o 6
150+ x 106
100+ x 106
200 x 106
Broken Lead
0
0
Broken Lead
13
884
Measure-
ments dis-
.'ontinued
_fter l_th
3ycle
Sheet 2 of Z
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom canduetor in slot (Frame side)
imllll i ,i.mlllllllll ,, , ,,,, .,,..,,,,,,|,,,m,,,, ,, , ,,,,,,,, ,,,,,, ,.,,,,,,,,, .................................. .,,.,,n ..............................................
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TABLE XXII - STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 300°C
CORONA ONSET VOLTAGE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE AND SLMULATED ALTITUDE
AFTER AGING AT 300aC
STATORETTE NO. 4
Sheet 1 of 1
Test Corc_ponent Posi-
tLon, Measurement
Cond. No.'
6T
I Armature 7T
Conductor-to- 8T
Frame 6R
7B
8B
Armature 6T-61_
Cond.-to-Cond. 7T-YB
I R'P.RR
:ycle
Accumulated
IHours
68
Pressure at 23_C
Sea Level
70O**
700**
550
Z50
350
200
400
550
700_*
4.5 TORR *
6O0
650
400
ZOO
2O0
ZOO
300
200
5O0
Corona Onset Voltage, Volts AC RMS
3
204
Pressure at 23°C '
Sea Level I 4.5 TORR *
340
Pressure at 23°C
700**
650
55O
200
350
Z00
600
600
400
ZOO
200
200
300
ZOO
4OO
400
350
700**
Sea Level
700**
600
55O
ZOO
300
Z00
400
350
650
4.5 TOR R *
550
500
350
ZOO
Z00
ZOO
300
200
300
Test Component Posi- Cycle
tlon. Measurement Accumulated
Hours
Armature
',Conductor-to-
Frame
Armature
3end .-to- Cond.
Cond. No,
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
7T-7B
flT-SB
476
Pressure at 23OC
Sea Level
700**
550
500
200
300
200
400
350
600
4.5 TORR * ....l
375
500
300
200
ZOO
Z00
Corona Onset Voltage, Volts AC RMS
9 II
61Z 748
Pressure at 23°C Pressure at 23°C .....
Sea Level 4.5 TORR *
375
450
300
ZOO
ZOO
200
700**
550
500
200
Z50
200
200
ZOO
ZOO,
Z00
ZOO
25O
Sea Level
700**
600
500
ZOO
200
ZOO
400
350
600
400
350,
600
* Equlvalent pressure for I00,000 feet at Z50°C
** 700 volt AC application limit to prevent possible insulation damage; corona was not observed.
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore sLde) /
B = "Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side}
4.5 TORR *
350
400
30O
Z00
200
Z00
200
Z00
Z00
= Measurements discontinued after
llth cycle =
TABLEXXI]I-STATORETTE'ACC_TEDAGING- Z75"CDCLEAKAGECUR-RENTMEASUREDAT23"CSTATOItETTENO.3
Sheet 1 of 7
Test Component PosL- .
tLon, Measurement
I)C Leakage, _Acro-a_peres
Cycle 1 Z
Accumulated
Hours 168 336
ICond. No, ZOO 400
Armature I T 0 0
Conductor -tD. ZT 0 0
Frame 3T 0 0
4T 0 0
5T 0 0
6T 0 0
7T 0 0
8T 0 0
9T 0 0
10T 0 0
liT 0 0
IB 0 0
ZB 0 0
3B 0 0
4B 0 • 0
5B 0 0
6B • 0 0
?B o o
8B 0 0
9B 0 0
10B 0 0
lib 0 0
' Armature IT-IB 0" 0
Conductor-to. ZT-ZB 0 0
Conductor 3T-3B 0 0
4T-4B 0 0
5T-SB 0 0
6T-6B 0 0
7T-TB 0 0
8T-SB 0 _ 0
9T-gB 0 "0
10T-10E 0 0
liT-liE 0 0
Volts, dc
800 1000 20D 400 500 600 800
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 O 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 .0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 .25
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 '0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Volts, dc
500 600
0 "0
0 "0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
T= Top comluc_or in slot(Bore side}
B
F
: Bottom conductor in slot(_ side)
= F_IIwre, le_e current in excess of 2000 micro-ampcxes
3
5O4
Volts, dc
1000 200 400 500 600 800 I000
0 0 0 "0 0 0 0
0 o o o o o
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.5 0 .25 .5 .75 .75 1.0
.5 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 n n n
TABLEXXI.II-STATORETTEACCELERATED AGING - Z75aC
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
MEASURED AT 23"C
STATORETTE NO. 3
Sheet Z of 7
. Cycle
Test Component Post- Accumulated
tion, Measurement _ours
:ond. No.
Armature l T
Conductor-to- ZT
Frame 3T
4T
5T
6T
7T
8T
9T
10T
liT
IB
2B
3B
4B
5B
6B
7B
8B
9B
10B
liB
Armature 1T-IB
Conductor-to- ZT-ZB
Co nd uctor 3T - 3 B
4T-4B
5T-SB
6T-6B
7T-7B
" 8T-8B
9T-?B
10T-10B
lIT-lIB
DC Leakase, Micro-amperes ,,_
4 5 6
672 840 1008
Volts, dc Volts, dc
ZOO 400 500 600 800 1000 20_0 400 500 600 800 I000
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . Z5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 25
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 35
0 .5 .75 1.5 Z. 5 3.5 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
O. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 "0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .5 .75 3.0 7.5 1Z
0 0 0 0 0 0 J 0 0 0 15 35 F
T = Top conductor in slot (Bor.e side)
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
F = F&ilttre, leakage current in excess of 2000 micro-amperes
Volts, dc
200 400 500 600 800 10O0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 ,25 .5
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 .0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 O' 0
0 0 0 0 .25 ,5
0 0 0 ,25 .5 1.5
0' 0 _0 0 .25 '.5
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 O 0 .25
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 I0 25 75 135
0 0 5 15 25 35
0 0 0 0 .25 ,75
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 .25
0 0 0 0 .Z5 .5
0 0 0 0 ,5 1.5
® -
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
_--_ _ -
,,O
00
Test Component Posl-
lion, Measurement
TABLE XXIII-STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING -275°C
DC LEAKAGE CUI_R.ENT
MEASURED AT Z3°C
STATORETTE NO. 3
Sheet 3 of 7
DC Lea"kage, Micro-amperes
7 _ ,I
1176 1344 1512
Cycle
Accumulated
Hours
Volts, dc
Cond. No. ZOO 400 500 600 ] 800
Arrnature I T 0 0 0 0 0
Conductor-to- ZT 0 0 0 0 0
Frame 3T 0 0 0 0 0
4T 0 0 0 0 0
ST 0 0 0 0 0
6T 0 0 0 0 0
7T 0 0 0 0 .25
8T 0 0 0 . 25 . 3
9T 0 0 0 0 . Z5
I 0T 0 0 0 0 0
lIT 0 0 0 0 0
IB 0 0 0 0 O
ZB 0 0 0 0 0
3B 0 0 0 0 0
4B 0 0 0 0 0
5B 0 0 0 0 0
6B
7B 0 0 20 35 75
8B 0 0 25 7 Z0
9B 0 0 0 0 .25
10B 0 0 0 0 0
liB 0 0 0 0 0
Armature 1T-1B 0 0 0 0 0
Conductor-to- ZT-ZB 0 0 0 0 0
Conductor 3,T-3B 0 0 0 0 0
4T-4B 0 0 0 0 0
5T-SB 0 0 0 , Z5 . 5
6T-6B 0 0 0 0 .3
7T-7B 0 0 0 0 .3
8T-8B ° -
9T-9B 0 0 0 0 0
10T-10B 0 0 0 0 .25
IIT-11B
Volts, dc Volts, dc
1000 200 400 [ 500 [ 600 800 1000 200 400 ] 500 600 800 1000
0 0 0 0 0 0 .25 0 0 0 0 0 .25
• 25 0 0 0 0 0 .25 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.3 0 0 0 .5 .75 .8 0 0 0 .25 .75 .75
1.0 0 0 0 .3 .5 1.25 0 0 0 .25 .75 1,5
.75 0 0 0 0 .Z5 .3 0 0 0 0 .25 .5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 @ 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.25 0 ,0 0 0 0 .3 0 0 0 0 0 .25
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1e 0 0 30 40 85 g 0 0 35 65 85 F
40 0 0 3.5 6.5 35 185 0 0 3.0 15 45 150
.5 0 0 .25 .3 .75 ,9 0 0 .25 .3 .75 1.5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 .25 .3 0 0 0 .25 .25 .5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 .25 ,5 .6 0 0 .25 .5 .6 .75
.6 0 0 .3 .5 1.0 1.0 0 0 /3 ,5 1.0 1.5
.3 0 0 0 .25 .5 1.5 0 0 .25 .7'5 3.0 3,5
.75 0 0 0 .25 .75 3.0 0 0 .25 .5 .6 5,0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.0 0 0 0 .25 .5 1.5 0 0 0 .5 .75 2.0
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor in slot ('Frame sLde)
F = Failure, leakage current in excess of 2000 micro-amperes
iiii
TABLE X._ -STATORETTE ACCELER.ATF, D AGING - Z750C
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
MEASURED AT Z3°C
STATORETTE NO, 3
_- DC Leaka Micro-amperes
lO 1!
Sheet 4 of 7
/2_
Test Component Posi- -
tion0 Measurement H..._our8s
Artnatur e IT
Conductor-to- ;_T
Frame 3T
iT
5T
6T
7T
8T
9T
10T
lIT
IB 0
ZB 0
3B 0
418 0
5B 0
6B
7B 0
8B 0
9B 0
I 0B 0
liB 0 ,
IT-IB 0
ZT-ZB 0
3T-3B 0
4T-4B 0
5T-SB 0
6T-6B 0
7T-7B 0
8T-SB
9T-gB 0
10T-10B -0
Artnmture
Conductor-to-
Conductor
I 1680
_,olt,, _
, 'o oi q 0 0
.Z5 0 0
i 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
1.0 0 .Z!
, 1_ 1.5 0 0
.30 0 00 0
0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 .Z5
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 60 6
0 3.5 Z5 50
.25 .5 1.5 Z. 5
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 .5 1.0 1.5
0 0 0 0
0 .5 .75 1.0
0 .5 1.0 Z.5
0 .25 l.O 1.5
0 .5 .6 1.5
0 0 1 0 00 0 .0 1.5
1848
Volts, dc
C_ --_
(
(
(
I
1.!
1.!
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 ,0 0 0
0 0 0 1.0
0 0 0 0
185 0 0 15 25
4.0 0 .5 .75 1.5
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
3.0 0 0 .5 1.5
0 0 0 0 .5
"Z.5 0 0 .Z5 .5
6._0 0 .25 1.0 1.5
4.0 0 0 .Z5 ,5
12: 0 0 .5 .6
0 0 0 '0 0
3.0 0 0 .5 1.0
ZO16
Volts, dc
_ z-f65---_--_-_---_ _-_67 looo
.zs I .5 o ( .! 1.o0 0 0 ( 0
.Z .Z5 0 i _, .75
0 0 0 q ( 0
.Z5 .5 0 t 5 .5
0 0 0 I " ( .5
3.5 10 0 .7! 1 Z.! 13
Z.5 3.0 0 5 .7 I 5 3.! 6.0
.75 .75 0 .8
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 _ 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .Z5
.Z5 .5 0 .25 ,5 .85 1.5 3.0
1.5 Z5 0 .75 1.50 ZO 35 '45
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Z50 500 0 350 _)
3.5 5.0 .Z5 .5 1.5 3.5 15 35
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 .25 .6
Z.5 50 0 .Z5 .TS 15 25 85
1_0 1.0 0 0 .Z5 .5 1.0 1.5
1.5 3.5 0 .Z5 .75 15 Z5 60
3.0 4.5 0 1.0 5.5 15 35 40
.5 15 35 601.5 3.5 0 .Z5
.5 Z. 5 4.0 181.5 13.5 0 .Z5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.5 Z.5 0 .5 .75 1.5 3.5 6.0
T = Top conductor in slot (l_ore side)
B = Bottom conductor in slot (_'r&me side)
F = Failure, leakage current in excess of Z000 m_cro-amperes
,m
,m
O
O
TABLE XXIII -STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 275°C
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
.MEASURED AT 23°C
STATORETTE NO. 3
Sheet 5 of
Test Component Pos_-
tion, Measurement
Arm_t_e
Conductor-to-
Frame
Armature
Conductor -to -
Conductor
Cond. No.
IT
ZT
3T
4T
5T
6T
7T
8T
9T
l 0T
lIT
IB
ZB
3B
4B
5B
6B
715
8B
I 0B
lIB
IT-IB
ZT-2B
3T-3B
4T-4B
5T-5B
6T-6B
7T-7B
8T-8B
9T-9B
10T-10B
liT-liB
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
13 -. 14 15
I Accumulated
Hours 2184 2352 2520
400
0
0
0
0
0
0
.6
150
0
0
0
0
0
.25
15
0
.75
0.
0
0
.75
0
I0
IS
35
Volts, dc
500 600
0 .'5
0 0
.25 .5
0 0
0 .25
0 .25
.75 1.5
®
.25 .5
0 0
0 0
0" 0
0 .5
.75 1.0
35 60
o o
Volts, dc
800 100_ 200 400 500 600 800 1000
1.0 1.5 0 0 0 .25 .5 1.O
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.75 .85 0 0 .25 .5 .5 .75
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.5 .6 0 0 ,25 ,4 .5 .75
,75 1.5 0 0 .25 35 70 150
3.5 25 0 .75 2.0 2.5 40 55
.85 1.0 0 .25 ,5 1.0 3,5 5.0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.75 1.5 0 0 .25 .5 .75 1.5
1.5 4.0 .5 ,.75 1.5 2.5 3.0 4.5
85 90 .25 .5 20 60 85 120
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
75
25
0
0
0
55
• 25
25
25
45
0
500
75
0
0
.5
80
• 75
50
185
60
0
800
Volts, dc
200 400 500 600 B00
0 0 0 .5 .75
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 .5 .75 .8
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 .Z5 .5 .75
0 0 .5 40 65
0 I 3.5 5.5 50
0 .5 1.5 3.5 5.0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 .5 .6 1.0
1.0 1.5 2.5 3.0 4.5
15 60 85 115 145
0 0 0 0 0
Zoo
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
•Z5
0
0
0
0
0
• 25
.5
0
.5
0
0
0
• 25
0
®
1.5
.0
25
0
25
120 185 (_ - -
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.75 1.5 0 0 .25 .75 1.0 1.5 0 1.5 3.0 3.5 5.5
160 250 15 50 75 IZO 150 350 25 50 85 115 135
3.0 4,5 0 .25 .75 3,5 6.0 7.5 0 0 .5 2.75 4.5
65 65 ?..5 3.0 4.5 75 120 185 6.0 12.5 35 65 110
350 500 0 50 IZO 300 550 1200 15 25 65 375 850
75 I00 .5 25 50 75 150 185 1.0 15 65 125 165
0 .5 O- 0 0 .25 .5 .75 0 0 0 0 .25
F 0 0
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
F = Failure, leakage current in excess of Z000 micro-amperes
1000
1.5
0
1,0
0
1.0
135
65
6.0
0
0
0
1.5
6.0
165
0
0
0
7.0
320
6.5
165
1500
220
• 75
I..3
a
_n
N
|
lJ
;j _¢H W
0
E_I -
i
,--1
gl
<
oo
o
_'-0
_ .._
lle I_
cu _ _
II Ii II
E_ m
I01
I.=,
o
N
TABLE XXIII -STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 275°C
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
NIEASURED AT g3°C
STATORETTE NO. 3
Sheet 7 of 7
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
Test Component Posi-
tlon, Measurement
Arrrgature
Conductor-to-
Frame
Armature
Conductor- to-
Conductor
J
Cond. No.
IT
ZT
3T
4T
5T
6T
7T
8T
9T
10T
lIT
IB
2B
3B
4B
5B
6B
7B
8B
9B
10B
lib
IT-IB
2T-ZB
3T-3B
4T-4B
5T-5B
6T-6B
7T-7B
8T-8B
9T-gB
10T-IOB
IZT-11B
,Cycle ,
Accumulated
Hours
19
3192
-ZOO
0
0
0
0
0
6
4.5
• 25
0
0
0
0
25
85
0
0
0
3,5
75
10
25
6.5
0
400
0
0
0
0
1.5
25
40
6
0
0
0
.5
55
165
0
0
0
6
90
25
55
40
0
Volts, dc
500 600 800 100Q
0 1'.5 4 8.5
0 0 0 0
.Z5 .5 1.5 3.0
0 0 0 0
2 2.25 2.5 3.0
40 85 350 500
75 165 185 220
15 35 45 65
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 .....
0 0 0 0
.6 .75 1.5 8
80 85 120 135
F
0 0 .25 .5
Volts, dc Volts. dc
200 400 500 600 [ 800 1000 200 I 400 500 600 800 1000
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
8.5 15 ,25 55
300 450 600 800
35 50 65 65
75 250 850 1300
85 185 350 600
0 .75 1.5 3.0
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
B -- Bottom conductor Ln sl0t (Frame side)
"F = Failure, leakage current in excess of _'000 _nicro-ampcres
/rABLE XXIV - STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 275°C,
DC LEAKAGE CURILENT
MEASURED AT AGING TEMPERATURE
STATORETTE NO. 3
SheeT" 1 of 2
Test Component posi-
tlon, Measurement
Arn-_tur e .
Conductor-to-
Frame
Cond. No.
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
Armature 7T-7B
Cond.-to-Cond. 8T-8B
Cycle
Accumulated
Hours
Volts,
ZOO 400 500 600 800
1.25 Z. 25 Z. 75 3.5 4.75
.5 1.0 1.25 1.5 2.25
.5 1.0 1.5 1.75 2.5
F - - -
.25 1.0 1.25 1.6 2.25
• 75 1.5 1.75 2.25 3.0
1.0 2.25 2.75 3.0 4.75
.75 1.5 Z.0 2.5 3.75
.75 1.6 2.0 2.5 3.5
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
1 -2
168 336
dc
200 400
0 .25
.25 .75
.5 1.0
.75 2.5
.5 1.0
.5 1.0
2.5 7.0
.6 1.75
500
.5
1.0
1.5
3.0
1.25
I. 25
It.0
2.0
1000
6.5
3.25
3.75
3.0
4.25
6.0
5.25
5.0
Volts, dc
600 800 I000
.6 1.0 1.5
1.25 2.0 4.5
2.0 4.0 12.0
4.5 8_.0 12.0I. 5
1.5 3.0 4.5
.16 85 F
2.5 6. O 7.5
O
Lo
Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
Armature
Conductor - to -
Frame
Armature
Cond. - to- Cond.
Cond, No,
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
7T-7B
8T-8B
Cycle
Accumulated
Hours
Volts, dc
200 400 i 500 600 800 I000
0 .5 .75 1.0 1.75 0
1.0 2.75 4.5 6.5 18 F
4.5 I0 18 F -
.25 1.0 1.5 2.0 3.25 5.0
1.0 3.5 15 " g -
.6 1.5 1.65 2.0 • 3.0 5.0 I
I
3.0 8.5 I 5 30 35 45 !
.5 1.5 2.5 3.0 6.0 11,0
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
3 4
504 672
200 400
.5 1.5
50 150
75 180
15 If0
.5 ! .75
.5 1.0
55 F -
3,0 6.5 F
Volts, dc
500 ' 600
2.0 2.75
F
F
120 185
1.25
1.5 2.0
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
F = Failure, leakage current in excess o£ 2,000 micro-amperes
800 1000
6.0 9.75
500 1300
3.75 11.0
OTest Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
•Armature
Conductor- to-
Frame
lCond. No.
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
Armature 7T- 7B
Cond.-to- Cond. 8T-8B
TABLE XXIV - STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - Z75°C
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
MEASURED AT AGING TEMPERATURE
STATORETTE NO. 3
Sheet Z of 2
lCycle
Accumulated
Hours
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
5 6
840 1008
Volts, dcVolts, dc
200 400 500 600 800 I000
0 .Z5 .5 1.75 Z.5 3.0
0 0 .Z5 .Z5 3.0 7.5
.25 .5 .5 2.0 9.0 F
1 .5 3.0 5.0 10.0 30 50
0 .5 .5 .6 .75 F
.Z5 .5 ,5 .6 1.25 2.0
.Z5 .25 .3 .3 .5 1.5
F ....
Z00
0
0
.Z5
3.0
.t£5
.5
.5
] 4OO
3.5
.Z5
10
12
50
1.0
.75
500
4.0
3.5
35
40
F
1.25
1.0
600
6.5
8.0
F
65
1.5
1.5
easur ements discontinued
ter the 6th cycle
800 _ 1000
ii 15
12 14
185_ i F
3.0 ' 3.5
1.75 I 2.5
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
F = FaLlure, leakage current in excess of 2,000 micro-amperes
Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
Armature
Conductor- to-
Frame
Armature
Cond.- to- Cond.
TABLI_. XXV - STATORETTE ACCELERATED A'GING - Z75°C."
INSULATION RESISTANCE
MEASURED AT AGING TEMPERATURE
STATORETTE NO. 3
Sheet 1 of 1
iCond. No.
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
7T-TB
8T-8B
Cycle 0
Accumulated
0
Hours
Inf [nlty
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Insulation Resistance at 500 Vdc_ ohms
3
168
Z00 x 106
Z00 x 106
Z00 x 106
0
200 x 106
200 x 106
ZOO x 106
ZOO x 106
Z00 x 106
336
ZOO x 106
ZOO x 106
0
I00 x 106
200 x 106
2'00 x I06
200 x 106
504
ZOO x I 0b
50 x 106
0.05 x 106
0
200 x 106
30 x 106
200 x 1 06
0.05 x 106
200 x 1 06
4
67Z
Z00 x 10 b
0
0
0
1.5 xl06
200 x lO 6
200 x 10 °
0
0
840
<i00 x, 10 6
Measurements discontinued
after the 5th cycle
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
O
kn
_=d
0
0 _
,.TAI_LE XXVI - STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 250°C
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
MEASURED AT 23°C
STATORETTE NO. 2
Sheet 1 o£ 6
DC Leakage, Micro=amperes
Test Component Posi-
riot*, Measurement Accumulated
Hours
co_. NoJ ,ZOO,
Arrn_tur e 1 T 0
Conductor=to- ZT 0
Frame 3T 0
4T 0
ST 0
6T 0
7T 0
8T 0
9T 0
10T 0
lIT 0
IB 0
ZB 0
3B 0
4B 0
5B 0
6B 0
7B 0
8B 0
9B 0
10B 0
lib 0
Armature 1 T- I B 0
Conductor - to ZT- ZB 0
Conductor 3T- 3B 0
4T-4B 0
5T-5B 0
6T-6B 0
7T-7B 0
8T-SB 0
9T-gB 0
IOT-10B 0
lIT-lIB 0
336
Volts, dc
....400 500 600 800 1000
0 0 '0 0 0
0 0- 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
O o o o o
T = .Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
672
Volts, dc
ZOO 400 500 600 800
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 ,0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0"
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 , 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 ,0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
1000
0
0
0
0
.25
0
0
.25
0
0
0
.25
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.25
.Z5
.25
0
0
0
0
0
.25
200
0
0
0
, 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1008
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
F = Failure, leakage current in excess o£ 2000micro-amperes
Volts, dc
400 500
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
600 8'00 I000
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 .25
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 Z5
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 .1500 F
0 0 .25
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
I I .........................................................
TABLE XXVI- STATOILETTE ACCELERATED AGING - ZS0°C
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
MEASURED AT 23°C
STATORETTE NO. Z
Sheet 2 of 6
iTest Component I_osi-
tion, Measurement
Cy,.:ie
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
Accumulated
Hours
1344 1680
6
2016
Armature
conductor - to-
Frame
Armature
Conductor-to-
Conductor
Volts, dc
Cond. Nc_ ZOO 400 500 600
IT 0 0 0 .0
ZT 0 0 0 0
3T 0 0 0 0
4T 0 0 0 0
5T 0 0 0 0
6T 0 0 0 0
7T 0 0 0 0
8T 0 0 0 0
9T 0 0 0 0
10T 0 0 0 O
lIT 0 0 0 0
iB 0 0 0 0
ZB 0 0 0 0
3B 0 0 0 0
4B 0 0 0 0
5B • 0 0 0 0
6B 0 0 0 0
7B 0 0 0 0
8B 0 0 0 0
9B 0 0 d 0
10B 0 0 0 0
lib 0 0 0 0
IT-IB 0 0 0 0
ZT-ZB 0 0 0 0
3T-3B 0 0 0 0
4T-4B 0 0 0 0
5T-5B 0 0 0 0
6T-6B 0 0 0 0
7T-7B 0 0 0 0
8T-SB 0 0 0 0
9T-9B 0 0 0 0
10T-10B 0 0 0 0
liT-liB 0 0 0 0
T
B
F
Volts, dc
800 I000 200 400 500 600 800
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.Z5 .5 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 .zs 0 o o 0 .z_
.25 .5 0 0 0 0 .5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1550 F 0 0 0 0 1800
0 .25 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 .Z5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0. 0 0 0 0
= Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
: Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
= Failure, leakage current in excess of Z000 mlcro=amperes
1000
0
0
0
0
0
0
.5
.75
0
0
F
0
0
0
0
0
0
.5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
200 400
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 ,0
0 0
0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Volts, dc
500 600 800 1000
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 .Z5 .5 1.0
0 0 0 0
.Z5 .75 1.0 1.0
0 0 .Z5 .5
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 F 0
0 .£5 5 .75
0 0 0 0 •
0 0 0 .Z5
0 0 0 0
0 0 .Z5 .5
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 . Z5
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 . Z5 3 5 Z0
0 0 0 0 0
0
O
00
TABLE X_¢I - STATO_TE ACCELERATED AGING - 250aC
DC LEAKAGE CUILREHT
MEASURED AT 23°C
STATORETTE NO. 2
Sheet 3 of
Test Component Post-
tlon, Measurement
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
Cycle 7 l) ?
Accumulated
Hours 2352 2688 3024
Molts, dc Volts, dc Volts. dc
Cond. No. 200 400
Armature I T 0 0
Conductor-to- 2T 0 0
Frame 3T 0 0
4T 0 0
ST 0 0
6T 0 0
7T 0 0
8T 0 0
9T 0 0
10T 0 0
liT 0 0
IB 0 0
2B 0 0
3B 0 0
4B 0 0
5B 0 0
6B 0 0
7B 0 25
8B 0 0
9B 0 0
10B 0 0
liB 0 0
Armature IT-1B 0 0
Conductor-to- 2T-2B 0 0
Conductor 3T-3B 0 0
4T-4B 0 0
5T-5B 0 0
6T-6B 0 0
7T-7B 0 0
8T-8B 0 0
9T-9B 0 0
10T-10B 0 25
liT-liB 0 0
500 600 800 1000
0 "0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 .25 .5
0 0 .75 1.25
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 .5
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 .25 F 0
0 .5 .75 1.0
0 0 0 .5
0 0 .25 .5
0 0 0 0
0 .25 .5 .6
0 0 0 0
.5 1.0 1.75 2.5
0 .25 .5 .75
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 .25 .5
.25 .5 .75 1.5
0 0 1.0 2.5
0 0 0 .25
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
,5 .75 1.75 2.5
0 0 0 .75
T
B
F
200 400 500 600 800 500 600
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 .5 0 0
0 0 0 0 .6 0 .25
0 0 0 0 ,5 0 .5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 .5 .75 0 .5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 .5 0 0
o o ® - :,;0 0 .25 .5 .75 .5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 .25 0 0
0 0 0 0 .5 0 0
0 0 .5 .75 l.O .25 l.O
0 0 0 0 .5 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1.5 2.0
0 0 0 .5 •75 I•O 1.25
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 .5 .75 " 1.0 1.0 1.25
0 0 .25 .,6 1•0 .5 •75
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.25 1.0 1.25 1.6 1.75 15 165
0 0 0 0 .5 0 0
= Top conductor in Jlot (Bore side)
= Bottom conductor in' s10t (Frame s Lde) '
= FaUure. leakage current in excess of 2000 micro-amperes
1000 200 400
0 0 0
0 0 0
.5 0 0
1.5 0 0
1.5 0 0
.75 0 0
.25 0 0
1.0 0 0
.5 0 0
.75 0 0
1.5 0 0
.5 0 0
.5 0 0
.6 0 0
I• 25 0 0
.75 0 0
• 25 .75 1.0
1.0 0 .5
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
1.0 0 0
25 0 0
1.75 0 0
.75 0 0
0 0 0
.25 0 0
.25 0 0
0 0 0
.5 0 0
3.0 1.O 3.5
.6 0 0
8OO
0
0
0
.5
.6
.75
0
1.0
0
.5
• 75
0
.25
.5
I. 75
0
3.5
1.5
0
0
0
.5
1.5
1.0
.25
.5
0
0
0
.5
250
.25
I1000
0
.25
.5
1.0
1.5
1.25
.5
1.5
.25
.6
2.0
.25
.5
.75
2.5
.75
6,0
2.0
.25
0
0
.75
2.0
1.25
1.0
.6
0
0
0
.6
700
.5
TABLE XX'VI - STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - Z50°C
DC LEAKAGE CU/LtLENT
MEASURED AT Z3°C
STATOtLETTE NO, Z
DC Leaka Micro-amperes
10
3360
Sheet. 4 of 6
12
_Cycle l
Test Component Posi- |Accumulated /
_ton, _q].ea s ur eELE_ 11 b _Hours |
_ond. No.] 200 400
Armature 1 T 0 0
Conductor-to- 2T 0 0
Frame 3T 0 0
4T 0 0
5T 0 0
6T 0 0
7T 0 0
8T 0 0
9T 0 0
10T 0 0
liT
IB 0 0
2B 0 0
3B 0 0
4B 0 0
5B 0 0
6B 0 0
7B 1.0 1.25
8B 0 .5
9B " 0 0
10B 0 0
liB 0 0
Armature i T-1 B 0 0
ConductOr - to - ZT- ZB 0 0
Conductor 3T- 3B 0 0
4T-4B 0 0
5T-5B 0 0
6T-6B 0 0
7T-TB 0 0
8T-8B 0 0
9T-9B 0 0
10T-10B 0 15
l_l
3696
Volts, dc
_ 4-'T6T- -g-6 -E60 '0 0 0 0 D (
0 0 0 0 0 _ 0 (
0 0 0 .25 0 0 (
0 0 .25 1.0 0 0 ..
0 0 '.25 .5 0 0
0 .75 .8 1.25 0 0 5 I Ii;
0 0 0 .6 0 0
0 .25 .5 1.25 0 0
0 0 0 .5 0 0
0 0 0 .6 0 0
.25 .25 .5 1.5 0 0 .25 .3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 00 0 0 .25
0 0 0 00 0 0 .5
.25 .5 1.5 2.5 0 0 .25 .75
0 .5 .75 1.5 0 0 .25 .5
1.25 1.75 2.5 15 1.0 2.5 3.5 3.5
1.0 1.25 1.5 1.5 0 .25 .5 1.0
0 0 0 .5 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 .5 .75 1.5 0 0 0 .6
1.25 1.5 2.5 6.0 0 0 1.5 2.0
.25 .75 1.5 1.75 0 0 .5 .75
0 0 .5 .75 0 0 0 0
0 .25 .75 1.5 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 .Z5 0 0 0 .5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 .5 .75 1.5 0 0 0 .25
35 _ - " -
o 25 .5 .75 0 0 0 .25
Volts, dc
_ooo
.5
0
0
0
1.5
.6
4.5
1.25
.25
0
0
.75
2.5
1.6
.25
.25
.6
0
0
.75
.5
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor in Slot (Frame side)
g = Fatluxe, leakage current in excess o£ 2000 micro-amperes
4032
Volts, dc
0 0 0 i I 0
0 0 0 0 t 15 0 0
.25 0 0 0 .5
1.0 0 0 ' 0 .5 .75
.6 0 0 " 0 .5 .8
1.5 0 0 .8 2.5 4.0
.75 0 0 0 .6 1.0
1.5 0 0 0 .75 1.25
.5 0 0 0 0 .5
.75 0 0 0 .5 1.0
1.5 0 0 .25 .5 1.0 1.5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.25 0 0 0 0 .25 .5
.5 0 0 0 0 .25 .6
2.0 0 0 0 0 .25 I .5
1.0 0 0 .25 .6 .75 1.25
16 1.5 3.0 6.0 25 150 185
1.5 0 .5 .75 1.5 2.5 3.0
.6 0 0 0 .25 .5 1.25
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.6 0 0 0 .75 1.0 1.75
1.5 3.0 6.0 158.5 0 .5
.5 1.5 2.5 251.75 0 .25
.75 0 0 0 0 .3 .75
1.5 .Z5 .5 1.25 1.5 1.75 2.5
.75 0 0 0 .6 .75 .8
0 0 0 0 0 0 .25
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.75 0 0 0 .5 .75 1.5
.75 0 0 0 .5 .75 1.0
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TABLE XXVI -sTATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - Z50°C
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
MEASURED AT 23°C
STATORETTE NO. Z
Sheet 6 of 6
Test Component Posi-
tion, Mess arement
Cycle
iAccumulated
Hours
Cond. No. Z00 400
I
Armature lT 0 0
Conductor-to- ZT 0 0
Frame 3T 0 0
4T 0 0
5T 0 0
6T 0 .5
7T 0 0
8T 0 0
9T 0 0
I 0T 0 0
lit
IB 0 .75
ZB 0 0
3B
4B 0 0
5B 15 50
fiB 0 . Z5
7B
8B Z.0 3.5
9B 0 .75
10B 0 0
lib 0 0
Armature l T- 1B 0 1.5
Conductor -to- ZT-ZB
Cond actor 3T - 3 B -
4T-4B 0 0
5T-5B 15 Z5
6T-6B 0 0
7T-TB 0 0
8T-8B 0 0
9T-gB . 0 .6
10T-10B .....
1 I"P-1IR _25 1.0
16
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
17
5376 571Z
Volts, dc Volts, dc
500 600 800 1000 200 400 500 600 800
0 '0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 .75 1.0 1.25 0 0 0 .5 1.25
.75 1.5 3.5 2.5 0 0 .75 1.0 Z.5
.6 1.5 Z5 185 0 0 .75 1.0 20
1.5 Z.0 4.5 25 0 .75 1.75 3.0 6.0
0 0 .5 3.0 0 .5 1.0 1.5 Z.5
.75 1.75 4.0 6.5 0 0 .5 1.5 6.5
0 0 .5 1.5 0 0 0 0 .5
0 0 1.0 6.5 0 0 0 0 1.0
1.0 1.5 3.5 4.5 0 .5 .75 1.0 Z.5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.5 .75 1.5 2.5 0 0 1.0 1.5 1.75
Z50 400 500 650 Z5 IZ0 185 350 F
3.0 4.5 6.5 Ii 0 0 2.5 6.5 IZ
8.0 15 35 50 6.0 15 Z5 55 60
3.5 65 85 120 30 65 100 115 135
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 "0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 30 55 90 . 5 Z. 0 Z5 40 65
1.0 10 15 30 0 0 .75 1.5 II
50 75 185 350 Z5 40 55 85 165
0 .75 3.0 4.5 0 0 0 Z. 5 6.0
0 ,75 1.0 1.5 0 0 0 1.5 Z. 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.5 1.75 3.0 4.5 0 .5 Z.O 2.5 3.5
4.0 8.5 15 15 .5 1.5 3.5 6.0 lZ
18
6O48
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore sLde)
B = Bottom conductor in slot"( Frame side)
F = FaU.urd, leakage, current in excess of 2000 micro-amperes
Volts, dc
1000 Z00 400 500 I 600
"0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 "
1.6 0 0 0 .Z5
3.0 0 ' 0 .5 1.5
160 0 "0 ' 0 l. 0
35 .5 .75 1.5 3.5
4.5 0 .Z5 1.0 1.65
.5 0 0 .5 1.5
1.75 0 0 0 0
8.0 0 0 0 0
3.5 .25 .75 1.5 3.0"
0 0 0 0 0
Z.75 0 0 1.5 1.65
0 IZO 185 500
25 0 0 3.5 7.0
75 8 15 35 45
165 35 65 120 185
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
110 .25 .75 30 55
15 0 0 .85 1.5
i3Z5 35 65 90 150
9.0 0 0 0 3.5
Z. Z5 0 0 j. 0 1.0
0 0 0 I 0 0
6.0 0 1.5 3.5 6
18 1.0 3.0 6.5 8.0
I 800
0
0
1.5
Z.5
25
6.0
Z.5
8.0
1.0
1.5
4.0
0
Z. 5
15
85
350
0
0
65
8.0
185
7.5
1.5
0
10
15
1000
0
0
Z0
4.0
180
Z5
3.5
IZ
1.5
10
55
0
3.5
30
90
375
.Z5
0
90
lZ
Z50
IZ
Z.0
0
Z0
Z5
I-d
• J
TABLE XXVII - STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 250°C
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
MEASURED AT AGING TEM-PERATURE
STATORETTE NO. 2
Sheet 1 of 5
Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
Armature
Conductor -to-
Frame
Armatur e
Cond.- to- Cond.
cond. No
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
7T-?B
8T-8B
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
Cycle 1 1
Accumulated
6 24
Hours
Volts, dc
200 400 500 600 800 I000
6.5 13 15.5 23 30 35
5.75 10._ 13.5 16 25 32
6.0 13 16 25 33 40
11.5 25 30 35 45 53
8 15.75 25 30 40 50
5 10 12.5 16 28 40
3.75 7.0 10.5 11 14.5 20
3.5 7.5 9.0 10 14 23
3 6 7.75 9 12.5 15.75
Volts, dc
200 400 500 600 800 1000
5 12 15 18 22 27
4 8 10 12 16 25
4.5 7.5 9,2 I1 15.5 25
20 35 40 47 62 75
12 28 35 40 55 72
15 25 35 40 50 60
2.5 5 6.5 8.0 10 13
2.5 4.5 5.75 7.0 10 13.75
2.5 4.2 5.5 6.5 9 11.2
Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
Cycle 1 1
Accumulated
48 72Hours
Volts, dc
Cond. NO.
Armature 6T
Conductor-to- 7T
Frame 8T
6B
7B
8B
Armature 6T- 6B
Corxl.-to-Cond. 7T-7B
[ 8T-8B
i
200
5.0
4.0
5.0
8.5
6.2
4, Q
2.5
3.0
2.0
400
8.2
7.5
10.6
14.8
12.8
9.25
4.8
5.0
5.0
Volts, dc
I 500 600
9.2 11.0
8.5 10.5
14. o 22
25 28
20 25
11 13.5
5.6 7. O
5.8 7.2
5.3 7. 5
200 400 500 600 :800 1000
6 11 13.5 16 30 35
5 9.2 11 14.5 25 30
5.75 11 14 16.5 30 38
8.5 16 25 30 38 50
6.5 13.75 17 25 38 4_
4.5 9.2 11.75 13.5 28 38
3.0 6.0 7.75 9 12.25 15.75
3.25 6.25 8 9 12 15.5
2.75 5.5 6.5 7.75 I0,5 9
8OO
15.5
15
3O
"37
32
25
9.5
9.2
10
I I000
25
20
38
48
45
38
12
12
13.75
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
F = Failure, leakage current in excess of 2,000 micro-amperes
I Imll I I I i i ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,.,,,,.,,,,ram.l,,, .,..,.,,,,m,=,,,,, , .......................................-- ....................................................................
TABLE XXVI/_ STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGIIqG 250°C
DC LF.AKAGE CURRENT
MEASURED AT AGING TEMPERATURE
STATORETTE NO. 2
Sheet ff of 5
Test Component Posi-
tion, ]VLeas uxement
Armature
Conductor -to-
Frame
Arr_at_u" e
C ond .-to - Cond
]Cond. No
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
7T-7B
8T-8B
Cycle
Accumulated
Hour s
200 400
3.5 5.5
3.5 5.0
3.5 7.0
3.5 7.5
3.0 7.0
2.5 4.5
1.5 2.5
1.5 2.5
1.5 3.0
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
I I
144 168
Volts, dc
500 600 800 1000
6.0 7.5 10.75 14.5
6.25 7.0 10.5 14.0
8.5 I0.0 15.0 25.0
9.5 II.0 16.0 30.0
10.75 12.0 18.0 30.0
6;25 7.75 11.5 15.5
3.25 4.0 5.5 7.2
3.5 4.0 5.5 7.75!
3.75 _4.5 6.0 8.25
200 400
3.5 6.0
3.0 5.75
3.5 7.5
3.5 8.,0
3.5 6.5
2.75 5.0
1.5 2.5
1.5 2.75
1.75 3.5
Volts, dc
500 600 800 1000
6.5 7.5 II 15
6.5 7.5 10.5 14.75
8.5 II.0 16.0 25
9.75 12.0 18.0 30
II.0 11.75 1-7.0 25
6.75 7.5 12.0 13,75
3.5 4.0 5.0 6.75
3.75 4.5 5.5 8.0
3.8 4.25 5.75 7, 75
_0
Teat Component Posi-
tLon, Measurement
Armature
Conductor -to-
Frame
Arn_ture
Cond.-to-Cond.
Cond. No.
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
7T-7B
8T-8B
i
Cycle
Accumulated
Hours
2(
2.75
1.75
2.5
3.5
3.0
2.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
_0 400
3.5
3.5
5 6.
7..0 8.
7.25 9.
4.5 /5.
2.25 3.
2.25 3.
• 2.25 3.0
192
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
Volts dc
5oo 600 'soo i'000
4.25 5.0 7.25 I 0.25
4.25 5.25 7.5 I0.0
25 8.0 11.0 15.0
5 12 _22 38
0 11.25 15 38
75 7.5 I0 14
0 3.75 5.0 6.75
0 3.8 5.25 6.75
200 400
1.5 3.0
2.0 3.0
2.0 4.5
3.0 6.0
2.75 5.0
I, 75 3, 75
1.5 2.0
1.0 2.0
4.0 5.25
= Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
216
7.0 I. 0 2.0 "2, 75.
T
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
F = Failure, leakage current in excess-of 2,000 micro-amperes
Volts, dc
500 600. 800 1000
4.0 4.5 6.75 9.5
3.75 5.0 6.75 9.0
5.5 • 7.0" 10 1.2.5
7.25 9.5 18 25
6.75 8,5 13 25
4,75 6,0 8,75 11.75
2.5 3.25 4.0 5.25
3.25 4.25 5.5 6.0
3. ,so 4.75 6.o
TABLE XXVII - STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 250°C
DC LEAKAGE CURR_NT
MEASURED AT AGING TEMPERATURE
STATORETTE NO. 2
Sheet 3 of 5
Test Component Posi-
tLon, Measurement
DC Leakage, MLcro-amperes ,,
Cycle 1 1
A c cumulate d
240 312
He urs
i
Volts' dc Volts., dc
Z00 400 500 600 800 ' 1000 200 400 500 600
1.25 2.75 3.5 4.75 6.25 8.5 1.0 2.5 3.0 4.5
1.5 Z.5 3.5 4.0 6.5 8.5 1.5 2.5 3.0 3.5
1.5 4.0 5.25 6.5 9.0 11.5 1.5 2.75 3.0 3.75
2.5 5.0 6.25 7.75 13.75 24 2.5 4.5 4.75 5.5
2.5 4.75 6.0 7.0 12.25 25 2.0 4.25 5.25 6.0
2.0 3.25 4.0 5.25 7.75 1 0 I. 75 2.75 3.75 5.0
1.0 Z.0 2.5 2.75 4.0 5.5 1.0 1.75 2.5 3.0
1,5 1.75 2.5 3.0 4.0 5.25 1.25 1.5 2.25 2.75
1.5 Z.0 2.75 3.0 4.25 5.75 1.5 1.75 2.5 2.75
Armature
Conductor-to
Frame
Armature
Cond. -to- Cond.
Cond. No.
T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
7T-7B
8T-8B
800 i000
6.0 7.5
3.75 5.5
6. O 6.5
7.75 I0.0
7.25 8.25
6.5 7. O
3.75 5.0
3.5 4.75
3.5 4.75
Test Component Posi-
tLon, Measurement
Armature
Conductor-to-
Frame
Armature
Cond.-to-Cond
3ond. No.
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
I DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
.Cycle
Accumulated
Hour s
7T-7B
8T-8B
i
Z00
1.0
1.5
1.5
1.0
1.75
1.0
336
Volts dc
400 500 600 800
I. 75 Z. 0 2.75 3.75
1.75 2.75 3.0 4.0
2.5 3.25 4.0 5.75
Z. 25 3.25 4.0 5.25
2.5 3.25 4.25 5.25
2.25 2.75 3.5 4.75
1.5 Z.0 2.25 2.75
1.25 2.5 3.0 3.5
1.5 2.0 2.5 3.5
•75
1.0
.75
II000
5.0
5.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
6.0
3.75
3.75
4.75
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
200
0
0
.5
.25
0
0
0
0
0
2
432
400
0
0
8
.5
0
0
0
0
0
Volts, dc
500 600
0 0
0 .5
45 200
.5 .5
0
0
.5
0
0
i 80O
.5
.75
F
.75
0 .5
.5 .75
.75 1.0
0 .5
9 .25
1 000
• 5'
1.0
1 0
75
,75
1.5
.5
.5
F = Failure, leakage current in excess of 2,000 micro-amperes
Ji iiliili I Illl Illll ,n IIInl II i Ill illll iii , in inaln I i , ml.u,mllnlll ,in, h,, H,N,_OI, , ,.*,,,*.,..................
TABLE XXVII - STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 250°C
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
DIEASURED AT AGING TEMPERATURE
STATORETTE NO. 2
Sheet 4 of 5
Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
Armature
Conductor-to-
Frame
Armature
Cond.-to-Cond.
Cond. No
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
7T-7B
8T-8B
Cycle
Accumulated
Hours
200 400
0 0
0 0
6.0 II
0 0
0 .5
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
2 2
6OO 672
Volts, dc
500 600
0 1.0 1.5
.Z5 .5 .5
16 30 65
0 0 0
I 8.5 F
0 0 .5
0 0 .5
0 0 0
0 0 0
800 1000 200 400
0
0
0
0
0
.75 0
.75 0
.5 0
.5 0
Volts, dc
500 600 80_
0 0 0 .25
0 0 0 .25
0 .25 ,6 IZ
0 0 0 .Z5
0 0 0 .25
0 0 0 0
0 .Z5 .25 .25
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
3.25
8.0
F
.5
1000
.5
.5
F
.5
.5
.5
.25
.25
.25
tn
Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
Armature
Conductor- to-
Frame
Cond. No.
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
7T-7B
8T-8B
Cycle
A c curnulated
Hours
Armatttre
Cond .- to- C ond
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
3 3
902
Volts, dc
200 400 500 600 BOO L 1000
0 0 .5 1.0 1.25 2.5
0 .5 .75 1.0 1.5 2.75
0 .5 .6 1.0 1.5 3.0
0 0 0 .0 0 . Z5
0 0 0 0 0 .5
0 0 0 0 0 .5
0 0 0 0 0 0
F - - -
0 0 0 0 0 0
zoo
0
0
.25
0
0
0
0
0
400
.5
.6
.5
0
0
0
0
0
I008
Volts, dc
500 600
.5 .5
.75 2.5
.6 .75
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
F = Failures leakage current in excess of 2. 000 micro-amperes
800 1000
1.5 4.0
2.75 3.0
1.5 3.0
0 .Z5
0 .5
0 .5
0 0
-
0 " 0
_.d
o_
/
Test Component Posi-
.tion, Measurement
Armature
Conductor-to-
Frame
Armature
_.nnr] -to- Cond.
TABLE XXVII - STATOI_ETTE ACCELERATED AGII_G - 250°C
DC LEAKAGE CURRENT
MEASURED AT AGING TEMPERATURE
STATOR.ETTE NO• Z
Sheet 5 of 5
Cycle
Accumulated
_Iour s
C,ond. No.
6T 0
7T 0
8T 0
6B 0
7B 0
8B 0
6T-6B 0
7T-TB
RT-flB 0
200 400
0
0
.Z5
0
0
0
0
0
1344
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
200 400
0 0
0 0
.25 .5
0 0
0 .25
0 0
0 F
800 1000
0 0
5
1680
Volts, dc
500 600
0 .25
0 0
.5 .75
0 0
._-5 .5
0 0
0 0
0 0
.25 .5
0 0
1.5 4.5
.5 .75
.5 .75
0 0
0 0
0 0
Volts, dc
500 600 800 i000
0 .Z5 .5 .5
0 .Z5 .5 .75
.75 1.0 2.0 4. Z5
.25 .25 .5 1.0
.5 .6 .75 1.25
.25 ,25 .5 .6
0 0 0 0
DC Leakage, Micro-amperes
Test Component Post-
t[on, Measurement
Armatur e
Conductor-to-
Frame
Armatur e
Cond.-to- Cond.
Cond. No-"
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
7T-7B
8T-8B
Cycle 6
2016
0
'.6
.5
0
0
0
.25
Ac cumulate d
Hours
200 _
f .5
1._
1._
• _5
• _5
.5
Volts, dc
75 I. Z5
2 0 3.0
1 75 3.0
6 1.0
4 .5
25 .25
.75 1.5
4.0 6.5
4.25 7.0
4.75 6.5
2.0 2.0
1.0 2.0
,4 .6
I0 25
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side) _
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
I
2352
i000 200
0
0
0
0
0
0
Volts, dc
- _-6"-_ 1ooo
o I
.5"25 6 11:; 11. 5
o o o ? I .25
o o o o, o0 0
0 0 .5 ' 1.0 1.5
Measurements discontinued
after t_he 7th cycle
F = Failure, leakage current in excess of Z, 000-mlcro-amperes
TABLE XXVIII - STATOI%ETTE ACCELERATED AGING - Z50°C
INSULATION RESISTANCE
MEASURED AT AGING TEMPERATURE
STATORETTE NO. Z
Sheet 1 of 2
Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
Armature
Conductor- to-
Frame
Armature
Cond.-to- Cond.
Cond. No.
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
7T-?B
8T-8B
Insulation Resistance at 500 Vdc, ohms
0 1 1 1 1 1Cycle
A cc umulat ed
Hours
Inf [nlty
Infinity
Infinity
InfLnity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
50 x 106
50x 106
50 x 106
16 x 106
18 x 106
45 x 106
85 x 106
85 x 106
100 x 106
24
32 x 106
3Z x 106
28 x 106
18 x 106
18 x 106
30 x 106
_ 50 x 10 b
50 x 106
75 x 106
48
40 x 106
40 x I06
3Z x 106
20 x 106
22 x 106
38 x 106
75 x 106
75 x 106
90 x 106
72
75 x 106
70 x 106
35 x 106
Z8 x 106
Z6 x 106
40 x 106
I00 x 106
I00 x 106
90 x I06
144
125 x 106
125 x 106
75 x 106
50 x 106
50 x 106
85 x 106
200 x 10 b
Z00 x 106
200 x 106
Test Component Posl-
,t[on, Measurement
Armature
Conductor- to-
Frame
Armature
Cond.-to-Cond,
Cond. No.
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
Cycle
A ccumulated
Hours
6T-6B
7T-7B
8T-8B
168
130 x 106
125 x 106
80 x 106
55 x 106
55 x 106
80 x 106
Z00 x 106
200 x 106
200 x 106
Insulation Resistance at 500 Vdc, ohms
P 1
192
185 x 106
185 .x 106
85 x 106
50x 106
50 x 106
100 x 106
200 x 106
ZOO x 106
200 x 106
1 1
Z16
200 x 106
200 x 106
125 x 106
85 x I06
85 x 106
150 x 106
200 x 10 b
200 x 106
200 x 106
240
200 x 106
200 x 106
150 x 106
I00 x 10 .6
I00 x 106
175 x 106
200 x 10 b
ZOO x 106
200 x 106
1 I
312
200 x 106
200 x 106
ZOO x 106
175 x 106
ZOO x 106
185 x 106
200 x 106
Z00 x 106
Z00 x 106
1
336
200 x 106
200 x 106
200 x 106
200 x 106
200 x 106
Z00 x 106
Infinity
Infinity
Z00 x 106
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
-4
(3O
TABLE XXVIII - STATORETTE ACCELERATED AGING - 250°C .
INSULATION RESISTANCE
MEASURED AT AGING TEMPERATURE
STATORETTE NO. 2
Sheet 2 of 2.
Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
Armature
Conductor- to-
Frame
Armature
Cond.- to- Cond.
_ond. No.'
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
7T-7B
8T-SB
Cycle
A c cumulated
Hours
Insulation Resistance at 500 Vdc, ohms
2 Z 3 3 4
Infinity
Infinity
0.05 x I0 b
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
500
Infinity
Inf inity
Z00 x 106
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
672
Infinity
Infinity 6
200 x 10
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
902
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
.Infinity
0
Infinity
IO08
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
0
Infinity
1 344
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
Infinity
0
Infinity
Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
Armature
Conductor- to-
Frame
Armature
Cond.- to-Cond.
Cond. No.
6T
7T
8T
6B
7B
8B
6T-6B
7T-TB
8T-8B
Insulation Resistance at 500 vdc, ohms
m
5 I 6 7
2016
Measurements Discont
after the 7th cycle ,,
200 x-I 06
200 x 106
Cycle
A c cumulated
Hours 1680
0
0
2352 J
nued
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
TABLE XXIX - STATOIr.ETTE ACCELERATED AGING - ZS0eC
CORONA ONSET VOLTAGE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE AND SI/_ULATED ALTITUDE
AFTER AGING AT Z50°C
STATORETTE NO. Z
Sheet I of 1
Test Component Posi-
tion, Measurement
Cond. No.
6T
Armature 7T
Conductor-to- 8T
Frame bB
7B
8B
Armature 6T-bB
Cond.-to-Cond. 7T-7B
8T-SB
Corona Onset Voltage, Volts AC RN( S
Cycle 1 Z 4
Accumulated
Hours 336 672 1344
Pressure at Z3°C Pressure at 23°C Pressure at 7.3°C
Sea Level 4.5 TORR * Sea LevelSea Level
700**
700**
700**
350
450
550
4. 5 TORR *
450
400
450
200
350
300
700**
700**
7@0"*
400
550
600
650
700**
700**
500
400
375
ZOO
350
350
700** 400 350
600 350 350
700** 450 450
_C Corona Onset Voltage, Volts AC RMSTcst Component Posl- , ycle 6
70O**
700**
650
400
500
600
650
700**
70.0**
4.5 TORR *
500
450
400
200
350
300
300
300
400
tion, Measurement Ac cttmttlated
Hours Z016
6T
Armature
7T
Conductor- to-
8T
Frame 6B
7B
8B
Armature 6T-6B
?,ond.-to- Cond. 7T-7B
8T-8B
Pressure at 23°C
Sea Level I 4. 5 TORR *
450
450
Z50
ZOO
300
200
Pressure at 23°C
4.5 TORR *
Pressure at Z3°C
Sea Level
700**
700**
600
350
.450
550
650
700**
700"*
Sea Level
- Measurements d!sccatinued after 6th cycle
ZOO
300
350
4.5 TORR *
* Equivalent pressure for 100,000 feet at ZS0°C
** 700 volt AG application lirrdt to prevent possible insulation damage; corona was not observed.
T = Top conductor in slot (Bore side)
B = Bottom conductor in slot (Frame side)
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TABLE XX3_ - AGING TIME TO FAILOIE SUMMARY
Conductor Failures, r_dbined; Top _ Botl_n. Top lm l_z_mo, Borden _o Fz_mmo
Accm_ulated
l_llu_r es
No. yj
1 3, 0'4
2 6.06
3 9.09
4 IZ.I
S IS.l
6 18.Z
7 Zl. 2
8 24.2
9 27.3
10 30.3
11 33, 3
IZ 36.4
13 39.4
14 42.4
15 45.4
16 48.5
17 . SJ.S
18 54.5
19 57.6
20 60.6
21 63.6
22 66.7
23 69.7
24 72.7
ZS 75.8
?.6 _ 78.9
27 81.8
28 84.8
29 87.9
30 9O.9
31 93.9
32 96.9
33 100.0
Total Hours
Total No. F_llu_es
Av 8. Hrs to l_Uurs
3500C
A41tn I Time - Ho_s
3ZS°C 3000C
Z 36
i 48
To FsUure To FaLlure
Accm_dAtod i No. Hr I Accumulated No. Hr8 A£cum_
72 Z [ 144 ?.88 2 816 1632
48 1 168 168 1 1020 1020
1 1088 1088
2 192 384
16 52 832
4 56 _4
2 64 128
I 68 68 •
I
2 72 144
3 80 240
Z 92 184
• 1,940
33
58.78
5 ?.16 1080
2 264 528
3 288 864
S 312
3 336
2 408
Z 456
1 480
Z 504
1 5SZ
1 624
1 648
33
333.33
5 1156 5780
3 I?A4 3672
1 I292 1292
S 14_8 7140
1560
3
1
1008 I,
1
816
2
912.
480
1008
552
" 624
648
il,000
1496 4488
163_ 1632
1768 1768
1904 1904
Z040
Teat
35,4_+
1,365.2÷
21S°C 250"G
To lqLUur*
No. Hrs Accumldatsd
1 504 504
2 1008 2016
•! !680 1680
1 2016 2016
2 ?.184 4368
Z 7.3S2 -4704
1 2856 ?.8S6
! 3192 3192
Test
T, _mLinatod
To l_Uure
No. Hrs
1 2688
1 336O
1 4368
Z 41'04
! 5040
1 6048
A¢cm_
\
Z688
3360
4368
94O8
5O4O
6O48
Teat
11
1,939.6
Zl, 3_t6 ÷ 30,912 ÷
t_
i'd
_d
_J
TABLE XXXII - AGKNC} TIME TO FAILURE AND FAILURE PREDICTION SUMMARY
CONDUCTOR FAILURES, ALL CONDUCTOR hfEASUKEIVxENT POSKTIONS
Statorette
No.
1
*C
A_b_
35O
325
30O
275
Z50
Conductor
Measur4m:mnt
Positions
&) Top-Frs_-e
b) Bottom-Frame
c) Top.- Bot:tom,
d) C,omb',--d, (k), (b), (c)
a) Top- lr_'aa_
b) Bottom- l;'raxne
c) Top- ]5ottm_
d) Combined, (a), (b), (c)
HI"s. to
lq.nal lq,.ilure
or Test
C_etk.
92
8O
92
52 67.63
52 59.64
36 49.09
36 58.78
504 312 392.73
648 192 381.82
288 144 225.45
648 144 333.33
a) Top-Frame 2176+ 1428
b) Bottom-F_'ame 2176+ 1088
c) Top-Bottom 1496 816
d) Combined. (a), (b), (c) 2176+ 816
a).Top-1;_'ame 3192÷ 2184
b) Bottom-1_'s_e 3192+ 504
e) Top-Bot_m 3192+ 1008
d) Combined. (a), (b), (c) 3192+ 504
&) Top-Frame 6048÷ 2688
b) Bottom-Frame 6048÷ 4368
c) Top- Bott_ 6048+ 3360
d) CombiMcl, (aL (b), (c) 6048÷ 2688
F_Llure r Actmd r Predicted and 3 Sllixna Limits - Hours
Actual
3 s_. L_lt.
Lower Upper
22.3 112.9
23.3 95.9
35.9 62.1
18,8 102.8
170.8 614.6
- 0- 857.9
72.1 378.7
-0- 730.5
P redtcted *
Mea_l_
1870
1460
1160
1520
4200
45OO
7900
8250
630O
30, 000
3 S_ma Limits
Lower U_per
555' 6300
635 3800
770 1720
900 2580
100 200,0,00
75 300,000
76 840,000
1800 38,000
1540 25,000
300 2,800,000
* - lq_a_l-ottt from _nnal Plot of lqLUures, Figures 18, 19 and 20
TABLE XXXIII - STATOKETTE COIL FAILURE LOCATION, 350°C AND 325"C TESTS
Coucl_etor
No.
3T- Frame
5T- Frar_e
7T- Frame
9T- Fr_rne
10T- Fr_e
liT-Frame
IB- Frame
5B- Fr_e
7B-Frame
)B-Frs_e
I 0B-Frame
I I B- Frame
3T-3B
5T-SB
7T-7B
9T-9B
10T-10B
liT-liB
%/Position
% of Total
% _f Total,
350aC,
3z5°C
Combined
St_torette No. 1 - 350°C
Bottom To_
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Failure Location
Slot Position Core Position
C.E. O.C.E. Middle F.C.A.
Conductor Slot Po's it Lon
No.
2T: Frame
6T- Frame
8T- Frame
l 0T - Fr an_e
llT- Frame
2B-Fr_ne
6B-Frame
8B-Frame
I 0B- Frame
liB*Frame
To_
X
X
X
X
X
S_re_e No. 6 - 325°C
ZT-ZB
6T-6B
8T-8B
10T-10B
liT-11B
Fa D_'e Location
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
13/18 =72.5
13/18=7Z.5
3/33 = 9.09 25/33=75.75
BoSom C.E. O.C.E.
X
X
Core Position
Middle F. C.A.
X
6/6=100 5/6=83.3 2/18=11 Z/18=ll 1/18=5.5 5/6=83.3 6/6=100 1/15=6.60 1/15=6.66 12/15=80,02 1/15=6.66
Z/18=ll 2/18=1t 1/18=5.5 1/15=6.66 1/15=6.66 12/15=80.0Z 1/15=6,66
3/33 = 9. 09
2/33 = 6.06
C.E. = St_tor Connection End; Statorette Measurement Lead End
O. C.E. = Stator Opposite Connection End
Middle = Between Core Ends
F.C.A. -" Field Coil Area
N
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Fig. 2 - Stator No. 1, S/N 481490, Lead Connection
Earl VLew, Prior tQ Sectioning
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Fig. 9 -- Statorette Measurement{ Lead ConnectLon V Lew
FIGURE |0 - Teat Measurement Schematic DlaErme
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Fig. 15 - Statorettes at Termination o£ Agkng Tests
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Figure 17 - Lognormal Probability Plot of Failures -
Completed 325°C Aging Data _
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Figure 21 - Arrhenius Life Temperature Plot
for Statorette Combined Conductor
Position Aging Test Data
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Figure Z3 Arrhenius Life - Temperature Plot
for Statorette Top Conductor-to-Frame
Conductor Position Aging Test Data
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